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Fox control is not something that has formed a
big part of my shooting life so far, so it was
something of a revelation to join our new foxing
contributor Dean Harrison in sitting out for a
fox recently. I am not a naturally patient person and I
find it hard to unwind; as such, I used to think that
activities which required patience were not for me –
fishing, for instance. I just couldn’t understand why
anyone would want to spend hour after hour,
casting line after line, day after day and – worse still
– rarely catch anything! But, living with a fanatical
fisher, I eventually saw the error of my ways! Now,
having enjoyed many salmon fishing holidays, I
understand the appeal. Aside from the relaxation, it’s
all about the anticipation of every cast you make;
each time believing you might just feel that
unmistakable and electrifying ‘jolt’ at the end of
your line...
It was that familiar feeling of anticipation which
surprised me about my foxing outing. “It’s unlikely
he’ll show up,” Deano had said as we headed off.
“It’s a bit of a long shot, but you never know…” As
we sat there in the fading light, the cold wind
whistling through the truck, I eagerly scanned the
hedgerow in front of us, convinced the fox would
appear. Meanwhile, Deano, who had gone out with
low expectations, admitted as soon as we arrived
that he suddenly ‘fancied his chances’ for a shot. As
it turned out, Charlie didn’t appear, but it was the

anticipation that created a sense of excitement, the
same as it does when you’re up a high seat waiting
for deer to come out; or even standing on the peg
wondering where and when the first covey might
appear. Sometimes, when the weather’s awful or
you’re dead on your feet, anticipation is the only thing
that actually keeps you out there.
But it’s more than that. Granted, sometimes there
is the simple fact that a job needs to be done; but
often these outings provide a unique opportunity to
observe the countryside in all its peaceful glory. When
you are still and quiet, Mother Nature carries on her
business around you, unaffected and (hopefully)
unaware of your presence, and there is something
incredibly relaxing about that. We watched hares
boxing, a proud cock pheasant guarding his hen, roe
deer coming out to feed… none of which we would
have seen or experienced fully if we hadn’t been
sitting, patiently waiting for Charlie. I know I am not
alone in finding this one of the best aspects of
country and sporting life and am sure these feelings
resonate with many of our readers, whether out rabbit
shooting, stalking, foxing or simply doing the
daily rounds on the shoot.
So, I hope you enjoy the
issue. Just don’t let it
distract you too much from
appreciating those precious,
peaceful moments!
REBECCA GREEN
Editor
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SHOOTING

NEWS

For the very latest news visit www.sportingshooter.co.uk

registered firearms dealers, which would be
installed at the shops’ expense, linking their
firearms registers to a central system. The cost of
installing such equipment could be costprohibitive, especially for smaller shops that are
often based in rural towns, and the knock-on
effect of job loss and closure could be highly
damaging for rural economies.
Stephen Curtis, BASC Director of Operations,
condemned the proposal: “BASC is concerned
that this is an entirely disproportionate proposal
which will negatively affect the £2.5 billion
shooting sector. The proposal delivers little
obvious benefit and has not been subject to an
impact assessment. It will destroy jobs and harm
the rural economy.”
Also causing concern is the proposed banning
of certain semi-automatics with the ability to hold
more than six rounds without reloading – this

PICTURE: GETTY IMAGES / ISTOCKPHOTO

New health monitoring system for FC holders

6

As of 1 April 2016 a new procedure comes into force, led by the Home Office, which
will mean the continuous monitoring of health issues for firearms and shotgun certificate
holders; the stated intention is to reduce the risk of a medically unfit person gaining
possession of a firearm.
The system will allow closer cooperation between the police force and general
practitioners (GPs). It will make it easier for GPs to draw attention to any relevant medical
condition that may be cause for concern during the lifetime of the certificate, and will
ensure the GP is aware of the fact that their patient holds a certificate.
If a medical condition that may affect the holder’s fitness to possess a firearm arises
midway through the certificate life, GPs will be prompted to contact the police firearms
licensing department. The current medical issues of concern, and the reasons the police
ask for medical certificates, will not be altered by the new system.
Chief Executive of the Countryside Alliance, Tim Bonner commented: “The
Countryside Alliance has sat on the medical evidence working group since its origin. We
have been searching for an improvement
to the system that would have minimal
impact on the majority of certificate
holders but help to prevent those rare
occurrences when failure to detect health
concerns has led to a risk to public safety.
We hope that this process of continuous
monitoring can pave the way towards a
longer certificate life which will reduce the
burden on police forces.
“With the full cooperation of certificate
holders, GPs and police forces, we can
see this system being a success.
However, and vitally, there will be a review
of the project after six months and another
after a year, to make sure any issues that
may arise can be straightened out.”

www.sportingshooter.co.uk

would cover almost all semi-automatic firearms in
the UK. Finally, the requirement that firearms and
ammunition (including shotgun ammunition) must
be locked in separate compartments has been
regarded as unnecessary and unworkable.
Countryside Alliance Chief Executive, Tim
Bonner commented: “The European Council
believes it needs quick-fire legislation to regain
public trust in the fight against terrorism;
unfortunately, and as we have continuously
stated, these proposals will have no effect on
terrorists but a significant effect on the legal
shooting community.
“We have already seen sensible steps taken by
the European Parliament led by Vicky Ford MEP
and the IMCO Committee. We hope the meeting
on 11 April will see further positive steps towards
a workable text that can be put successfully in
front of the Commission in September.”

GWCT secures
demonstration farm

PICTURE: GWCT

Shooting organisations are united in their concern
over new firearm regulations proposals made by
the European Council; they are in addition to the
changes that have been the subject of much
discussion over the past few months.
Many of the original proposals – some of which
were considered unnecessary or poorly worded
– have been widely discussed and consulted
upon, and there was strong evidence that MEPs
understood the need to alter them for the benefit
of legitimate shooters.
However, now a number of additional
proposals have been added which are causes for
considerable concern, and the Countryside
Alliance is working as part of FACE to ensure that
MEPs understand the potential negative impact
they could have on the shooting industry.
One such proposal is the possible
introduction of computers in gun shops and

PICTURE: NICK RIDLEY

Deep concern over new proposals for
EU firearms regulations

The Game and Wildlife Conservation Trust (GWCT) has
achieved its long-standing aim of securing a demonstration
farm in Scotland, similar to their Allerton project at Loddington.
The aim of the new project is to demonstrate what farming
and maintenance practices are necessary to retain the wildlife
and actively manage biodiversity back into Scotland’s upland
farms. In Scotland this type of farmland can be home to much
game and wildlife, but is coming under increasing economic
pressure, which is proving to have detrimental consequences
for the wildlife.
The Common Agricultural Policy and the Land Reform
(Scotland) Bill presents very challenging proposals for those
who invest in shooting and farming, and who also enjoy
wildlife. The risk posed to Scotland’s wildlife and countryside
in marginalising beneficial management has not yet been
effectively communicated to politicians.
The GWCT hopes that by providing practical examples
backed by science, and by putting their advice into practice,
they can change the views of the aforementioned politicians.

NEWS

Third Big Farmland Bird Count a great success
The results are in for the third Big Farmland
Bird Count (BFBC), organised by the Game and
Wildlife Conservation Trust (GWCT), with this
year’s event seeing record numbers of participants
and species recorded.
The BFBC was launched in order to highlight
and record the positive work done by farmers and
gamekeepers to reverse the decline of farmland
birds. It provides a nationwide, simple method of
recording conservation efforts that these
individuals carry out on their land, including winter
scatter feeding, creating conservation headlands,
and growing crops specifically to provide seed
for birds.

The five most commonly sighted birds were
blackbirds, woodpigeons, robins, blue tits, and
pheasants. There were 25 species from the Red
List for Birds of Conservation Concern recorded,
with six of these appearing in the top 25 most
frequently recorded species. The five most
counted species were woodpigeon, starling, rook,
fieldfare, and lapwing – this reflects the two
previous years’ findings, with the only difference
being that lapwings have managed to shunt
chaffinches down to sixth place.
Of the 970-plus farmers that took part, 50%
were providing some sort of additional feed for the
birds – either by scatter feeding or by planting wild

bird seed mixes – and 60% were involved in some
form of agri-environment scheme.
The GWCT should be commended for its
dedication to this scheme, running 17
identification training days throughout the year to
prepare participants, and already gearing up to
start planning the fourth BFBC, taking place in
February of next year.
The results show the long-term commitment
and dedication of farmers and gamekeepers to
environmental management and conservation – an
element of rural life which often goes unnoticed,
and which is becoming increasingly important
to promote.

t
Trust’s third Big Farmland Bird Coun
The Game & Wildlife Conservation
Here’s what was seen.
.
2016
ary
Febru
6-14
een
betw
took place
The number of
raptors seen
this year was
10, while 4 owl
species were
also recorded.

starlings,
The ﬁve most abundant birds seen were
gs.
woodpigeons, ﬁeldfares, rooks and lapwin

There were 25 Red List species
recorded including ﬁeldfares,
house sparrows, starlings,
yellowhammers and song
thrushes [‘Red List’ is the highest
conservation priority species,
which need urgent action].

63% of farms
are growing
combinable
crops, 53% have
beef or sheep and
12% grow ﬁeld
vegetables.
A number
of dairy farms,
horticulture
units, poultry
producers and
pig producers
submitted counts.

7 species were recorded for
the ﬁrst time in 2016 and
these included black grouse,
lesser redpoll, red grouse and
snow bunting.

130
In total,
130 different
species were
recorded.

Over 50% of
participants provide
some form of seed
feed for birds, either
as wild seed mixes,
by scatter feeding
or by feeding via
hoppers.

Where did they count?

environmental
The survey areas included important
ponds, grass margins,
features such as hedges, woodland,
ditches and trees.

Trees (hedgerow or ﬁeld)

Scrub

Ditch (wet or dry)

Stream/river

Grass margins

Ponds

Woodland

What next?
Hedgerows

Farmers from
every county in
England took
part and there
were responses
from Ireland,
Scotland
and Wales.
Herefordshire
had the most
returns with
66 farmers
completing the
survey.

63%

Over 63% of
participants are
in some form of
agri-environment
scheme.

The fourth Big Farmland Bird
Count will take place from
4 - 15 February 2017
For more information please
visit www.gwct.org.uk/BFBC
or contact Emma Graver on
01425 651000 or by email to
egraver@gwct.org.uk
PICTURE: DAVID KJAER

In 2016
more than
970 farmers
took part. That’s
more farmers
than in previous
years.
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NEWS

Welsh fox snarers urged to abide by Code

PICTURE: DAVID KJAER

Shooting and rural organisations are urging all users of
snares for fox control in Wales to abide by the Welsh
government’s Code of best practice on the use of
snares in fox control; failure to do so will result in a
complete ban.
The Code, which some of the organisations helped
to draw up and endorse, is a ten-page bilingual
booklet, published last September. It provides clear

and concise advice to farmers, gamekeepers, and
other land managers in using fox snares efficiently and
humanely using detailed best-practice considerations
and key legal points.
Those using snares for fox control in Wales are
advised, in the strongest possible terms, to obtain a
copy of the Code and follow it to the letter.
North Wales Chairman for the National
Gamekeepers’ Organisation, David Pooler
commented: “The ball is firmly in our court. I won’t
preach, but either we use modern, high-tech,
code-compliant fox snares in the correct way, or
snaring – a vital wildlife conservation tool – will be
lost to us.”
A spokesman for the Farmers’ Union of Wales
added: “As one of the organisations responsible for
drafting the Code, we are encouraging all farmers to
follow it. It is an important step forward in terms of
animal welfare, both in terms of fox control and
protecting livestock, which can be killed by or receive
horrific injuries from foxes.”
The message is clear: use the Code or lose the
fox snares.

Shooting for the future with BASC and GWCT

PICTURE: DON BRUNT

The Game and Wildlife Conservation Trust (GWCT)
and the British Association for Shooting and
Conservation (BASC) are joining forces to provide a
two-day course in shooting techniques and shoot
management, based at the GWCT’s Allerton Project
– a demonstration farm in Leicestershire.
Day one focuses on shooting technique, starting
with an interactive session discussing performance
in the field and followed by a number of practical
shooting activities. These end with a focus on
improving shooting skills within the individual’s
capabilities; BASC shotgun coaches will be working
with groups to hone their shooting skills.
Day two begins with ‘best practice’ presentations

– including subjects such as predator control and
cover crops – and is followed by an afternoon visit to a
working shoot to put some of the theory into practice.
A previous attendee commended the course,
commenting: “The high standard of presentations
and coaching reinforced my opinion that
conservationists and game shooters are very well
represented by GWCT and BASC, who do so much
for the environment and their membership, which is
open to all.”
Both days are available at a cost of £150, or each
day can be booked individually for a cost of £85.
To book and for more information, visit http://buff.
ly/1SETxCU or call 01425 651013.

NEWS
BRIEF
IN

Crimestoppers has launched a
campaign to tackle crime in rural
Scotland. ‘Scene it, herd it’ encourages
people to provide information under
guaranteed anonymity. Sixty thousand
information postcards will be sent out
to rural households in Scotland,
followed by a social media effort to
promote the campaign.
A 10-year project to restore a driven
grouse shoot at Langholm Moor has
ended after numbers of grouse failed to
reach sufficient levels for shooting.
Despite a larger grouse population than
that recorded at the start of the project,
they were unable to produce a surplus
of driven grouse to economically
underpin the project.
Drones could potentially change the
way land is managed. Farmers benefit
from immediate targeted images across
vast acreage to identify problems and
track livestock, while Askham Bryan
College Gamekeeping students have
demonstrated how vast landscapes,
such as moors, can be monitored from
above to better assess vegetation and
improve understanding of how they can
be managed.
Urban foxes have been suggested as
culprits for a string of attacks on
newborn lambs in the middle of Exmoor.
Farmer Alan Collins lost 33 lambs in a
week and, upon shooting eight foxes in
one field and noting them to be unafraid
of lamps and vehicles, has suggested
the foxes were caught in towns and
released onto the moors.
Hampshire-based shooting suppliers,
Cavendish Country, is providing a
cartridge collection and recycle service
for empty shells, in an attempt to solve
the often expensive and environmentally
damaging issue of disposing of them.
The service will be offered free to
shoots that buy clays from them. Visit
http://buff.ly/1UNFzVg
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Windsor Shotgun by Cogswell & Harrison
An icon of its time – regal, beautiful, strong, reliable

Available from the following stockists:
Alcatraz Gun Company Ltd | Browns Lock Stock & Barrel | Carl Russell & Co Ltd | Central Scotland Shooting School | C.F. Beattie |
Charles R Sykes | Chris Potter Country Sports | Closeburn Sporting Services | Country Field Sports | Emmett and Stone Country Sports |
Essex Guns | F.A. Anderson | Field & Falcon | Gilsan Sports | Hadﬁeld Guns | Hollow Farm Shooting Grounds | Ian Coley Sporting Ltd |
Ian Hodge Fieldsports | Keens Tackle & Guns Kexby Country Sports | Lavin Guns | Low Mill Ranges | Maryland Country Sports |
Melbourne Gun | Morgans of Oswestry | Oxford Gun CompanyRange & Country Sports | Sloan International | Solware Ltd | Stutley Gun |
T & JJ McAvoy Guns | The Bridge Guns & Tackle Ltd The Countryman of Derby | The Country Sports Shop Ltd |
The Portsmouth Gun Centre Ltd | Wiltshire Rod & Gun |

Visit: www.cogswellandharrison.com
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NEWS

‘Try before you buy’ Gunmakers’
Roadshow to tour Britain
A new initiative will be touring Britain this summer and
making appearances at all seven of the Countryman
Fairs events; the Gunmakers’ Roadshow provides a
unique ‘try before you buy’ experience for shooters
looking to purchase a new shotgun.
Bringing together top international shotgun
brands – including Perazzi, Browning and Blaser
– the Roadshow gives brands a chance to
showcase their products in the purpose-built
tented village, which incorporates retail outlets,
dedicated clay shooting lines, and BASCaccredited coaches who will be on hand to help.
The not-for-profit initiative is the first of its kind
and will help to give potential buyers confidence in
their purchase, as they can ‘test drive’ it first using
the free clays and cartridges (provided in a bid to
encourage some newcomers to try the sport).
Countryman Fairs’ CEO, Ian Harford explained
what makes the Gunmakers’ Roadshow different:

“As a result of visitor and exhibitor feedback, we
have redesigned the layout of all our outdoor
events so that the Gunmakers’ Roadshow is at the
heart of the show. It will be a one-stop shop for
members of the public interested in seeing and
handling the latest shotguns on offer from the
leading brands.
“There’s no need to wait all year for that one big
game fair; the Gunmakers’ Roadshow is coming
to a county near you. We want to see the British
gunmaking industry thrive and never-seen-before
initiatives like this will really help to promote the
sport to a new audience.”
The Gunmakers Roadshow will be in
attendance at the Sussex Country Show (taking
place on 18 and 19 June at Parham Park, West
Sussex), so if you are lucky enough to win some of
our giveaway tickets, why not pop by and try out
some of those fabulous shotguns?

WIN TICKETS
With a wealth of entertainment, activities, retail
and food, Countryman Fairs make for a fantastic
day out. There’s something for everyone to be
found among the many trade stands and exhibits;
whether your passion be clay shooting, game
shooting, or hunting, you can be sure there will
be plenty to occupy! A healthy mix of crafts and
music, scattered among the ‘gun gear’, means
non-shooting spouses or friends needn’t be
bored either. For a full itinerary of the show, go to
www.countrymanfairs.co.uk
Countryman Fairs is kindly providing five pairs of
adult one-day tickets for the Sussex Country
Show, worth £30, to give away to some of our
lucky readers. For your chance to win, just
answer this question:

Q

Which endangered dog breed is having a
mass gathering at the Sussex Country
Show this year?

A. Weimaraner
B. Hungarian vizsla
C. Sussex spaniel
SEND YOUR ANSWER ALONG WITH
YOUR DETAILS TO:
Sussex Country Show Comp, Sporting Shooter,
Evolution House, Easthampstead Road,
Wokingham, RG40 2EG, or email your answer to
competitions@sportingshooter.co.uk

PICTURE: DOM HOLTAM

RULES: Closing date is 13 June 2016. Normal Sporting Shooter rules apply.
For full terms and conditions, send an sae marked t&c to the postal
address above.
Archant Ltd, publisher of Sporting Shooter, would like to keep you up
to date with any special offers or new products or services which might be
of interest. When entering by email please state clearly if you DO NOT wish
for Archant Ltd to contact you in this way by email, SMS, post or phone.
We occasionally pass your details on to carefully selected companies
who wish to contact you with information about their products/services.
When entering by email please state clearly if you DO NOT wish to be
contacted in this way by email, SMS, post or phone.

WIN HAWKE BINOCULARS

Find the creature hiding in this issue and you could win a terrific pair of binoculars. Everyone who finds him goes into the draw
for a pair of 8x21 binoculars, but if you want to receive one of our badges, send us a self-addressed envelope with 58p of stamps.
Send us the page number, your name, telephone number and address by email to: ispy@sportingshooter.co.uk By post to:
Kieran Kingfisher, Sporting Shooter, Evolution House, 2-6 Easthampstead Road, Wokingham, RG40 2EG CLOSING DATE: 1 June

CAN YOU FIND: KIERAN KINGFISHER?
CONGRATULATIONS TO:
Christine Short who found Pete
on p55 of the April issue.
See p106 for a list of other succ
creature finders.

PICTURE: DAVID MASON

Designed to travel, these lightweight Hawke 8x21 Compact Rubber Armoured
Folding Binoculars feature a non-slip rubber finish, fully coated optics, neck
cord, carry pouch and a 10-year warranty. The zip-up carry case has a belt
loop and wrist strap for ease of carrying.
Being rubber armoured, they are able to withstand the bumps and scrapes of everyday life. They can focus as close as
2.7m and have a field of view of 126m at 1,000m, yet are small enough to fit in your pocket and weigh just 176g. Perfect for
enjoying wildlife you might otherwise miss.
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FOXING

WITH DEAN HARRISON

A passion for foxes

NEW
SERIES

Introducing our new fox shooting expert, Dean Harrison, who grew up
chasing after Charlie and still can’t get enough of outsmarting these wily opportunists

I

t’s Saturday night. There’s a hint of spring in the
air, but only The Voice to entertain on TV. Who in
their right mind would want to stay in? Well,
certainly not our new fox shooter Dean ‘Deano’
Harrison – not when there’s a tricky customer to
catch up with, that’s for sure. Which is how I find
myself sitting out in the (now wet and windy) night,
waiting for Charlie and finding out just what it is
that makes shooting these bushy-tailed bandits
such a passion of Deano’s…
“Growing up, I was your typical country lad: I
was out beating, ferreting and setting snares from
about 12 years old. I had an air rifle and was

‘I’ve got some fantastic
deer trophies on my
wall, but from a passion
point of view, I’d sooner
shoot one fox than 10
gold-medal heads’

always out hunting rabbits, so it’s fair to say I was
pretty much hooked on hunting from an early age.
“I got to know the local gamekeeper and helped
him out when I left school. Even then I was a fair
shot with the rifle. Right from the age of 17, I was
out lamping all the time – and I mean all the time –
in an old Renault with the back cut out of it, before
we got a Land Rover! I went out any time I could,
laying out for foxes, lamping for foxes – I just
couldn’t get enough of it. The keeper eventually
moved down to Dorset and around the same time I
started working in the construction industry, but all
my spare time was spent out shooting.
“I still went beating on the Dorset shoot and the
opportunity came up to run the deer stalking
operation on the estate, which I took up – culling,
monitoring and taking guests out. I loved it, and
whatever I was doing I always had my rifle with
me and, with a game shoot on the land, many a
fox fell to me there. Sometimes I’d leave home [in
Wiltshire] at 3am in the morning just to get down
there if he had a problem fox when he was
rearing. I did this for about 15 years, all the while
working full-time as a bricklayer. I was also
helping out with fox control at other shoots back
home and on the Plains. I was everywhere! I’ve

since learnt to say no though, because otherwise I
feel you don’t do anywhere properly, but that’s
another story.
“A promotion at work made it more difficult to
keep up that level of deer and fox work. I found I
was exhausted and, in all honesty, I was losing the
passion to shoot the does in the winter anyway.
Life was becoming more comfortable financially so
I didn’t need the money from the deer management
as much and that side of things came to an end. I
drifted into fishing. I was still shooting a few deer
but the lamping and foxing side had gone. If I came
across a fox I often left it – with no game shoot to
protect, I had no specific reason to kill them, so I
was more than happy to watch them. I’ve always
had that ‘work ethic’ mentality in my shooting
(apart from game shooting – that is a sport for me)
and I almost can’t call fox shooting a ‘hobby’
because of it. Gradually, I went down the road of
game shooting, which eventually led me full circle
back into fox shooting…”

The day of the fox
“Four seasons ago I was lucky enough to be
invited to my local partridge and pheasant shoot
in Wiltshire for the first day of the season. We

PICTURE: REBECCA GREEN

Deano has been shooting foxes
since the age of 17
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PICTURE: MIKE LANE

‘It’s getting that fox that’s been doing the damage
that really appeals to me. I love the satisfaction of
it, of being able to outwit them’

www.sportingshooter.co.uk
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were expecting a 150 to 200-bird day. I stood
there with my wife, Michelle, feeling very excited…
first day of the season… bag full of cartridges. I’ve
shot there before so I am familiar with the drives
and I knew I’d pulled a particularly good peg for
the first partridge drive. But as the beaters came
through the cover I began to worry – not a single
partridge had taken flight. I’d noticed a couple of
pheasants flick up and then go back down again,
and said to Michelle, “There’s a fox in there.” Sure
enough, two foxes came out of that first drive.

‘Fox shooting is the
ultimate: nothing else
gives me the same buzz,
whether that’s sat
waiting at first or last
light, or out lamping’
And that set the scene for what followed – we just
saw fox after fox all day, no partridge. We finished
on a bag of 54. It was an absolute disaster
(although I’d enjoyed the day, nonetheless), and I
really felt for the shoot owner – he was
devastated. But I thought no more of it, until at
7am the following morning, driving to work, the
phone rang. It was the shoot owner. “Do you want
to come and shoot my bloody foxes?” he asked
pleadingly. I knew immediately that I wouldn’t say
no, despite knowing that I would have to commit
my all to it. So I said yes, already feeling that
familiar pang of excitement that only comes, for
me, with fox shooting.”

to me. But for me, fox shooting is the ultimate:
nothing else gives me the same buzz, whether
that’s sat waiting at first or last light, or out
lamping. It’s getting that fox that’s been doing the
damage that really appeals to me. I love the
satisfaction of it, of being able to outwit them. I’m
the sort that just when everyone else is starting to
think, ‘It’s not happening’, I’m thinking, ‘He’s
coming’! Anybody who goes out with me will tell
you how excited I get… and sometimes a bit
grumpy too! When you’re tired, you can always
think of a hundred reasons why you shouldn’t go
out foxing, but unless it’s absolutely pouring with
rain (which the foxes don’t like either) my favourite
saying is: ‘You won’t shoot them sat in your
armchair.’ But if you go out, you’ve policed the
ground for starters; if you don’t get the fox that
night at least you’ve marked him, you know where
he is ready for the next night.
“I’ve got some fantastic deer trophies on my
wall, but from a passion point of view, I’d sooner
shoot one fox than 10 gold-medal heads.”

Kit bag
“As far as kit goes, I’m fairly old school. At the
moment I just use a lamp and I squeak them in
using the back of my hand (and I have my own
rather unique shouts and calls that I’ve developed
over the years), but I’m keen to work with some of
the more technological kit as there’s no denying it’s
impressive stuff. I’m currently shooting with a .308,

Deano’s patience is rewarded

which, I admit, isn’t your typical foxing rifle, with a
123gr bullet – again, heavier than many foxers
would use – but it’s a set-up that works for me. It’s a
Japanese rifle with a Japanese scope. The scope is
one that I bought off a gamekeeper about 20-odd
years ago and it’s still going strong. The main thing
is that I’m not afraid to try something different. And
sometimes, with the really tricky foxes, trying
something new is the only way you’ll get them. For
me, though, foxing is all about using the information
that’s available to you on the ground and that nature
gives you, and I hope through these articles that this
is something I can share with you, the readers.
“So hopefully that’s given you an insight into
what makes me tick as far as shooting is
concerned. Now, you’re probably wondering
about that troublesome fox Rebecca mentioned
at the start of this piece… well, that’s a story for
another issue. Suffice to say, I’ve still got a good
excuse to be missing The Voice of a Saturday!” ■

Kit-wise, Deano is happy with the basics, and of course his black Lab,
Saxon, for company

The birds are back

Passion
“Some people might find it hard to understand my
passion for fox shooting when I’ve got plenty of
deer stalking and game shooting freely available
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PICTURES: REBECCA GREEN

“So, I rallied my long-suffering wife, Michelle, and
off we went – her with the lamp, me with the rifle.
We shot nine foxes in two weeks, which gave
them back their pheasant shoot as the pheasants
came back to the feeders, although it was too late
for the partridge. And I’ve been doing it ever
since. In that time, bag numbers have returned to
normal and the owner is much happier as a result.
It’s all down to perseverance. I’m on them all year,
apart from a slight lull when the crops are up and
it’s hard to catch up with them. This is when the
other side of the job comes in: there is a massive
pig production to police on the 2,000-acre estate,
with over 400 pigs being sent off each week, and
part of my commitment to the estate and the farm
is protecting the piglets in the farrowing fields.
Since I’ve taken over controlling the foxes their pig
production has shot up. I also shoot the rabbits on
the farm. So there’s plenty to keep me busy
throughout the year.”

HUSHPOWER // WITH WILL EDWARDS

SILENT BUT DEADLY

Sometimes time, resources and even location can work against you when it comes
to corvid control… Will Edwards has just the solution

T

a local market gardener who had neighbours
his month we are looking at the
residing along one side of his boundary,
essential role of pest control and the
making the report from my normal 12-bore,
most user-friendly methods that will help
especially with the very early morning starts, a
shooters to get the best results when other
real no-no – it would have caused no end of
factors are against them.
uproar with the natives!
With the likes of crows, rooks, magpies and
The vegetables and flowers this landowner
those pesky squirrels looking to start
spends all of his time nurturing were taking a
breeding, we need to start hitting them hard
right pasting and, without any doubt, his land
to reduce their numbers for crop protection.
was the best restaurant in town for the pests.
From a general conservation point of view we
Well, what a ‘sound’ investment that gun
are also looking to safeguard our wild
was. It’s as quiet as a spring-powered air rifle,
songbirds, as well as the gamebirds that
if you feed it a diet of subsonic fodder. I’ve
made it through last season.
tried several different types of cartridge, but
My most efficient gun for use on areas that
have now settled on the Lyalvale Express
are noise sensitive is my Mossberg .410
Magnasonic after reviewing them for this
Hushpower three-shot pump action
magazine some time back. I love
shotgun. This very affordable bit of
how quiet they are, but being
hardware has vandalised vermin
GUN USED:
17g of no.5 shot they really hit
for me over the last five years.
Hushpower .410
hard, so at sensible ranges
I purchased it after surveying
Mossberg 500
even a bolting rabbit is
an area of land belonging to
RRP: £650

PICTURES: WILL EDWARDS

The Hushpower provides power,
affordability and peace of mind
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Available from most well-stocked
gun shops or email hushpower@
btinternet.com

cleanly dispatched – something I wouldn’t,
and couldn’t ever achieve with an airgun.
So let’s look at some tactics for an easy
set-up if you don’t have the time for a
full-blown day out in the field. I quite often
visit various clients’ land prior to going off to
work in the mornings. What I try to do is get
regular updates as to where the current ‘hot
spots’ are. This makes the whole procedure
more time efficient and gives far better
chances of getting the baddies. I’ll travel light,
with nothing more than a box of cartridges in
a coat pocket, my gun and a small bag
attached to my belt, which holds just one
full-bodied crow decoy, a small knife and a
ball of garden twine. Let me explain the last
bit. If I find an area where the crows or rooks
are busy tucking into a crop, I have two
options available to me. I can either try and
get as close to their flight line as possible and
simply whack them on the wing, or, if that’s

WITH WILL EDWARDS

not possible, and this could be for various
reasons, I can cut a long hazel stick, put it up
through the body of my decoy and fix it with
the twine to a fence post or the top of a bush
to try and coax the offending birds my way.
It’s a very simple and fast method if time is
short, and on occasions has worked
remarkably well. In both cases you must try to
find cover to hide behind and remain as still
as possible until the last second prior to
taking your shot, or you will spook your quarry.
The traditional rough shooting method is
another option open to us and it’s one that
I’ve used on many occasions. This is where
you walk around your land trying to be as
quiet as possible and being super observant
for ambush opportunities. At the very least
it’s great exercise for you and your dog at the
start or end of the day, and a large area can
be covered in a relatively short time. This is
ideal if you have a small shoot or farmland as
you can also check on fences, gates, pens
and feeders. This is a great multi-functional
favourite of mine as if you do come across
something amiss and you can communicate
this back to the landowner, it shows that
you’re an extra pair of eyes and ears looking
out for their interests... Brownie points by the
bucket load. ■
Just a few simple pieces of kit will suffice for a short
bout of corvid control

// HUSHPOWER

The Mossberg is as quiet as a
spring-powered air rifle when fed subsonic cartridges
Controlling crows helps to preserve
songbirds, gamebirds and crops

‘I’ll travel light, with
nothing more than a box of
cartridges in a coat pocket,
my gun, a full-bodied crow
decoy, a small knife and a
ball of garden twine’
www.sportingshooter.co.uk
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01208 813651
Gunshop Open
Mon-Fri 9am-5pm
Tue 7pm-9pm
Sat 10am-12.30pm

UK Mainland ONLY

Sh

i g & Fieldsports Supplies

Ian Hodge Field Sports, Burlawn, Wadebridge, Cornwall. PL27 7LA

CORNWALL’S ONE STOP GUN SHOP FOR
OVER 350 SHOTGUNS, RIFLES AND AIRGUNS
PRIMOS TRIGGER STICK
GEN 2 MONOPOD

SPECIAL OFFER

PRIMOS TRIGGER STICK
GEN 2 BIPOD

With the pull of a trigger
you can adjust to your
desired height and ﬂipping
the switch you can lock
the trigger to keep
that height.

Powerful, lightweight and durable. 12V Sport Gun Lighting
solutions from Tracer. Adjustable focusing system, this
allows you to ‘zero-in’ on small targets or ﬂood large areas.

A lightweight heightadjustable gun rest and
optical gear mount, perfect
for kneeling or standing.
It comes equipped with
a detachable V yoke.

PRICE: £69.00

OUR: £37.50 OUR: £44.99

PRIMOS TRIGGER STICK
GEN 2 DELUXE TALL
TRIPOD

FINANCE
AVAILABLE FOR
NEW AND
SECONDHAND
GUNS PURCHASES
IN SHOP
OVER £500

TRACER 12V SPORT GUN LIGHT  170 VP

140:

RRP: £74.99

With just one hand and the
pull of a trigger, you can
adjust the lightweight heightadjustable gun rest and
optical gear mount, perfect
for kneeling or standing.
PRICE: £129.00

HAWKE VANTAGE
624X50 AO SCOPE
11 layer fully multi-coated optics
Adjustable objective for parallax correction
● 1inch mono-tube chassis
●
●

PRICE: £145.00

GUNSLICK PRO
RIFLE CARE KIT
Kit contains; 4oz Ultra-Lube, 4oz
Ultra-Klenz, blackened steel rod
with ‘soft grip’ handle, muzzle
guard, phosophor brushes,
wool mops, cotton patches and
cleaning tips and jags. Calibres
available from .17HMR to .308.
PRICE: £29.95P

140 Variable:
RRP: £89.99

JACK PYKE DECOY BAG
Very large 120ltr
Shoulder/rucksack
carry straps
● Very strong
● 75cm X 43cm
●
●

PRICE: £29.95

BOX OF 20
PIGEON DECOYS
Great value
pack of
20 whole bird
pigeon decoys

170:

170 Variable:

OUR: £44.99

OUR: £54.99

RRP: £89.99

RRP: £109.99

JACK PYKE LIGHTWEIGHT
MESH SUIT
Mesh suit printed with English
Oak camouﬂage. Suit includes;
smock-style top with hood,
elasticated waist and ankles,
two through pockets.
Sizes M/L 38–44”
XL/XXL 46–52”

PRICE: £99.00

JACK PYKE LIGHT WEIGHT
MESH BALACLAVA
Elasticated face
surround. Face veil
can be worn up or down.
Printed in English Oak.
Free size.

PRICE: £39.95

PRICE: £14.50

JACK PYKE
HUNTERS JACKET

JACK PYKE HUNTERS
TROUSERS

Breathable
Waterproof
Noiseless
Outer shell:
100% polyester
brushed tricot
with laminated
membrane lining.

Breathable - Waterproof - Noiseless
Stealth Material
Outshell: 100% Polyester
brushed tricot with
laminated membrane.
NOT ALL COLOURS
AVAILABLE IN ALL SIZES
PRICE: £69.95

LARSEN /MAGPIE TRAP
Galvanised
Catches
2 birds at once
● Lightweight
● Aprox size 32” X 35” X 19”
●
●

PRICE: £48.00

MINK/RAT/SQUIRREL
TRAP
Heavy duty
Fully galvanised
● Simple to set
● 1000s sold
●
●

PRICE: £49.00

PRICE: £89.95

CLULITE LONG RANGER
LED PISTOL LIGHT

HAWKE PROSTALK
NATURE CAMERA

The Long Ranger LED
Pistol Light uses the
latest CREE LED which
produces 1200 lumens
with a 500m beam. Lamp
head diameter: 150mm

●

Great for Rotary’s / Floaters or on
their own.

£7.50 NO 4., £8.50 NO 6.

PRICE: £45.00P

PRICE: £119.95P

PRICE: £14.50

JACK PYKE SUPER HIDE
POLES

JACK PYKE
CLEAR
VIEW HIDE

JACK PYKE FLOCKED
PIGEON SHELL

●

SPRINGER TRAPS

PRICE:

Made from 600D cordura
● Total set weight including
bag 3.5kg.
● Available in English
Oak camo or English
Woodland Camo bag.

Tough lightweight nylon hide net, printed with
English Oak shown OR English Woodland.
Ultra clear view from the inside. 4m x 1.5m

PRICE: £39.95

PRICE: £29.99

●

2.0MP IR and video
wildlife trail camera
● Weatherproof
● 45 degree pir sensor
● LCD Display
● 15 Night vision LEDs

PRICE: £22.00

FOAM PIGEON

WILDHUNTER SPIN SEAT

Realistic ﬂocking
and colouring
● Sprung peg
● Stackable
● Weight each 110gms

24 litre bucket that rotates
360 degrees
● Very Silent
● Green bucket and camo
seat
● Padded seat for comfort
● Ideal for storing decoys

PRICE: £49.95

PRICE: £25.00

●

Tel: 01208 813 651 | Email: sales@ianhodgeﬁeldsports.co.uk | www.ianhodgeﬁeldsports.co.uk

WITH ANDY CROW

PEST
CONTROL

Heading out for the night shift
Andy Crow’s pest control duties are never done; but it isn’t always pigeon on the menu

T

PICTURES: DOM HOLTAM

here’s no doubt that Crowman’s number one
shooting passion is the pursuit of
woodpigeons. He loves it. But as a full-time farm
manager, it makes up just a single facet of his
pest control responsibilities. That focus shifts with
the seasons and as the crops rotate, but for the
majority of his excursions he uses a vehicle and
waits until the sun heads for the horizon.
And the vehicle has been something of a
problem in recent times because his trusty and
long-serving Polaris Ranger ATV had finally
become a bit of a concern. “It had been a real
stalwart but recently wouldn’t start and ceased to
be reliable. Time on the farm is too precious to be
walking back from the middle of nowhere
because of a mechanical breakdown!”
So a replacement has been drafted in. “The
salesman kept telling me I had to have a front
screen, saying, ‘You’ll never use it without a
windscreen, you’ll be too cold.’ I’m not sure he
understands what I will be using it for!”

So no windscreen, but the first thing Andy did
was take the vehicle to his friend and avid rifle
shooter, Justin. Justin constructed a bespoke
shooting frame that bolts to the existing
superstructure of the Polaris. Andy has covered
the rest with board and some pipe insulation to
create a stable shooting rest. “For me the key
aspect of the rest is the ability to have the back
arm and elbow well supported, not just the
fore-end. This gives the capability for taking
confident longer shots.”
Andy is also trialling a new Tikka T3x in .243
Winchester for foxing and deer control. The T3
has long been a favourite in the UK market with its
guaranteed MOA accuracy, affordability and
range of models. The T3x upgrades include
interchangeable pistol grips, tweaked stock
design and a revised ejection port. But it still feels
familiar and somehow just ‘right’.
Andy has ram-raided the GMK product portfolio
pretty hard, topping the T3 with a Steiner Ranger

3-12x50 scope. It is an optic I have used
extensively and been very impressed with the
performance and quality at a price-point measured
in the hundreds, not thousands, of pounds.
Out front there is a Stalon moderator. This
brand is little known here in the UK but is well
regarded in Scandinavia and has performed
strongly in comparison tests in the independent
shooting press up there.
“It looks a really nicely made unit and the noise
control is very good. There are a lot more
moderators to choose from these days at various
price points, but this one isn’t bulky or heavy.
Most importantly for me, it virtually eliminates
muzzle flip so you can see your shot land and
that is always an advantage, especially when
shooting deer, and you can see the reaction of the
animal and be ready for an insurance shot should
you need it.”
We set the rifle up and tried both 75gr
ballistic-tipped ammunition and 100gr soft points.

Andy’s custom-made shooting
frame provides a stable shooting rest

www.sportingshooter.co.uk
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Andy prefers the former for foxing, but the latter
for deer. In the end we zero with the 100s, as
Andy has been seeing plenty of fallow deer and
wants to get a few more bucks on the deck before
the close of the season. Both deliver sub-inch
groups from the comfort of the rest. “Not bad for
an out-of-the-box rifle and factory ammo!”
The scope has a simple 4A reticle with
illuminated centre dot – no mil dots or anything.
So we have zeroed an inch high at 100 yards to
give Andy the ability to aim dead on at up to
around 200 yards when stalking.
“I use the buggy a lot. Especially for rabbit
control. You can cover thousands of acres in a
matter of hours. The balloon tyres and light weight
means that it gets around really well and doesn’t
leave deep tyre marks. A heavy vehicle, like a
Land Rover, would make a right mess where the
fields are lying wet, but the Polaris floats over the
top a bit, meaning you can get out more often.”
With the rifle sighted in we decide to go and
give it a bit of a field test. Andy plans to park up
in an overgrown gateway close to where he
knows the deer are active and use the vehicle as

‘The T3 has long been a
favourite in the UK
market with its
guaranteed MOA
accuracy, affordability
and range of models’

The Polaris buggy enables Andy to
cover thousands of acres in a matter of hours
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The new T3x has a redesigned ejection port

a temporary high seat. And once the light is
gone, we will have a scan round with the lamp
for Charlie.
It is a long, cold wait in the buggy, and I can’t
help but think that the salesman had a point about
the windscreen as a northerly bites into the open
cockpit. Andy is calmly patient. Fallow like to
move late on this land. “It’s ideal country for them
here – plenty of woodland and arable. This winter
wheat is proving attractive to them at the
moment… here we go!”
A couple of young bucks have emerged from
our left but are soon hidden in a crease of ground.
But Andy knows where they are headed and
settles onto the rest to await their reappearance.
They aren’t rushing, the wind is in our favour and
we are tucked back into cover. As the front animal
pauses to look around, Andy squeezes the trigger.

The buck kicks out, runs 20 yards and keels over.
His mate actually runs towards us until he
suddenly realises the gateway he was heading for
is blocked. He stops to reconsider, and it is a fatal
error of judgement. The T3’s muffled bark drops
him in his tracks.
It is almost fully dark by the time we have
loaded the bucks, so we decide to take them
back to the farm to gralloch them in a bit more
‘comfort’. We have a spy round with the lamp as
we return but no sign of any foxes tonight. Lots of
rabbits, though, and Andy will be back with the
Polaris and a rimfire the following night to begin
making a dent in their numbers before the wheat
crop grows any further and they are too difficult to
spot. No rest for the wicked… but with his new
buggy and new rifle, there won’t be much rest for
the local vermin, either. ■

The bespoke frame bolts to
the superstructure of the Polaris

WWW.THEPIGEONSHOOTER.COM
TEL: 07903 245760
ORDER LINE 01405 862539
6 MAIN STREET, GOWDALL, EAST YORKSHIRE DN14 0AE UNITED KINGDOM

PIGEON ROTARY MACHINE

LOFTING POLES

The Stealth 'Camo' Netting is the most advanced
2-ply net on the market. The Stealth 'Camo'
Netting breaks down to 1sq ft and only weighs
1.5lbs. Size: 5m x 1.5m (16ft x 4ft 11in). £29.99

This is one of the lightest rotarys on the market. It
only weighs 4½lbs with adjustable arms for easy
carrying. Adjustable cradles. Complete with
battery. Decoys sold separately. £69.00

Lightweight aluminium lofting poles made from in
6x5ft sections. Locking together male/female joints,
the poles will not separate when putting up or
taking down decoys. Finished in matt green. £49.95

1 Lightweight rotary machine with
battery, 1 stealth net, 1 decoy bag, 1 set
of 4 hide poles. £140

TELESCOPIC BOUNCER

ECONOMY AIR PIGEON

SOCK COVERS

HIDE POLES

STEALTH ‘CAMO’ NET
Available in
sizes 3,4,5
and 6 metre.
Call for
prices

THE FULL SET UP

WITH FREE BAG

Simply place over your
full bodied pigeon
decoys to give
an ultra realistic look.

Best used at the back of your decoy pattern to
simulate a bird gliding down. Designed to take
either a dead bird decoy or in-flight decoys.
Flexible fibre glass internal shaft. £12.00

•
•
•
•
•
Sold in pairs, our economy range of Air Pigeons
are ideal for rotarys and bouncers. £25.00

Amazing detail
Machine washable
Covers old decoys
3D realism
Pack of 10

£24.95

Power drive Hide Poles featuring unique twist
system to securely grip the pole at required
height. (44 to 76 inches). £35.00

CRADLES

GAME BAG

Pack of 10 cradles for dead birds. Powder coated
in green so you don’t loose them. £18.00

Large game bag that can be used for many other
things. Complete with the net on front so your
game cools down quickly. Size 19”x15”. £30.00

PIGEON SHOOTER DECOYING BAG

THIS MONTHS
SPECIAL OFFER!

BATTERY CHARGER

PIGEON FLAPPER
This flapper comes complete with built
in timer and remote speed controller.
£65.00
A large carry all bag. New and improved. 49” high
very strong and robust. Waterproof. £18.00

PIGEON ANGEL / GLIDER

For 12 volt or 6 volt. It’s a slow trickle charge so you
won’t over-charge and damage your batteries. £14.00

ROTARY SPEED CONTROLLER

DELUXE PACKAGE ROTARY

FUD FOLDING PIGEON BOX OF 6

Inc Battery
And 2 Flying
Pigeons!

Great for getting extra movement into your
pattern. Clip pigeon wings out then looks as if its
landing into your pattern. £4.95

Unique fully waterproof case. Speed from stop to
full. You are in control. £19.95

Rotary with battery also 2 delux flying pigeons
flock coated so no shine decoys will also fit on
bouncer/floaters. £95.00 Including VAT

After years of extensive market research and
product development the FUD has become the
best possible decoying solution by delivering the
basics. £25.00

SPIN SEAT

LOFTING POLES AND HOOKS

GAME BAG

CARTRIDGE BAG

Lofting Poles and 5 lofting hooks + 5 full bodied
decoys £99.95 - Each pole slots inside each other,
giving you a total reach of 30 feet.
A must for roost shooting or just placing your
decoys in a sitty tree £99.95

Large game bag that can be used for many other
things. Complete with net on front so your game
cools down quickley. £19

A large cartridge bag in smokey branch that will
easily take 100 cartridges. Complete with good
quality leather fittings. £15

TOGGI - WANDERER ESPRIT

FLYING CROW DECOYS

LEGGINS

Lid removes to allow easy
storage of shells, flask
and other accessories.
Camouflaged for
maximum concealment,
and so quiet that you can
use it in a blind even
when waiting for a
suspicious pigeon - even
fishing and duck
shooting. £22.00

SHOT GUN & SCOPE GUN SLIP

Full zip, fleece lined, corduroy Max 4 canvas with
nylon trim. Will take any auto. £19.99

Handmade boot with thermal neoprene lining.
Dual density cushioned sole for extra
traction and grip. £79

Comes fully flocked
with bracket to attach
to the bouncer /
floater. Works with
the slightest of
breezes. £15.00

Waterproof and
Thorn-proof. £15

WITH ERIC PRIOR

CORVIDS

On the blacklist

Corvids present a serious problem for farmers and, as a result, are firmly on Eric’s blacklist;
here he explains how the Sussex Pest Control Team deals with the blighters

F

eral pigeons, collared doves, carrion crows,
rooks, jackdaws, and to some extent magpies,
devour tons of animal food from dairies and
piggeries throughout the country. In addition to
this, they pose a serious risk of infection, as their
droppings foul the feed and drinking water. Also,
they will defecate over tools, implements and all
types of machinery in and out of the buildings.
Another point to consider is the increasing
population of most, if not all species of the crow
family. The problems presented by them will
worsen in the future: they will concentrate on the
larger complexes as the smaller producers

PICTURES: ERIC PRIOR

Gliders are low-cost and extremely effective

diversify due to ever-lowering milk prices.
It’s about now (in June and July) that the
attacks on piggeries and dairies will be at their
highest. The parent birds – crows, rooks and
jackdaws – will be introducing their offspring to
the best sources of quality food in the area, with
numbers increasing by a staggering 300% plus.
It’s common to see 4,000 diving into the silage
bins at this time of year. Now is the most effective
time to reduce numbers before they disperse onto
the stubbles in August.
As with pigeon shooting, do not rush in without
doing that most important reconnaissance. I

suggest that you visit the farm a couple of days
before you intend to shoot. The first day is to
assess the numbers and to work out where they
are concentrating their attacks. Drive them well
out of the area, and sit in your vehicles at a good
distance to watch as they return, noting the flight
lines back in. Do the same on the second day,
and leave plenty of time to erect your hides from
the wooden pallets already roughly positioned (by
the farmer, at your request).

Hide building for maximum success
and comfort
You can erect any type of hide you like, but I
prefer a roomy pallet job that keeps me warm on
cold, windy days, and cool in hotter weather.
Another advantage of a pallet hide is that it will
not blow down in a strong wind. At times, we will
use the fifth pallet as a roof – doing this keeps
us well hidden, especially from above. However,
the downside is that it prevents us from taking

The Hushpower in action

www.sportingshooter.co.uk
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CORVIDS

‘The crows do not need to be
pulled in from a distance – they
already know where they are
going. All they need is
confidence, which the standard
decoy will give’
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CORVIDS
out the high birds that have no intention of
decoying. Usually, in addition, we use four hide
poles with the normal netting used for pigeons,
including a roof. Generally, the net used for
overhead cover is positioned just to hide our body
(a half roof) allowing sufficient clear space above
to take out those high birds. If the wind is strong,
we secure the hide poles to the pallet sides for
additional stability.
Usually, the hides are located on the incoming
side of the silage pits, or near to a sitty tree close
to the farm buildings. All positions will have been
decided during the reconnaissance duties.
Decoys, mainly full bodied, will be stationed at a
maximum of 25 paces from the hide, either
directly in front or out to the side, depending on
the wind direction and strength. They will be
approximately two paces apart, using 15-20,
which will be reinforced with dead birds as we go.
Personally, I’m not a great believer in the use of
all the new gadgets for crow shooting, especially
around farm buildings. After all, the crows do not
need to be pulled in from a distance – they already
know where they are going. All they need is
confidence, which the standard decoy will give.
The only simple low-cost aids I do use
extensively are gliders, which are similar to the
normal cradles but stand higher and include
wing extensions. They are extremely effective on
the oncoming edges of the decoy pattern, and at
the front end of the killing area, and are very
quick and easy to erect. I usually use three or four
in the pattern. As far as I can remember, the
gliders are available from a company called The
Pigeon Shooter (www.pigeonshooter.com / paul@
thepigeonshooter.com).

A good bag for the day

allows it to swing up to the point of aim quickly
and effortlessly.
I’ve been using mine for the past six or seven
years and find it ideal for the job. Combined with
the special cartridge, they are very quiet with
excellent knock-down power. Being so quiet, I
frequently take out crows over the decoy pattern,
with others behind continuing to decoy more
confidently as they believe that the forward birds
have dropped in to land. Another plus is that we
can set the hides up close to livestock, who take
very little notice of our activities.
A further benefit of the 20-bore Hushpower is
that we can now operate in areas where there is

potential for what is now known as ‘noise
pollution’, when out after woodpigeon close to
housing estates and factories. Interestingly,
Hushpower, located at Biggin Hill in Kent, is
developing another new moderated gun which I
will be testing over the summer months, and will
report back at a later date.
For more information on the Hushpower range,
contact Jon Powell at Hushpower on 01959
573089 or email hushpower@btinternet.com
Finally, remember that time spent on culling the
crow family will no doubt win you increased
opportunities on the pigeons in summer, as a
thank you. Keep shooting, and shoot straight! ■

A pattern of 15-20 full-bodied decoys is set out to
lure the crows in

Guns and ammunition
Usually, standard ammunition and 12- or
20-bores are used by most Guns, just as they
would use if shooting pigeons. Our team uses the
moderated 20-bore over-and-under Hushpowers
fed with the special Gamebore Hushpower
ammunition, loaded with 30g of no.5s.
As a result of their success, we now have four
Hushpower 20-bores on the team. I find that the
major advantage over other moderated guns is
that this one was cleverly designed with the
moderator close to the natural line of sight, which
knowledge on controlling
Eric has a vast amount of y years out in the field
man
corvids, drawn from
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READERS’

LETTERS
Stick a plug in it

S

S

S

I am sending you this email in
response to your reader’s letter entitled
‘Oil overload’ in the May issue of Sporting
Shooter. I responded to a similar letter some
time back regarding oil soaking into the stock
of a shotgun if it is stored ‘barrels up’. The
method I use after cleaning is to get three
sheets of toilet tissue, fold it into three
lengthways, and then roll it up to make a plug
which can then be inserted into the breech
just below the breech face. This will stop any
seepage of oil into the stock provided the
barrels have not been drowned in oil.
The response I got was “What about the
ejectors?” To overcome this problem I don’t
use oil there; I use light, high-melting point
grease, which is after all only thick oil, and it
works very well.
Before the gun is used, obviously, the
paper plugs must be removed, and pushing
them through the barrels with a cleaning rod
will remove any residual oil and any
remaining fouling which might be present. I
have found that this method works very well,
proven by the lack of any oil around the area
of the firing pins.
Bert Palmer, via email

2
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Something to get off your chest? Shoot us a line by post or email
WORTH
£55.99!

WRITE TO Letters, Sporting Shooter, Evolution House, 2-6 Easthampstead Road,
Wokingham, Berkshire, RG40 2EG EMAIL news@sportingshooter.co.uk

LETTER OF
THE MONTH

To win your own Seeland Bolton
Fleece, simply send your letter to
us at the above address.
he Seeland Bolton Fleece is one of the
newest additions to the range. With two
zipped front pockets and a two-way YKK
zip, it has elasticated cuffs and hems. The perfect mid-layer on
c er days in the field. Available in sizes M-3XL and in carbon
ne green. See www.seelanduk.co.uk for details

WIN

A scary situation!
After a season packed with great days out in
the field with great company, we came to the
last day of the season. This was a walked-up
day and, to make the most of the day, we
covered a lot of ground to try to seek out those
canny birds that had made it this far into
the season.
At this point I should introduce Jack, my
three-year-old springer spaniel. This was Jack’s
first full year and he has done me proud,
working the thickest of cover and working the
hedges and woodlands, going where most
wouldn’t dare. The last day of the season was
no different and he worked hard, as usual. We
got to the last drive and as we set off Jack fell
onto his side and locked his legs, shaking
frantically, with his eyes rolled to the back of his
head and frothing at the mouth. I didn’t know
what to think; I had all sorts running through my
mind and didn’t think he was getting up again.
This went on for a minute or so until he started
to come round. He was confused and dazed
and lacked energy. I gave him a flapjack bar
and carried him back to the truck. By the time
we were home he was back to normal.
After doing some research and speaking
to other gundog owners I now know this was
a hypoglycaemic seizure due to low blood
sugar, and seems to be common among
working dogs.
I will now ensure I increase his feed over the
season and give him some extra during shoot
days (he’s very reluctant to eat when working). I
think it would be useful to others for you to run

an article on this and ways to keep your dogs
topped up on shoot days. It was a very
frightening situation; at the time I thought I was
losing my buddy!
John Tapp, via email

LETTERS

WIN

FOLD UP DECOYS
WORTH £52

New-found love
Being a young 58-year-old I recently married, and for the stag do was taken on
a clay pigeon day, along with three friends, in the Scarborough area. I may add
that this was the first time I had come into contact with the sport or shotguns.
The venue was very professional with a great instructor – with the emphasis
on safety first, fun second – and the venue itself was very well kept and very
well run by very friendly people.
I became smitten and wondered how I had missed this wonderful sport, and
decided to go on another day local to me, in South Yorkshire. What a
difference! Three of us arrived on a very busy weekend to be given no safety
instruction whatsoever and were given a box of cartridges each and a
pump-action gun and sent to the stands.
Shells were scattered everywhere, even though bins were provided, and it
seemed a free-for-all! On one of the stands, clays were landing on us from
another area.
It was really unsafe and poorly run and was pretty discouraging as we didn’t
really know what we were doing. Since then I have found and joined a club
close to me and am now happy as it’s very well run, again with the emphasis
on safety first, and not a ‘take your money and run’ type outfit.
I hope that others wanting to start up with this sport are not put off by these
poorly-run outfits if they come upon one, and I can vouch that if you look
around and read the reviews, you will find a good club with the right frame of
mind and with a strong safety culture embedded, as it should be.
I’m in love, and my wife of three months understands it’s not entirely with her!
Paul Hirst, via email

Two-legged retriever!
The picture is of my son Sam Miller, who is
seven years old now, but was still only six in
the photo. He goes shooting with his grandad
(George Taylor) who took the photo and asked
me to send it in to you. He has been going
shooting with his grandad since he was five,
and he loves it. They usually shoot pigeon, but
this was his first duck shoot at a friend’s farm
near Durham. Grandad actually shot these
ducks and Sam retrieved them, as Grandad no
longer has a gundog.
Sam is hoping for a gun of his own very
soon as he says he “wants to shoot himself his
own dinner!”
Georgia, via email

Talk amongst the Guns
As a picker-up I am able to spend time with the Guns during drives. I often
verhear a variety of subjects being
discussed, one of them being eye dominance
and how it can affect a Gun’s shooting ability.
Your article in the March issue (‘The eyes
have it’) offers a comprehensive and definitive
guide and has given me an understanding
and insight (excuse the pun) into eye
dominance. It has highlighted the complexity
of this subject area and the importance of
obtaining the correct diagnosis. I now realise
why it is a frequent topic of conversation
amongst the Guns. Thank you!
Wendy Bardsley, via email

The Fold Up Decoy (FUD) range is effective, functional and practical. The
FUDs boast a variety of features that have quickly proven popular since
their launch last year. They are 3D and life size, with a movable head to
recreate multiple postures. They are compact and lightweight, yet strong
and long lasting and can be deployed in water using the detachable
anchor or staked in the ground.
Choose either teal or wood pigeon
packs, depending on your needs.

QQUESUTIIZON

Q

RAT DINGINESS is an
anagram of what activity that
magpies are particularly well
known for?

SEND YOUR ANSWER TO THIS
MONTH’S QUESTION TO:
Win Decoys (June), Sporting Shooter, Evolution House,
2-6 Easthampstead Road, Wokingham, RG40 2EG, or email
your answer to competitions@sportingshooter.co.uk
APRIL ISSUE WINNER
Congratulations to Mr A M Fawcett from Northampton.
The answer was WHITE-FRONTED GOOSE.
RULES: Closing date is 1 June.
Answer will be published in the
August issue. Normal Sporting
Shooter rules apply. For full terms
and conditions, send an sae marked
t&c to the postal address above.
Archant Ltd, publisher of
Sporting Shooter, would like to
keep you up to date with any
special offers or new products
or services which might be of
interest. When entering by email
please state clearly if you DO NOT
wish for Archant Ltd to contact
you in this way by email, SMS,
post or phone.
We occasionally pass your
details on to carefully selected
companies who wish to contact
you with information about their
products/services. When entering
by email please state clearly if you
DO NOT wish to be contacted in this
way by email, SMS, post or phone.

Win decoys June
Free to enter: fill in this form (or use
a plain piece of paper) and send it to
the address above, to arrive by the
closing date of 1 June

A:
Name:
Address:

Tel:
Email:
Teal or wood pigeon?:
Archant Ltd, Sporting Shooter, and carefully selected
companies would like to keep you up to date with any special
offers or new products or services that might be of interest.
Please tick if you DO NOT wish to be contacted in this way by
email , by text , by phone , by post 
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ASK THE

EXPERTS
with:

DOM HOLTAM
STALKER AND
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
Dom is an experienced
stalker and deer warden

DON BRUNT
CLAY SHOOTING
Don is a keen clay shooter
and follows the country’s
top shots on the circuit

QUESTION OF
THE MONTH

Law change for licence holders

Q
A

I understand the procedure by which
doctors report medical concerns about
certificate holders has changed. Should
we be worried?
LIAM STOKES replies: You are correct.
Since 1 April, doctors no longer have to
rely on firearm or shotgun certificate
holders telling the police about a medical
problem when they renew their licence. GPs
will now be made aware of which of their
patients hold firearm or shotgun certificates

and can get in touch with the police
immediately if they feel there is a problem that
might affect that person’s fitness to possess
a firearm.
We believe this is a positive move and will
reassure the public further about those very
rare occasions where a health problem has led
to public safety concerns. There will, however,
be a review of the scheme after six months and
again after a year and we shall enter vigorously
into these reviews to ensure the shooting
community’s interests are safeguarded.

ANDY CROW
PIGEONS
Crowman has forgotten
more about pigeons than
most of us will ever know

DIGGORY HADOKE
CLASSIC GUNS
Diggory Hadoke is an
authority on old guns and
buying at auction

JONNY CROCKETT
COUNTRYSIDE
Jonny Crockett teaches
survival courses and other
backwoods skills

WILL EDWARDS

LIAM STOKES
SPORTING ISSUES
Liam is Head of Shooting
Campaigns at the
Countryside Alliance

SPARSHOLT COLLEGE
GAMEKEEPING
An expert team of lecturers run
Sparsholt College’s full and part-time
gamekeeping courses

Is there a question
you want resolved?
SEND YOUR QUESTIONS TO:
Ask the Experts
Sporting Shooter,
Evolution House,
2-6 Easthampstead Road,
Wokingham,
Berkshire RG40 2EG
OR EMAIL: news@sportingshooter.co.uk
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Licence to sell

Q

Hunters wishing to sell game to game dealers must
be authorised to do so

I’ve been shooting for a few years and
would like to know more about how to
sell the fruits of my evening labours
around the fields and hedgerows. What do I
need to do to be able to take them to the
game dealers?

A

JONNY CROCKETT replies: My advice
would be to go on a Game Meat
Hygiene course, as it sounds like you
are shooting rabbits, pigeons and small game.
I would check out the National Gamekeepers'
Organisation website for details of the course.
The course provides information about EU
rules and regulations on taking food to
Approved Game Handling Establishments
(AGHE), more commonly known as ‘game
dealers’, and about introducing the game you
shoot or trap into the human food chain. It’s a
one-day course and costs around £120. The
certificate is a lifelong certificate but the onus
to update yourself will be driven by changes
in legislation.

PICTURES: DOM HOLTAM

SHOOTING
Will Edwards is
an APSI-qualified
shooting coach

For the very latest news visit www.sportingshooter.co.uk

Q

I struggle to shoot driven targets – whether
game or clays – in the traditional straighton method. In theory, my barrels will blot
out the target when swinging through and it
causes me to lift my head to see where the target
is. Any advice on this would be really helpful as
I’m joining friends next month on a simulated
game day.

A

WILL EDWARDS replies: I totally
understand your dilemma, and to be honest
with you it’s something that plagued me
personally for ages. I love the fact that you’re
attending a sim game day as this is the perfect
opportunity to put my advice into practice as you
will have a good variety of clays.
Okay, here we go... As you see the clay
launched towards you, what you need to do is
turn and take it as a crosser. You will have to be a
bit nimble on your feet to ensure you are what I
call 'body balanced', but for me, and many of my
clients, approaching a driven target this way
means the target is visible throughout the shot.
You simply pick up on the line of the target,
turn on your feet, then start behind it and swing
through, nailing it almost above your head. This
also means you still have plenty of movement in
your upper body if you need to give it a swift
follow-up shot. Good luck!

Seeking advice on apprenticeships

Q
A

How do I go about finding a Game and
Wildlife apprenticeship?

THE SPARSHOLT TEAM replies: Contact
the Sparsholt Apprenticeship Team at
apprenticeship@sparsholt.ac.uk or
telephone 0845 850 0916. An application form
will be sent and, on receipt, an invitation for
an interview and assessment will be arranged
with the College. This will identify requirements
of the individual and suitable shoots
currently advertising for positions, as each year
a number of employers make contact to source
an apprentice.
Employers can gain assistance with

advertising vacancies and the recruitment of
apprentices. However, if you have an
employer who is willing to take you on as an
apprentice, we would make contact with them
and help you secure a position on our
apprenticeship programme.
Apprentices will be supported by dedicated
Apprenticeship Liaison Officers who are
always at hand to support individuals though
the whole process.
Should you wish to talk through the process
in more detail, contact Dave Ballantyne, Game
and Wildlife Apprenticeship Assessor at
dave.ballantyne@sparsholt.ac.uk or call him
on 07738 754420.

Bush tactics

Q

I have been trying to master the Andy Crow
‘bush’ hide placed out in the field but really
struggle to pick up birds coming in from
behind. Would I be better off sticking with my old
hide in the hedge?

A

ANDY CROW replies: A hide tucked in the
hedgerow is absolutely fine – and quicker
and easier to build. I like the 360-degree
view from a bush hide, but then I am always on

the lookout for the next pigeon. But if you aren’t
used to it, it can be tiring on the old neck muscles!
If you prefer a sit down and a cup of tea – like
Dom! – you'll miss out on a few birds. But there is
no 'right' – or 'wrong' – solution. Do what works for
you and what makes your shooting comfortable. If
you are more confident taking those birds coming
in from the front, that's not a problem. If you think
you might have more opportunities placing the
hide in the field, that’s fine too.
PICTURE: DOM HOLTAM

Driven out
of sight

EXPERTS
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What gun should a newcomer to clay shooting buy?

Q

I am a brand-new clay pigeon shooter at the age of 58! I
have read and had so much conflicting advice as to
what type of shotgun I should purchase and am totally
bemused. Having just purchased a subscription to your
magazine I thought I would ask an expert.

A

PICTURE: DON BRUNT

DON BRUNT replies: I would definitely recommend an
over-and-under to anyone who is fit and healthy, and
unless you are over 6ft I wouldn’t worry too much about
32" barrels. Instead, go for 30" tubes, and if you are a little on
the short side I would suggest 28s. I would suggest a
second-hand gun from one of the three big brands – Miroku,
Browning or Beretta – simply because if you find that the

sport’s not for you, these are the easiest to resell, as secondhand guns from these marques are always in demand.
There’s no need to spend a fortune; a budget of
£700-£900 should get you something to be
proud of. Do make sure that the gun fits you
properly, though. Read up on the subject
a little beforehand as although most
gun shops are conscientious,
there are a few that will sell
you anything, even if it’s
a long way from
fitting you. Hope
this helps...

Q
A

I read about calling muntjac deer with a
roe deer call, but I’m not having any
success. Is there a specific time of year
that I should be doing it?
DOM HOLTAM replies: So normally, when
calling deer, you would have good
success during the mating season –
whether it is the roe rut, the red deer roar or even
rattling-up frisky fallow in the autumn. But
muntjac breed year-round so surely you can call
them at any time of year, right? Well, in theory,
yes – but in reality, not necessarily.
We spoke to deer expert, Owen Beardsmore of
Cervus UK and he has noticed certain times of
the year are more productive: “I’ve always found

that later in the spring is
a good time and I do
wonder if muntjac have
preferred breeding
patterns to ensure that
their young have the
best chance of survival.
The call mimics a fawn in
distress, and as muntjac
does come into season
as soon as they have
given birth, this might
explain why sometimes
the bucks are more responsive. If several
receptive females are in the area at the same time,
it brings out the bucks’ competitive instincts.”

P

Roe call for munties?

I
f
y
particular piece of ground, but it is a useful tactic
to have in your arsenal to bring a buck out of
cover if all else fails.

CLAY NEWS

WITH DON BRUNT

Brits perform in South Africa
This year’s Pan African FITASC was held, as ever,
at its spiritual home – the beautiful Valley Gun
Club. George Digweed shot a phenomenal 193,
but was beaten by Hungarian top shot András
Szerdahelyi on 196. Tony Manvell took third after

a shoot-off with Mark Marshall, as both men had
shot 190.
However, George had his revenge on András in
the Compak event, where he managed a near
faultless 199 to take the win by two targets. Joe

Emmett took third on 195, having beaten Tony
Manvell 24-22 in a shoot-off. It was also a good
day for Caroline Marshall who won third place
in Ladies.
For full results, visit www.fitasc.com

George won in Africa yet again

‘Turnip’ top at Barrow Heath

PICTURES: DON BRUNT

Phillip Thorrold took the win at the first England
Sporting Team selection shoot of the year, held at
Barrow Heath; Adam Curtis took the second spot
on the podium just one target behind; while
Richard Bunning was third on 95.
A bumper entry of 382 shooters from around
the UK took part over a 14-stand course that was
something of a game of two halves, stands one to

34

seven being relatively friendly on the top half of
the ground, while the other stands out in the wide
open spaces gave ground owner Phil Moss plenty
of scope to test the very best. A sim pair of
crossers from a high tower proved to be
especially testing, while a 70mm teal had many
scratching their heads.
In Juniors, Josh Bridges took the win with a

classy 93, followed by William Baughan and
Henry Collins on 89.
P Chapman’s 87 was enough to finish on top in
Ladies, with Tracey Riddington close behind on
86, and Hannah Gibson third on 84.
Steve Brightwell made his mark once again in
Vets with an excellent 92, just pipping John
Bidwell and Arnie Palmer (91) to the win.

Josh Bridges was on top in Juniors

www.sportingshooter.co.uk

CLAY NEWS

Testing weather at Midlands
Scott Barnett of Mickley Hall did a good job of
running the Midlands Grand Prix, which took
place on 25, 26 and 27 March. Despite the
weather conditions making for a challenging few
days, there were still some great scores among
the 300-strong entry.
Paul Wilkinson proved to be the class of the
field, with a 146 that saw him win a Zoli gun for his
troubles, while T Simmons was second on 143
and John Lee was third thanks to a 142.

AAA winner
C Daniels / D Hughes / B Davies jointly on 141
AA winner
K Bridges 141
A winner
P Hutchinson 139
B winner
J Brodie 134
C winner
J Lilwall 128

Churchill Challenge concludes
The 100-target spring Challenge at EJ Churchill
has come to an end, with Jonathan Kendall
sharing the top spot with Jamie Brightman, after
both men scored 96. Cheryl Hall took third place
on 95 alongside Henry Arnold.

The event has seen some 450 shooters
taking part over a combined course of Sporting
targets and 20-bird sequences, which have
proved very popular.
For full results, visit www.ejchurchill.com

A rather quiet
Italian Grand
Prix

This year’s Italian Grand Prix Compak, held
at TAV San Martino, was a relatively quiet
affair with only 57 shooters taking part.
However, Cheryl Hall made it to the podium
once again in Ladies with 186, this time
taking silver behind Martina Marruzzo of Italy
on 188. Young Amy Easeman nearly made
the top three, finishing just four clays behind
the bronze medal position.
For full results, visit www.fitasc.com
It was nearly a
Bronze for Amy

Jon Kendall shot superbly at the Churchill Challenge
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THE MARKETPLACE
Your one-stop shop for shooting gear

W

elcome to the Marketplace. In this section you
will find everything you need to know about the
kit you need to go shooting with – from product tests
and reviews to in-depth features.
Whatever you want to know about or buy, we’ve
got it covered. And if we’ve missed something that
you’d like to see tested, drop us a line by post,
telephone or email at the usual addresses.
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INSIDE THE MARKETPLACE
THIS MONTH...

38

Tried and Tested – Ever wondered who
wears the trousers in the Kay household?
Mr and Mrs test Fjällräven’s latest. Plus
predator calls, hyper-realistic decoys and
some groovy gaiters

42

Cartridges – Are you caught in a Trap? If
so you’ll need Vic’s guide to the top
cartridges for Down The Line

44

Gun test – Small, very affordable and
surprisingly good. Mike tests an ideal
beginners .410 from little-known Turkish
manufacturer, Armed

42
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PRODUCT NEWS

Is there something you want tested?
SEND SUGGESTIONS TO: Product News, Sporting Shooter, Evolution House, 2-6 Easthampstead
Road, Wokingham, Berkshire, RG40 2EG OR email news@sportingshooter.co.uk

Our pick of the latest kit, the best value buys and the brightest new ideas
TESTED

Happy in the trouser department
Ryan’s review of the Fjällräven
Barents-Pro Trousers
When I reviewed Fjällräven’s Sörmland Pile Jacket
last month, I mentioned a pair of Fjällräven’s
Vidda-Pro Trousers that I’d bought back in
January. Very tough and well designed, these
Barents-Pro are practically the same, but with an
unfinished leg. This, for lanky sorts like me, is a
godsend. Finding adequate trousers suitable for a
life outdoors that fit well in the leg is a bit of a
nightmare. Thankfully, Fjällräven seems to cater
very well for the taller gent!
Looking through their website, you notice a
material that features heavily with many of their
garments: G1000. This is a very durable polyester/
cotton blend and to say that these trousers are
made up of just one layer of this material is
incredible, because they are extremely tough. I
was a little too relaxed when clambering over
some barbed wire, and scraped down the inside
of my leg with a barb, before looking down and
expecting to see a nice new rip – but nothing. I’m
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not saying they won’t rip, but this material is
very hard-wearing.
Extremely densely woven, it proves to be
windproof, especially when you apply the
recommended Greenland Wax.
As a cargo-style pant, the only places where
the material does double up is on the rear and the
knee. They also have a slot below the pre-shaped
knee area, to insert some pads if you want a bit
more comfort when knelt down.
There are 13 different colours to choose from,
including the usual dark olive (pictured here). Plus,
despite there being no rear pockets, they do
boast six other pockets, including a map pocket,
a knife pocket and an axe pocket! Robust and
well made, they should last.
Available sizes: EU44-60
RRP: £115

Alison’s review of the Fjällräven Övik
Trousers Curved
We’re desperately trying not to look like Harold
and Hilda here, but while Ryan has his own
problems, seeking out trousers long enough for a
35" inside leg, us ladies can be faced with
different challenges when pursuing the right
clothes suitable for the field. Short of being kitted
out in bespoke shooting attire, I sometimes see
women turn up beating or shooting in a pair of
dark jeans, or maybe to cover the jeans,
over-trousers, on what may be quite a warm day.
It can be down to the lack of available options for
women who are required to trample through the
same brambles as the guys.
Fjällräven has several choices for ladies
trousers but I was recommended to try the Övik
Trousers Curved. These are specifically designed
for women with curvy figures. The curved fit is
definitely more generous over the thighs and rear,
and the waist is supposed to be more
emphasised than that of other trousers available.
The back is slightly higher and because of the fit
they don’t feel too tight when bending down. Also,
the G1000 material used here is slightly more
refined than Ryan’s Barents-Pro trousers, the
Öviks use a ‘silent’ version of the material, giving a
softer finish.
I tested these out while we were away walking
in the Derbyshire Dales at the end of March. Ryan
did me the courtesy of melting-in an extra waxed
layer, so I was prepared for the unpredictable
spring weather.
While these are not waterproof, they did feel
very windproof with the added wax, and although
the weather was kind during our walks, I’m
convinced they’ll certainly hold off a sharp shower
or two.
I found them to be very comfortable and

:

RYAN &
ALISON
practical, while looking smart enough for
most scenarios.
Unlike Ryan’s Barents-Pro, the Öviks have two
rear pockets, and just one leg pocket, which suits
me, as I’ve no need to hide some big ninja knife
and head for the hills! At 5' 7" I’m not the tallest,
nor the shortest woman to be found gracing the
beating cart, but should I be a six-footer, these
trousers would also suit, as they too come in a raw
leg length, with a handy little pack of the same
matching tough cotton, if they need to be taken up.
Here, I’ve simply turned them up for the time being.
These trousers will certainly take me through most
of the British spring weather, but I may be opting
for some of Fjällräven’s waterproof-style trousers
when the really cold, wet weather sets in.
Available in five different colours, including
black and dark olive.
Available sizes: EU34-46
RRP: £100
www.fjallraven.co.uk

PRODUCT NEWS

For the very latest news visit www.sportingshooter.co.uk

New FLX500 predator calls
If you haven’t yet mastered your mouth scritches, or have yet to
acquire the ability to imitate a distressed rabbit using the back of your
hand, you need the new Flextone FLX500 electronic predator calls from
Wildgame Innovations.
Distributor Scott Country have had two of the UK’s top fox controllers
test the FLX500 to its limits, and reckon that they have one of the UK’s
best electronic predator calls now available: “Both our pro staff have
experienced fantastic results with the calls, finding the mouse and red fox
calls to be particularly productive.”
As well as offering more diversity than mouth calls, the ability to
locate the caller away from your position and operate via a wireless

Call ‘em in
Sometimes, the best
you want is to ask fo
f
a couple of corvids t
try giving the Acme C /
/
Rook Call a blow – it
equivalent of saying
over here, buddy!” C
a good decoying pat
ll r
can make a huge diff
your results. This on h b
carefully assembled (
Rothery in England)
faithful reproduction
/
magpie/rook sound,
and you can vary the
altering the position
hand/mouth on the c
for pest control.
Available from UK S
Warehouse (www.
ukshootwarehouse.c )
RRP: £6

remote gives you advantages in terms of concealment and beating
the wind.
The new FLX500 is in stock now and is packed with features including:
■ Multi HD speaker system for crystal-clear natural sound reproduction
■ Programmable 150-yard wireless remote with night-vision mode
■ Water resistant for use in extreme weather conditions
■ Professional library organised by species with 100 preloaded calls
■ Up to 500 call capacity, easily controlled via the remote or manually
The FLX500 is priced at £169.99.
For more information, visit www.scottcountry.co.uk

Born in the USA
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’ve been reading our corvid control articles,
know the importance of decoying and,
equentially, of purchasing decoys; if you’re a
rd pest controller, the chances are you already
a cupboard (or three) full of them. Either way,
particular decoys could make a big difference
ur shooting experience. UK Shoot Warehouse
e exclusive European distributor of Sillosocks
r Crow/Corvid decoys – a new design combining the best features of Silhouette and Windsock
ys, previously only available in the USA. Made from ultra-soft velour, they eliminate glare to give
stic appearance in any weather conditions. The windsock design catches the slightest breath of
and inflates to replicate the size, shape and silhouette of a real bird perfectly; they also present a
ealistic ‘bobbing’ motion in the process, naturally mimicking the birds feeding and moving
, and putting any incoming corvids at ease. The real selling factor with this kind of decoy,
ver, is the ease of transportation – a dozen of these, plus ground stakes, weighs just 600g,
makes them effortless to move and carry around. To give yourself the edge, intersperse some
Shoot Warehouse Full Bodied Flocked decoys with the Sillosocks. The flocked coating again
nts glare in any weather conditions, and the detailed design and attachable feet make for an
realistic decoy; mingle with the Sillosocks and you’ll be fighting them off!
R P: Full-bodied Flocked Crow/Corvid decoy £5 each, six or more £4.75 each, 12 or more £4.50
24 or more £4 each; Sillosocks Velour Crow/Corvid decoy £4.50 each, six or more £4 each.
www.ukshootwarehouse.com
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Double-take
decoys

Crowman is always telling us that the
woodpigeon has excellent vision, hence the
need for a good hide and to keep out of sight for
as long as possible. But it is also the reason why
he often favours real shot birds over plastic
decoys – because some imitations just aren’t
life-like enough.
Not a criticism you can level at these fullbodied lovelies from DJ Decoys. Called the
Enforcer Pro Series, the attention to detail, and in
particular the crisp white on neck, beak and wing,
should really catch the eye of passing pigeons
and make them look twice.
Here is why: they are subject to a 14-stage
hand-painted finish on every single decoy. The
paint, we are told, never shines – whether wet, dry
or frosty, thanks to MatteBlock technology, while
UV stabilisers are added during production to
draw in passing birds.
They are 10% larger than life, further enhancing
their appeal. The plastic construction was tested
over a two-year period to find just the right mix of
toughness and durability, while giving that lifelike
paint finish.
Finally, they are mounted via the BreezeRider
stakes that ensure just the right amount of
natural movement.
Apparently the Enhancer Pros can withstand
being shot, stood on and battered about in bags
and trucks – because that’s how serious pigeon
shooters treat their gear!
We will be trialling these in the field as soon as
we can get our hands on a full set! Watch this
space for our verdict.
There are two models available: the classic
‘sentry’ and ‘feeder’ poses. These are the first
examples in, but stocks should be ready and
avilable to buy by the time this magazine goes
on sale.
The package costs £69.99 for 10 decoys (6 x
feeder, 4 x sentry) and mounting stakes.
Contact DJ Decoys on 01942 518452, email
gwyn@djdecoys.co.uk or visit www.djdecoys.com
for more information.
RRP: £69.99 for 10
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Whatever the weathe
The Harkila Thor Fleece was designed with our
changeable weather in mind. Made from a high stretch
DWR-treated fleece, it will keep you warm and has
water-repelling properties for when those scattered spr
showers catch you unawares. The high collar and
adjustable hem, along with the breathable Gore
Windstopper membrane, prevent chilly breezes from
finding their way in. Designed for shooters, the jacket
features zipped side pockets (perfect for cartridges), a
radio pocket, and is available in two natural shades
that will help you to blend into woodland. The
jacket exudes Harkila’s famed quality and style,
with shaped black panels and a smart shape. This
is the perfect mid option for when the coats come off
but we’re still a long way from T-shirt weather.
Why not top it off with the Reider cap? It’s sturdy, sty
perfect for keeping the sun out of your eyes or the rain off your head… whatever the weather decides!
RRP: Fleece £199.99; Cap £39.95
www.harkila.com

The Black Islander Co. Gaiters Delux
Up until a year ago, I was a wellingtons-only girl. the back of the boot, but once the strong laces
hook is attached, the tough buckle and strap
I then made the transition across to boots when I
definitely keeps the gaiter firmly in place. The
was bought a nice pair of Alt-Bergs to test out.
ankle area is made of robust Cordura, which is a
And that was fine, but when you buy hunting or
proven material for tackling bramble and harsh
walking boots, you then need to acquire some
cover, and this is backed by a waterproof skin on
gaiters too. Buying a pair of gaiters for the average
the inside. I wore these on a continuous five-hour
Joe isn’t a problem – the choices seem plentiful,
walk, covering some very tough ground, and they
and the guys can fill their boots, or more
also proved to be very comfortable.
appropriately attach to their boots any random
I feel at £74.95 plus P&P these gaiters are a
gaiter that seems to come in one size only!
good investment, as you may only ever need
The choice for women’s gaiters in the shooting
one pair!
field, however, is much more limited. Perhaps the
www.blackislander.co.uk
demand just isn’t there, but thankfully one
company does cater for pretty much everyone
when it comes to gaiter sizes, plus they happen to
be one of the best on the market! Black Islander
Co. are well known as a manufacturer of some of
the toughest gaiters out there.
Their Delux Gaiters (pictured here) are reputed
as being the best. Made in the UK, there are
stories of keepers acquiring a pair and them lasting
for 10 years plus. They are totally waterproof and
breathable, and completely machine washable,
plus they are the only manufacturer that
makes gaiters in four different sizes: Small
TESTED :
(15" for ladies and boys), Medium (17" zip –
up to 17" calf), Large (17" zip – up to 19"
calf) and X Large (17" zip – up to 21" calf).
The front fastening is a heavy-duty zip,
protected by a sturdy Velcro flap, with a press
stud both top and bottom. There are proper laces
at the top for tightening, rather than the more
inadequate elastic thread and stopper that some
gaiters appear to be equipped with. My Alt-Berg
boots are a little short – only six inches high – so I
was worried that the gaiters would ride up above

ALISON
KAY

CARTRIDGES

WITH VIC HARKER

The Line of fire
Vic presents the best cartridges for the discipline enjoyed by club shooters and top shots
alike. Down The Line, DTL or Trap shooting – whatever you call it, he’s got a cartridge for it!

T

rap shooting, or Down the Line as the British
dubbed it, is by far the longest established
form of clay target shooting in both the UK and in
the United States where it all began, and remains
as popular as ever. Second only to the ubiquitous
Sporting discipline, the Dougall Memorial (the first
British Championship for DTL) was held in 1896,
while the first National Championship for Sporting
was held in 1927. Still immensely popular
throughout the UK, DTL’s appeal is at least in part
due to the ease with which a competition can be
staged, and therefore its accessibility. It’s also all
things to everybody: the smallest club can stage a
DTL competition as it requires only a single
oscillating trap, while international competitions
between the home countries of England,
Scotland, Wales and Ireland are staged annually.
As a discipline, it’s not as technically demanding
as some, but at the same time it can be very
competitive, so every target counts. This,
therefore, puts the onus on the ammunition
manufacturer to ensure his Trap loads possess
very consistent ballistics. This month’s cartridge
pages feature ammunition from the UK’s best
makers, specially designed for a game that both
the novice and the expert can enjoy, and, at least
so far as ammunition is concerned, they can have
an equal chance of success.

1. ELEY DTL GOLD
From the longest established British cartridge
maker – who has supported clay target shooting
in the UK from its beginnings, which took the form
of Down The Line – the new DTL Gold is in that
same great tradition of ensuring, in this case, the
British shooter gets what he needs on the Trap
range and the pattern plate. Consistent, evenly
distributed patterns are absolutely essential to
success in Trap shooting or any other form of clay
target shooting, and DTL Gold delivers just that.
Available in 28g plastic wad 7, 7.5 and 8,
£208 per 1,000.

2. ELEY 1ST SELECT
Everybody has to start somewhere – make it a
flying one with Eley 1st. Easy on the shoulder and,
again, showing well-distributed patterns, both its
performance and price will put a smile on the face
of the beginner and veteran alike.
Available in 28g plastic and fibre wad 7.5, 8 and
9, £182.25-£192.25 per 1,000.

3. LYALVALE EXPRESS SUPER
COMP DTL
A legend in its own lifetime, Express Super Comp
has been delivering success in clay target
competition shooting for decades. Super Comp

DTL is a load tweaked and tuned to the demands
of the Trap shooter, at any level of competition,
and is presented at a reasonable cost.
Available in 28g plastic wad 7.5, £221.50
per 1,000.

4. LYALVALE EXPRESS WORLD CUP
As the name would suggest this cartridge is world
class, but not at a price that’s out of this world.
The first British cartridge to win a UIT World Cup
event in 1989, it’s been a winner ever since. For
those seeking DTL’s glittering prizes, load up
with World Cup, and you will be on your way to
gaining them!
Available in 28g plastic and fibre wad 6.5, 7,
7.5, 8 and 9, £236.50-£247 per 1,000.

5. HULL CARTRIDGE COMP X
An award-winning cartridge from this redoubtable
Northern maker, and one which represents
extraordinary value for money. This, and the
technical expertise gained over the years as a
market leader, puts Comp X right up there for
performance and consistency. A great cartridge
for DTL at any level; the clubman or the AA shot
will appreciate a performance which will fulfil all
their requirements.
Available in 28g plastic and fibre wad 7.5 and 9,
£179.50-£189.75 per 1,000.

6. HULL PRO ONE DTL 300
This cartridge is a high-performance DTL load
but at a moderate cost, and was chosen as a
training load for GB’s Olympic shooters, which
gives an indication of its qualities. Its high velocity
at 40 yards plus ensures that you are hitting
targets hard every time. On the pattern plate the
evidence is impressive, with excellent pellet
distribution and the absolute minimum number of
flyers, which will instill confidence and help to
break more targets.

PICTURES: VIC HARKER

‘As a discipline, it’s not
as technically
demanding as some, but
at the same time it can
be very competitive, so
every target counts’
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Available in 28g plastic and fibre wad 7, 7.5, 8
and 9, £219.75-£227.50 per 1,000.

7. GAMEBORE EVO
From a company that’s always pushing the
envelope in terms of cartridge performance, their
Evo load is an excellent combination of hardhitting performance and low recoil. If you shoot a
lot of cartridges, but want to finish the last round
in as good a shape as you began the day, Evo is
the natural choice. Super smooth, low recoil, but
with patterns that retain their hitting power at
range, as a cartridge for DTL Gamebore’s Evo has
few equals.
Available in 28g plastic and fibre wad 7.5, 8
and 9, £185-£192.75 per 1,000.

8. GAMEBORE PLATINUM TRAP
Developed in conjunction with former British
Olympic Trap Manager, Ian Coley, Gamebore’s
top-of-the-line Trap load has an outstanding
performance. Developing a muzzle velocity of
147fps, Platinum Trap combines this with
surprisingly light recoil, due to the careful
matching of the highest quality components.

Though not the cheapest cartridge on the market,
if you are looking for the best of everything, you
can’t afford to be without it.
Available in 28g plastic wad 7.5 and 8,
£235 per 1,000.

10

9. FIOCCHI 4HV
From Italy’s longest-established ammunition
manufacturer, the list of champions who have
won the greatest prizes with Fiocchi cartridges is
a long one! The new 4HV 28g load will provide the
DTL shooter with all he needs in performance and
more. Copper-plated lead shot with 5% antimony
and the Fiocchi 616 gold primer makes this the
ideal Trap load that hits very hard at longer
ranges. On the pattern plate, results were
convincing, and 4HV comes highly recommended
for a game in which you can’t afford to miss.
Available in 28g plastic wad 8.5, £217
per 1,000.

10. FIOCCHI FBLU
Another high-quality competition cartridge with all
the ingredients that provide consistent ballistics,
shot after shot. With the same antimony content

as more expensive loads, FBlu represents another
smooth-shooting, highly effective target load at a
good price.
Available in 28g plastic wad 7.5, £179.75
per 1,000.
Down the Line is the Trap shooting discipline
for everyone, and is readily available at hundreds
of shooting grounds around the country.
Beginners and experts alike can enjoy the game
and, at the same time, have fun at any level.
This month’s cartridge choices will only add to
this enjoyment. ■
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GUN TEST

RRP
WITH MIKE YARDLEY

£550

Sa e

F

0

finds plenty to like in the Armed SPE .410 from Turkey

T

PICTURES: MIKE YARDLEY

his month’s test gun is
potentially a bit of fun for big
lads and lasses, and something
which might also be a good starter
gun for a young shot of your
acquaintance. It’s an Armed (from
Turkey) SPE .410 imported by Edgar
Brothers of Macclesfield (who also
import the Turkish brands Akkar and
Hatsan). First impressions are not
especially inspiring, although the
general form of the gun seems
sound. The SPE’s flat-sided action
is black (there is a nickel-plated
option), with some sparse – but
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inoffensive – scroll engraving. The
stock wood is plain and laser
chequered well. The standard of
finish generally is reasonable,
although there could have been a bit
more preparation and polishing on
the metalwork.
Before going any further, though,
we should perhaps note that the
RRP of this business-like, if basic,
little gun is just £550. This,
remember, is the price for a new
gun. I doubt if an English gunsmith
could replace even the fore-end of a
similar model for that sort of money.

By today’s standards it is
extraordinarily inexpensive, and it
can only be fairly judged keeping
that reasonable price point
constantly in mind. So, with that
stated, let’s continue.
The small bore is a sensible
weight (just over 6¼lbs) and on the
heavier side for a 28" .410 (the only
barrel length available at the
moment), but probably better for it.
There are too many featherweight,
and consequently uncontrollable,
.410s knocking around. They can
make what is already a challenging

bore size even tougher to shoot
(.410s need a lot of control to shoot
well as they tend to be quick to start
and quick to stop, therefore they
need to be driven; follow through
takes on a whole new importance).
The barrels of the test gun are 3"
chambered and superior proofed in
England (which I always find
reassuring, especially in a .410
where pressures are especially high
– much higher than in a 12). They
are made on the monobloc system.
Fit of tubes to the monobloc is good
with no visible gaps. Finish to the
monobloc and ejector work (yes,
this is an ejector) is a little rough
cosmetically. The 6mm ventilated
top rib, however, is nicely laid and
cross-hatched. Vented side ribs also
pass muster. The plain metal bead
at the muzzles would be hard to
improve upon (and much better than
a fragile plastic one). Barrel bores
are tight at 10.5mm. The fixed
chokes are very tightly constricted
too at extra-full and extra-full. They
could well do with being relieved
significantly. Such tight chokes
might well disrupt patterns (but I
did not have the opportunity to test
this formally).
Although the stock wood is
nothing special, the shapes of the
stock and fore-end are good. The
butt has a subtle hog’s back and
there is nothing wrong with that,
especially as it is not too obvious.
The full but slim pistol grip has an
open radius and suits the gun well,
save that purchase is reduced by a
synthetic stock finish which is also
quite prone to marking. I liked the
comb profile and the slim schnabel
fore-end. The stock is a good length
as well: 14½" from middle of the

ARMED .410
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ld be
13/8" a d 21/8 or ¼ . On his g n
which might well be used by young
people and ladies, 2" would be
better in my opinion (a little too high
being a lot better than a little too
low). The distance between the
centre of the eye orbit and the
cheekbone is reduced in most
women and youngsters, so stocks
need to be higher. I am Mr 5' 11"
Average in gun-fit terms and could
still lose the bead with a bit of cheek
pressure. It’s all easily rectified by
means of a comb raiser, though.

Technical
The all-steel action, as you might
expect, is compact and notably low
in profile. It appears (like the ejector
work) to be built on an Italian plan.
The barrels hinge on bifurcated
lumps with stud pins in the action
walls near the knuckle (you’ve seen
it all in a Rizzini). Jointing of the
barrels to the action is not only
competent but better than many
guns costing a lot more. There are
twin cocking bars (again, just like a
Rizzini). The single trigger is
mechanical, a feature which is
always welcome on a .410 when
very different payloads may be
encountered. The trigger pulls are
not especially refined and very
heavy. If you are going to use this
gun regularly, and most certainly if
you were going to let a young shot
use it, the pulls would have to be
sorted. This is not the end of the
world but would probably set the
budget back another 50 quid on top
of the purchase price. It is also a
typical failing in many cheaper .410s.
My thanks to Will Hewitt of Edgar
Brothers, and also to Lyalvale
Express for the cartridges used in
this test. ■
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bought another day at the same shoot a
few weeks later. I borrowed a gun, not
unlike the test gun, and shot 15 pheasants
– another brilliant day! Thus, I took our test
gun to my local Skeet/Sporting layout with
real interest. Happily, I connected with
most targets, but not without some extra
effort. The weight of the trigger pulls was
off-putting (I adapted by using the first joint,
rather than the pad, of my trigger finger).
To get results that were anything like
consistent, however, both concentration
and control were required. I also had to see
more lead than normal – say 25% – to get
results. I liked the gun, nevertheless. Recoil
was low, even with full payload cartridges.
The basics are all there. It would make an
especially interesting custom project.
Better pulls themselves would transform
the SPE .410; bring the stock up a bit and
offer 30” barrels and this could be
something really special without breaking
the bank. Meantime, it is a solid little gun
and excellent value for money.

WE LIKE
■

The price
■ The general form
■ The specification

WE DISLIKE
■

The trigger pulls

The full but slim pistol grip suits the gun well

The black action features sparse, but inoffensive,
scroll engraving

/

Compact and low in profile, the all-steel action has the
hallmarks of the Italian style

TECH SPECS
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

Make: Armed (Turkey)
Model: SPE .410 Ejector
Distributor: Edgar Brothers
Bore: .410
Chambers: 3"
Barrels: 28"
Chokes: Extra-full and extra-full
Rib: 6mm ventilated
Weight: 6lbs 4oz
RRP: £550

The top-mounted safety also allows you to select barrels for the
single trigger
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WITH BASC’S CONOR O’GORMAN

SHOOTING
VOICE

Shooting saves lives, says BASC
If people could not shoot it would lead to an extra 106 deaths per year and an economic cost of
£300 million due to inactivity... Read on to discover the reasoning behind BASC’s belief

T

Last year the government published a new
strategy Sporting Future: A New Strategy for an
Active Nation which includes a commitment to
support the role of outdoor recreation in keeping
people active.
In our response to an earlier consultation on
this strategy, BASC made a case for
comprehensive
recognition and support
for shooting and its role in
bringing people together
and getting them more
active outdoors.
We drew on the results
of a survey we carried out
on 1,400 people. This
found that 95% said
shooting was important to
their personal wellbeing
and 84% said it helped
their physical wellbeing.
On average, each
person made 20 friends
through shooting.
said they would spend
said shooting is important
Ninety-one per cent said
less time outdoors if
to their personal wellbeing
they would spend less time
they could
outdoors if they could not
not shoot
shoot. Eighty-eight per cent
said shooting gives them
moderate to intense
said shooting is important for
physical activity. Seventyone per cent said their
their physical wellbeing
levels of physical activity
would be reduced without
their shooting activities.
The top three reasons
take part in
for taking part in shooting
said shooting gives them
picking-up,
were spending time
moderate to high-intensity exercise
beating, or
outdoors, enjoyment and
physical
relaxation. Seventy-seven
the average number of friends
conservation
per cent of people said
work
made through shooting
their social life would
suffer without shooting.
So, what has this got to
do
with physical inactivity
said their levels
in
the
wider population?
of physical
Not a lot, unless we make
activity would
said their social life would
the links and showcase
suffer without
suffer without shooting
shooting
shooting as part of the
solution. If we don’t
The top three reasons for taking part in shooting:
proactively make the links,
nobody else will.
One of our key
Enjoyment
Time outdoors
Relaxation
messages to policymakers
is that shooting is open to

ackling physical inactivity in adults and children
is becoming an ever-increasing priority in our
society and we are seeing a flurry of government
and private sector funded studies, reports and
recommendations on how to improve what some
are describing as a national crisis. So, what has
this got to do with shooting? A lot actually!

Health and wellbeing

the personal value of shooting

95% 91%

84%

88% 59%

20

71%

77%

people of all backgrounds, ages and abilities and
is an activity that people can take part in
throughout their lives.
BASC coaches make up a network of highly
qualified airgun and shotgun coaches nationwide.
These coaches provide tens of thousands of
adults, children and young people with shooting
opportunities annually, ranging from public places
such as shooting clubs and countryside fairs to
schools, scout jamborees and cadet camps.
Participation in shooting is growing and we can
each do our part to help by taking someone we
know shooting for the first time. BASC
encourages members to introduce friends and
family members to shooting through its ‘take a
mate shooting’ initiative. Have a look on our
website for more details (www.basc.org.uk).
By now you might be thinking, how did we
come up with the ‘saving lives’ headline?
A Natural England study was recently published
entitled Investigating the potential increase in
health costs due to a decline in access to
greenspace. Using the World Health
Organization’s Health Economic Assessment
Tool, the study estimated that decreases in
physical activity may lead to an additional 374
deaths per year, with an economic cost of £434
million per year.
We linked the same methodology to statistics
from our Personal Value of Shooting study, and
using a conservative figure of 600,000 UK
live-quarry shooters, we estimated that if people
did not shoot, this reduction in activity would lead
to an additional 106 deaths per year and an
economic cost of £300 million.
If the sports strategy is implemented as
intended we will see a thriving outdoor
activities sector growing as an important
alternative way that people can engage in sport
and physical activity.
BASC wants to see shooting included and
we can each play a key role in welcoming
newcomers from all walks of life and ages into our
sporting interests.
Government recognition and support for
shooting will grow as participation increases
coupled with BASC’s political and policy work at
all levels.
However, BASC’s resources are not limitless and
our voice can be stronger with your support. If you
are not a BASC member, please consider joining.
It’s a great time to be a member, not only for the
insurance and great deals on products and services,
but in supporting the work we are doing for all
shooters locally, nationally and internationally. ■
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SPORTING
ART

WITH DIGGORY HADOKE

Art nouveau

Sporting art tends to reside in one of two categories: the beautiful but mortgage worthy, and
the overpriced yet underwhelming. Diggory’s unexpected visitor may have broken the trend

I

answered the mild-mannered knock at the door
expecting to see the usual Barbour-clad local
with a shotgun in need of some attention. Instead,
I beheld a long-haired chap in knee-length
lace-up boots – more Goth than Hugh Grant or
Rowley Birkin, which was a refreshing change.
Under his arm was tucked a small flat-pack
bag, from which he produced some paintings of
gamebirds, which looked strangely familiar. My
visitor’s name was Christian Schwetz, and he was
to prove surprising in a number of ways; not least
that this apparent extra from a documentary on
The Damned rode to hounds and had made a
speciality of equestrian photography.
His reason for darkening my particular door was
his recent experimentation with gamebird still-life
artwork, which turned out not to be painting at all,
but photography in the style of some old masters.
I was immediately struck by their unique quality,
and impressed with the technical and artistic skills
involved in producing them.
Christian wondered if I might have some
suggestions as to where he may find clients for this
kind of thing and what my reaction, as someone in
the gun trade, might be. He also ventured that he

PICTURES: CHRISTIAN SCHWETZ

Taking inspiration from the still-life masters, Christian
brings painting-like qualities to his photographs
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was looking for objects to include in the artwork,
beyond the birds themselves, and had mulled over
the inclusion of old guns and ephemera to add
variety to the fruit and cutlery used so far.
I well know that shooting men like their guns,
their books on guns and their sporting art.
Unfortunately, painting a picture is a timeconsuming and costly business, and the results
are often unpredictable, as has been evidenced
by some of the, frankly dodgy, portraits of their
gundogs that several friends have paid hard cash
for over the years.

‘He experimented with
his still-life compositions
with rural Shropshire
providing the inspiration
and objects in the form of
locally-shot gamebirds’

Photography, however, requires all the same
set-up time but the shots themselves can be
experimented with, deleted, and fine-tuned until
light, shadow, composition and texture are all to
the satisfaction of the artist. Time-wise, the
photographic process for composing one piece
requires a day, rather than weeks. This brings
this kind of art within reach of a wider audience,
with a unit cost of around £750. Not cheap,
but within range of a generous gift to mark a
special occasion.
It occurred to me that many of my clients have
favourite shotguns and may enjoy the opportunity
to feature one in a unique piece of
commemorative art. We selected a couple of guns
and a few bits and pieces, to add texture to the
gamebird sets, and off went Christian to see what
he could assemble.
The artist himself is an interesting character.
Educated at Cambridge, after graduation he went
to Czechoslovakia and witnessed the revolution,
staying in Prague to work as a teacher for a while.
Upon returning to London, he studied
photography at St Martin’s, before working as a
photojournalist in Asia and Africa. This led up to

SPORTING ART
The subtlety of the grapes complements the
woodcock’s muted plumage

his move to Shropshire and a specialisation in
equine photography.
Christian explained his focus on the art form:
“I’ve long been exploring the connection between
painting and photography. Even the word
‘photography’ means painting with light. I’ve
always paid special attention to lighting and my
equine portraits are often mistaken for oil masters,
so it seemed a natural extension to take these
techniques further.”
Christian’s influences are drawn from past
masters. A still-life painting by Francisco de
Zurbarán, a 17th century Spanish painter, was an
early inspiration: “It’s of a slaughtered lamb,
simply presented, bound and laid on a slate slab
against a black background. I also looked at the
Dutch masters of still life from the Golden Age.
This was a time when people rapidly found new
wealth, connected with trade and the Indies. This
created a market for art and the depiction of
luxury. The perfect conditions for an explosion of
the still-life form.”
Christian experimented with his still-life
compositions with rural Shropshire providing the
inspiration and objects in the form of locally-shot
gamebirds and wildfowl. He told me: “I wanted a
variety of birds in the feather to give colour and
represent a dream bag. Enquiries at various
butchers proved too slow for my impatience. By
chance, though, we walked into a shooting party
at our local pub and they were treating the
gamekeeper to some post-shoot drinks. I’ve
found Shropshire to be such a warm and open
county, and five minutes later I had the promise of
all sorts of exotic birds.”
The Spanish painter Juan Sánchez Cotán often
painted still-life pieces of birds hanging in food
stores. This approach fitted perfectly with
Christian’s aim of structuring his photographs and
ordering the elements within the composition. The
black background isolates the objects and the
viewer is invited to scrutinise each form.
His first piece was a cock pheasant, locally
shot and presented on local stone slabs,
reclaimed from a demolished country pile a few
miles away. The result was encouraging and a
white pheasant followed, set with pomegranate,
“as a good colour combination and to symbolise
rebirth, following the story of Persephone.”

The same stone frame was retained for the next
foray: woodcock. Further inspiration was taken
from the artist Grinling Gibbons, who lived during
the reign of Charles II, producing lime wood
carvings for stately homes. A great deal of thought
goes into each piece. Christian explained the
thought process behind shooting a woodcock
alongside grapes: “Woodcock are more subtle
than the, by comparison, garish pheasant. I
wanted their subtle yet beautiful plumage to be
given space to speak for itself. Having tried
augmenting with lemons, I went for just red
Christian also produces studio-based equestrian
portraits to commission

grapes, which I could drape and sculpt and
whose subtle colour wasn’t going to detract.”
Wildfowl followed, with the lovely vibrancy of
mallard and teal plumage providing the colour,
and their different sizes adding variety to the
structure. Christian noted the importance of
working with fresh birds, where possible, as the
hues change and the feathers lose their sheen
only a day or two after death.
The question as to how Christian manages to
bring painting-like quality to a photographic
process remains his secret. He hints at the
importance of lighting, and his experiences of
equine photography were important educational
steps, leading him to the current project. I think
Christian’s art offers real differences to much of
what is available to the shooter or countryman
wanting some personally decorative piece. It
bridges the gap between commissioned drawings
or paintings, and the usual shoot photography
that is now being offered by the top men in that
field, like Jonathan McGee.
I’m looking forward to seeing his latest efforts
featuring some of my guns, which should add an
extra dimension, with their lovely figured wood and
hard-earned patina. ■
CHRISTIAN’S
CONTACT DETAILS:
WEB: www.schwetz.uk
EMAIL: contact@schwetz.uk
TEL: 07808 721054
POST: Munslow Farmhouse,
Munslow, Craven Arms,
Shropshire, SY7 9ET
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Made In Bronze
Cocker Spaniel with Ducks £175

Cocker Spaniel with Woodcock £175

Limited edition sculptures in bronze | www.madeinbronze.co.uk | Tel: 01377 255639

SHOP ONLINE

FOR CLAY CLOTHING & ALL YOUR SHOOTING ACCESSORIES,
BROUGHT TO YOU BY A PREMIER SHOOTING GROUND
1ST

NORTH’S FAVOURITE
SHOOTING GROUND
2015

5th

NATION’S FAVOURITE
SHOOTING GROUND
2015

www.auchterhousecountrysports.co.uk

GIFT
VOUC
HERS
AVAIL
ABLE

STAG & HEN ★ SHOOTING ★ QUAD BIKING ★ ARCHERY ★ CORPORATE

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME
ROVINCE TICK-RESISTANT CLOTHING HAS BEEN ESTABLISHED IN EUROPE FOR OVER 5 YEARS
AND IS MADE UNIQUE THROUGH THE USE OF THE PATENTED ZECK-PROTEC COATING.
STAIN-RESISTANT OUT MATERIAL
CLOSABLE ARMPIT VENTILATION
QUICK DRYING
LIGHTWEIGHT
CLOSABLE CHEST POCKETS WITH ZIPS

WIND AND WATER RESISTANT
WALLET POCKET
CLOSABLE LEG POCKETS
KNIFE POCKET
HIGHER WAISTLINE AT THE BACK
MATT FINISH BUTTONS
QUICK DRYING OUTER MATERIAL
ATTRACTIVE, ABRASION-RESISTANT
NUBUCK FINISH
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ZECK-Protec is a sophisticated tick protection that has
been developed initially for professional use but can equally be worn by anyone participating in outdoor activities.
For stalkers it offers all round protection from the initial
stalk, crawling for the shot, carcass examination, carcass
extraction and even whilst working in the larder. It also has
the added value that it will considerably reduce the risk of
carrying ticks back to the family home, where they could
use other family members as hosts.
Rovince clothing is impregnated with this tick-resistant
protection during production and EU tests have shown
the treatment is still effective even after 80 washes.

Tim is Development Officer for the
National Gamekeepers’ Organisation (NGO)

WITH TIM WESTON

KEEPERING

Tick tock

Treating Lyme disease is a bit like bomb disposal: the longer it takes, the more harm it’s likely
to do you. Fortunately, scientists are now working on a cure and quick diagnosis...

L

yme disease is a real problem for many of us
who stalk, shoot, work dogs, and go beating
or picking-up. It is a particularly horrid thing
spread by ticks when they bite us. Doctors find it
very difficult to detect and some don’t really know
what to look for. Lyme affects us all in different
ways, but broadly speaking, it attacks the nervous
systems of those bitten and can cause blindness,
paralysis, memory loss, or even organ failure.
The key to treating Lyme is to get the diagnosis
early, and take a course of strong antibiotics over
a 10- or 14-day period; these are the same drugs

PICTURES: DOM HOLTAM / LAURIE CAMPBELL (INSET)

‘Phages can be
thought of as friendly
viruses and so, for Lyme
disease, the enemy of
your enemy really could
be your best friend!’

that are used to treat syphilis and, although the
treatment isn’t pleasant, it is far better than
contracting the disease with all the possible
problems that it can cause. If you have been
bitten by a tick you need to look for the telltale
signs, such as a red target around the bite site,
flu-like symptoms, muscle spasms, and generally
feeling tired. However, you might not get all of
these symptoms; it could be just one. If you
experience any of these symptoms after being
bitten by a tick then you must go straight to your
GP, and explain what you do and what has
happened. It is unlikely that they will consider
Lyme disease initially without the information that
you are a shooter and have recently been bitten
by a tick. Currently, there is not an accurate test to
determine if you have Lyme or not, which can
make the doctor’s job very difficult.
However, there are a group of very clever
people at the University of Leicester who are
trying to change that, and have funding to
conduct research into this nasty disease. Prof
Martha Clokie, Dr Jinyu Shan and
team Phelix (doctors treating
patients with Lyme

disease) are trying to find better ways of detecting
and treating this disease with viruses. It does
sound a bit strange to treat a disease with a virus,
but there is a very good reason why they think
that this will work. Firstly, a bit of background to
familiarise you with the difference between a
bacteria and a virus. Bacteria are self-contained
organisms that just need a food source in order to
live. Most bacteria are either harmless or useful to
humans, but a few of them make us sick, such as
MRSA which causes infections, and Borrelia
which causes Lyme disease. Viruses, in contrast,
are parasites that don’t make their own food but
use the energy their host makes in order to live
and replicate. Viruses are everywhere, but each
type infects in an incredibly specific way; so, my
flu virus would not infect my dog, regardless of
how often I sneezed on it!
Similarly to animals and plants, all bacteria
have their own viruses that infect them, and they
are called bacteriophages – phages for short.
These phages attack bacteria in a very precise
way, so a phage that would kill Lyme disease
wouldn’t kill other bacterial species, or us!
Fortunately for us humans, most bacteria
that cause infectious diseases have
these natural virus enemies, and in
some Eastern European countries
they are used routinely to treat
bacterial infections. So, phages
can be thought of as ‘friendly
viruses’ and so, for Lyme disease,
the enemy of your enemy really
could be your best friend!
In short, the scientists are trying to
fight fire with fire, and discover the
specific type of phages that will kill the
Lyme within your body before it does any
damage. If they can isolate this they will also be
able to find a quick and safe test to see if you
require any treatment at all. If they are successful,
then this will make our sporting and working
environments much safer places to operate in.
The scientists need our help with this vital
research, and what they need from us are ticks!
They need a massive volume of these nasty
creatures so they can study them, isolate any
with the Lyme bacteria present, and start to work
on the cure.
The university will send you a tick collection kit
free of charge, which will contain a plastic tube to
put the ticks in, and a pre-paid envelope to send
them back to them. I would urge everybody to
help with this and the shooting community is the
best-placed to do so. To get your kit please email
Prof Martha Clokie at mrjc1@le.ac.uk ■
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GUNSMITHING

For every action…
… there’s a slightly different action that looks pretty much the same! Longthorne explain the
difference between the boxlock, sidelock, and back-action boxlock

M

ost experienced shooters will know the
differences between a boxlock and ‘true’
sidelock gun, but for the novice it’s not always
obvious, and it can get very confusing when
considering which to go for. A true sidelock
mechanism is a very sophisticated piece of
engineering, with many more moving parts than a
boxlock mechanism. It is always deemed to be a
higher quality mechanism because of the
complexity involved in making it, and the ability of
the gunmaker to get it working correctly and to
fine-tune it, much like a Swiss watch. It therefore
costs more to manufacture, and would typically
be more expensive to buy, than a boxlock of
similar external finish.

Another reason that the sidelock mechanism
has been favoured in the past is because of
the option it provides, using a spare set of locks,
to change the locks in-field should the need
arise. This was common practice when English
guns were exported overseas to be used in
remote areas, such as Africa, around the end of
the 19th century.
Some boxlock guns are clearly not sidelocks,
however many boxlock guns are made to look like
sidelocks, to the extent that some even
incorporate ‘pins’ in the plates on each side of the
action (to replicate the traditional appearance of a
sidelock gun). These are known as ‘side-plated
boxlocks’ and, unless you know to ask the

questions, they will look pretty much the same to
the untrained eye. Side plates on a boxlock also
allow a larger canvas for engraving, so can look
more attractive, whereas without side plates the
area available is reduced.
Does it really matter? The main difference in a
sidelock mechanism is the fact that, dependent
on the design, we are able to adjust the trigger to
the desired weight, which gives it a faster
response time. This is more repeatable because
the trigger mechanism is controllable, and of
course if you have a pair of guns, you can be
sure that the trigger weights are the same in both.
This feature would be best appreciated by a
seasoned shooter.

PICTURES: LONGTHORNE

‘A true sidelock mechanism is a very
sophisticated piece of engineering, with many
more moving parts than a boxlock mechanism’

The internal lockwork of a sidelock
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GUNSMITHING
Generally speaking, the boxlock action is a
cruder mechanism; without the sophistication,
there is little to ‘tune’ and therefore less skill
needed in its manufacture. It could be argued
that the boxlock has less moving parts to go
wrong, however, a well-made sidelock will be
very reliable.
Popular with sporting shooters, a ‘back-action
boxlock’ resides in the middle ground between a
sidelock and a boxlock. It incorporates some of
the features of a sidelock, in that the lock work is
mounted behind the breach, and a similar trigger
mechanism to a sidelock can be incorporated.
The disadvantages of this mechanism are that if it
does not have a drop-out trigger assembly, it is
difficult to change in the event of a spring
breaking, which can be a bit inconvenient if
shooting competitively.
If you are getting a bit serious about your
shooting and don’t want to go to the expense of

buying a true sidelock, a back-action boxlock
drop-trigger mechanism may be the answer.
These are quite a good idea as you can have a
replacement drop-out trigger mechanism, so they
are easy to change quickly, but both of these are
fairly basic in terms of mechanical design.
This said, providing you are aware of what you
are buying, there are some really lovely boxlock
guns around, particularly if they have been well
made. As a less expensive option they are a good
choice for a novice shooter, or those of you who
don’t want to stretch the wallet too far, and we

CONTACT DETAILS
To contact Longthorne Gunmakers:

■ Web: www.longthorneguns.com
■ Tel: 01772 811215
■ Email: admin@longthorneguns.com
■ You can also follow them on Facebook
and Twitter: @longthorneguns
will be adding these to our Longthorne range in
due course. ■
Sidelocks are less suited to novice
shooters due to their cost

‘Sidelocks have been
favoured in the past
because they provide the
option to change the
locks in-field should the
need arise’
Dependent on the design, a sidelock’s trigger can be
adjusted to the desired weight
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UK’S TRADE AND CONSUMER SHOOTING PRODUCTS SPECIALISTS
Visit our website at: www.gdkoutdoors.co.uk
T: 01582 879 588 E: sales@gdkoutdoors.co.uk
Norrington End Farm, Redding Lane, Redbourn, Hertfordshire, AL3 7PU
DIGITAL VAULT
LOCKING 3 GUN
CABINET
Dimensions:
Height 1300mm
Width 245mm
Depth 205mm

VAULT LOCKING
6 GUN CABINET
WITH INNER
AMMO SAFE

14 GUN CABINET

Digital key pad
with key override

Dimensions:
Height 1450mm
Width 350mm
Depth 300mm
Internal
ammunition safe
Foam gun divider
5 rotary vault
locking pins
operated by the
chome handle
Anti crowbar door
system

Dimensions:
Height 1500mm
Width 630mm
Depth 420mm

●

2mm Steel body
4mm Steel door
High security vault
locking 14 gun cabinet
Suitable for scoped
rifles and shotguns
Police approved
Built to BS7558/92
●

●

●

●

The vault locking
system consists of 1
x 7 lever key lock,
1 x chrome handle
and 5 internal
locking bolts.

●

●

£189.99 Inc VAT
& Delivery

SPECIAL OFFER
£399.99 FREE P&P

£124.99 Inc VAT
& Delivery

Available in dark
brown & tanned

GDK 179
GUARDIAN
SHOTGUN
SLIP

Size available
28-30” barrell - 128cm
32-34” barrell - 140cm

Available in
dark brown
& tan.

GDK-268
GUARDIAN SLIP

£89.99 Inc VAT
& Delivery

2 sizes
available
Standard
28-30” barrels 130cm
Long
32-34” barrels 140cm

£89.99 Inc VAT
& Delivery

GREEN MP3
& ELECTRONIC
EAR DEFENDERS
Model- EE-MP3-1
2 Mics to amplify
sounds by 5 times size
adjustable, 1 size fits
all. 4 x AAA batteries
required.
(MP3 cable not included

CLAY TRAP

ACCESSORIES

£34.99 Inc VAT
& Delivery

4 MIC ELECTRONIC
EAR DEFENDERS
4 Mics to amplify
sounds by 6 times.
Size adjustable for kids
and adults

£39.99 Inc VAT
& Delivery

£59.99

Inc VAT & Delivery

WIRELESS SYSTEM
70M Wireless hand remote

CLAY PIGEON TRAPS

FOR ALL CLAY PIGEON TRAPS, VIEW OUR WEBSITE FOR FULL DESCRIPTIONS AND VIDEOS.

£189.99 Inc VAT & Delivery

SMALL
WOBBLER KIT
Black wing clay trap, aerial assault clay trap, Black
quail clay trap or any other branded clay trap under
50kgs. The small wobbler kit has 2 settings, DTL & ABT
(down the line, and Automatic ball trap).

SPECIAL OFFER:
FREE P&P AND
2 YEAR WARRANTY

50 TARGET
BLACK WING CLAY TRAP

260 TARGET
BLACK PHEASANT CLAY TRAP

58 TARGET
DOUBLE BLACK WING

GDK’s Black Wing is perfect for
private individuals or groups
looking to practice shooting
on their own land.

GDK’s Black Pheasant comes on
a 2 wheel trolley and is suitable for
private individuals, group shooters /
small clubs, charity shoots.

GDK’s double arm auto is perfect
for private individuals or groups
looking to practice shooting
on their own land.

£319.99 Inc VAT & Delivery

£649.99 Inc VAT & Delivery

£619.99 Inc VAT & Delivery

£104.99 Inc VAT & Delivery

300m RADIO FOOT
PEDAL SYSTEM
The best wireless foot pedal currently available. With
the 300m radio foot pedal, you will be guaranteed
100m range even with high/low ground and
obstructions between the foot pedal and the receiver.

SUBSCRIBE // HALF PRICE OFFER

JUST £43.50*
TOTAL VALUE £90.95

SAVING 52%
12 issues of Sporting Shooter
+ 12 months SSA insurance
+ No. 112 Joker
Pocketknife
*By Direct Debit or £47.50 by
credit/debit card or cheque

THIRD PARTY INSURANCE included
in Sporting Shooter EXTRA package
SEE PAGE 78 FOR MORE INFORMATION ON SSA

JUST £22.50*
TOTAL VALUE £45.00

SAVING 50%
12 issues of Sporting Shooter
*By Direct Debit or £29.25
by credit/debit card or cheque

T&Cs: Lines are open 8am-9.30pm Mon to Fri, 8am-4pm Sat. Direct Debit is a UK offer only. Details of Direct Debit Guarantee are available on request. Sporting Shooter is published 12 times a year. Savings are
based on the cover price of £3.75. Gift is only available on the Sporting Shooter Extra package and whilst stocks last. Gift available to those aged 18 and over. Please allow up to 28 days to receive your free gift.
After your first claim, Sporting Shooter Annual subscriptions will continue annually at £29.25 (saving 35%) For overseas subscription rates, please visit www.subscriptionsave.co.uk. Offer ends 25/05/16.

HALF PRICE OFFER

// SUBSCRIBE

SUBSCRIBE &
SAVE 52%
UP
TO

12 issues from
just £22.50

EASY WAYS TO ORDER

www.subscriptionsave.co.uk/ssh 01858 438840 quote CSS6X06A

COMPETITION // WITH THEPIGEONSHOOTER.COM

WIN!

THE PERFECT PIGEON
DECOYING SET-UP
We have teamed up with The Pigeon Shooter to offer up a fabulous pile
of kit – everything you need to get after those woodies

For
all your pigeon
shooting needs
visit www.
thepigeonshooter.com
or call
01405 862539
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WITH THEPIGEONSHOOTER.COM

// COMPETITION
*Dog not included

S

pring is here; the buds are opening; the
fields are being drilled; and there are
pigeons everywhere! So what’s stopping you? To
make sure you are the ultimate pigeon magnet
this season, The Pigeon Shooter has sent us a full
decoying set-up – from hide-building gear to
decoys to whirly to seat. The works. The whole lot
is worth a whopping £300!

The prize package consists of:
■ A rotary machine with battery, charger and
■
■

remote-control speed controller plus two flying
pigeon decoys and a reinforced carry bag.
Four adjustable hide poles, a 4m x 1.5m
stealth camo net and pole bag.
A set of full-colour shell decoys with pegs,
10 x metal cradles for your shot birds, neck
props, a bag of pigeon socks to brighten up
your old decoys, a giant-sized decoying bag
and a spin-top bucket seat.

l-colour decoy
Bucket seat and ful

Rotary and flying pigeon decoy

s

LE
ND TH
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WO 00
£3

Whirly bag

Stealth camo net

For your chance to win, simply answer this question:
What is the Latin name for the woodpigeon? A:
Name:
Address:

Tel:
Email:
Do you have shooting insurance?
Do you have a Shotgun Certificate?

Archant Ltd, Sporting Shooter, and carefully selected companies would like to keep you up to date with any special offers or new products or services that might be of interest. Please tick if you DO NOT wish to be
contacted in this way by email , by text , by phone , by post 

SEND YOUR ANSWER TO: Pigeon Comp, Sporting Shooter, Evolution House, 2-6 Easthampstead Road, Wokingham, Berkshire RG40 2EG
or email your answer to competitons@sportingshooter.co.uk
RULES: Closing date is 17 June 2016. Normal Sporting Shooter rules apply. For full terms and conditions, send an sae marked t&c to the postal address above. Archant Ltd, publisher of Sporting Shooter, would like to keep
you up to date with any special offers or new products or services which might be of interest. We occasionally pass your details on to carefully selected companies who wish to contact you with information about their
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CAMPAIGNING FOR
THE COUNTRYSIDE

WITH LIAM STOKES

Slacktivism
e

noun /slaktıvız( )m/ The policy or action of attempting to bring about change using vigorous
campaigning on social media, rather than doing anything real; “Animal rights slacktivists take
to Twitter… again.”

W

hen one petition calling for grouse shooting
to be banned comes to a faltering end,
another is immediately launched. In the age of
internet campaigning, where activism can be
reduced to the click of a mouse (‘slacktivism’ I like
to call it), this is probably something we in the
shooting world are going to have to get used to.
But how do we respond?
As shooting has been awakened to the perils of
social media, the call has gone out to increase the
number of rural people on Twitter and similar
platforms to counteract the noise of those who
oppose us. This is an admirable aim. There are a
reasonable number of hard-line animal rights
activists on Twitter, and they certainly make a lot

‘We should face the fact
that the complex way in
which shooting supports
wildlife is hard to capture
in the 140 words or
fewer limit of Twitter’

of noise. Our community outnumbers their
community, and could make a similar amount of
noise. But that really isn’t the point. There is a far
larger segment of the online community that are
not animal rights activists, but will engage in any
campaign that they feel resonates with their idea
of a progressive agenda. These people are an
enormous presence online, and social media is
effectively designed to amplify their voices.
Messages with which one superficially agrees
(‘Stop cruelty!’) can be repeated instantly at the
click of a ‘retweet’ button; the intervention of a
well-followed, well-meaning but ultimately
ill-informed celebrity can give a minority view the
appearance of wildly popular public opinion; while
‘hashtags’ group everyone who even fleetingly
agrees into one seemingly unified hive mind.
Unfortunately, shooting is an issue which tends to
inflame exactly this sort of response.
The priority for shooting campaigners – those
of us who understand the value of shooting in
conservation, communities and economies – is
not necessarily to challenge anti-shooting
sentiment head-on in the social media arena
(although we do). It is to help decision makers
understand that a lot of noise on social media is
no sort of electoral threat and no indication of a
real issue on the ground. Our message is that,

while there will always be a minority whose
opposition to shooting might swing their vote, for
most people their engagement with these issues
begins and ends in front of a computer screen.
This year has thus far seen a flurry of antishooting activity, and in the process provided a
number of examples of the ‘slacktivism’
phenomenon. Take Animal Aid’s recent attempt to
oppose Natural Resources Wales (NRW) leasing
shooting rights on public land. They began by
placing anti-shooting articles in Welsh papers and
news websites, which soon made their way onto
Twitter. They announced they were briefing
Assembly Members as their posts accrued
retweets. Animal Aid has more than 60,000
followers on Twitter and one tweet sharing a
briefing paper on the perceived evils of pheasant
shooting was shared at least 90 times. Assembly
Members could have been forgiven for mistaking
the campaign for a genuine outpouring of public
opinion. But then Animal Aid made the mistake of
taking the campaign out of social media and into
the real world, announcing a protest march to
deliver an anti-shooting petition to NRW. Of those
60,000 followers, and even those 90 people
sharing the anti-shooting brief, how many could
be bothered to head to Cardiff to march in
protest? Wait for it… five!

PICTURES: LAURIE CAMPBELL

Much of the continued conservation of Scotland’s heather can be
attributed to the grouse shooting industry
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Liam Stokes is Head of Shooting Campaigns
at the Countryside Alliance

GET IN TOUCH...
Given the difficulties in moving the online
supporter base into actual action, it is perhaps
unsurprising that other anti-shooting groups have
chosen to maximise social media impact to the
detriment of real-world credibility. Happenings in
Wales were swiftly followed by the publication of
the League Against Cruel Sports’ The Case
Against Bird Shooting. There was a small soirée to
announce its launch, but otherwise the whole
campaign has been almost entirely targeted at
social media. Emotive pictures and carefully
edited videos – pointedly brief to hold the
attention of those scrolling through their Twitter
feeds – formed the substance, but most
noteworthy was the often repeated phrase ‘This is
canned hunting’, which it demonstrably isn’t.
Anyone with any experience of the UK
countryside and even a passing understanding of
canned hunting knows this phrase is of no
relevance whatsoever to gamebird shooting. So
why use it, despite the damage to credibility?
Perhaps the answer lies with LACS’ new CEO,
international campaigner Eduardo Gonçalves. A
veteran of many global campaigns but with little
experience of the British countryside, it is
unsurprising that Mr Gonçalves would seek to
move the shooting debate onto ground on which
he feels comfortable. He would also be aware that
canned hunting is hugely contentious in Africa
and North America, conflated by anti-hunting
activists with trophy hunting, and is an issue
guaranteed to fire up social media warriors around
the world. The cost to credibility, among those
who work on the practicalities of conservation
and countryside management in the UK, may be
worth it for the social media rage that can be
stoked by spuriously linking gamebird shooting to
big game hunting.
It would be great to see more shooters and
gamekeepers on social media, but we should also
face the fact that the complex and intricate way in
which shooting supports wildlife is hard to capture
in the ‘140 characters or fewer’ limit of Twitter. By
contrast, pictures of dead foxes and a #cruelgame
effectively communicates all the animal rights
activists have to say. So, just as the anti-shooting
voices increasingly play to their strengths by
focusing on enraging the online crowd, the
shooting community needs to maximise its own
strength – the delivery of tangible conservation
benefit in the real world. By all means, get on
Twitter, but also engage local communities with
shoot walks, talks and open days; show people
wildlife as it exists in the British landscape, in
harmony with shooting and other land uses. Let’s
not just talk about well-managed woodlands,
copses, cover crops, hedgerows, conservation
headlands, beetle banks and the benefits of
well-implemented predator control, let’s show
them to people. This way, when those same
people log onto their computers and see the
emotive photographs and hashtags of the animal
rights community, they will be that much less
likely to be taken in. ■

Web: countryside-alliance.org.uk/join
Telephone: 020 7840 9300

Predator control and cover
crops that double as a food
source have helped declining
species, such as the lapwing, to
make a comeback.
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SHOOTING
TECHNIQUE

ABOUT
NICK HOLLICK
WITH NICK HOLLICK

Honesberie has industry-leading instructors to
suit all styles of shooting. Nick Hollick is the owner
and founder of Honesberie Shooting School. He has more
than 23 years’ shooting experience, including having
represented England and Great Britain in World and European
Championships, competing around the world in Sporting and
FITASC disciplines.

The three Ls
Ladies, lefties and little ‘uns (well, juniors) often find gun
fit and gun choice a challenge. Nick Hollick explains how
to overcome the most commonly encountered issues

I

t might sound crazy to say it in this day and age
but ladies, left-handers and youngsters often
find that their first shooting experience can be a
negative one. Poor gun choice (or loan), a bad fit
and sometimes just plain old bad form on the part
of their supposed ‘mentors’ can sometimes
combine to put a youngster or lady off for life. But
it needn’t be this way.
“The classic thing we see a lot is the fatherand-son situation where father has let son have a
go with a full-length 12-bore; it’s kicked him
around and the son comes to us very nervous of
the gun,” explains Nick. “Or you’ll have the
youngsters ‘hanging off the back’ of a gun that
has been bought for them to ‘grow into’ and
which they simply cannot shoot with. Both of
these scenarios are really unnecessary and
completely unrewarding and demotivating for
the youngster.
“There are all sorts of great options out there
now; the gun market is starting to recognise the
importance of having the ability to change stocks
[from junior to senior] and ‘add-on’ in order to
accommodate the needs of youngsters and those
of smaller builds. In fact, this is something we
are working with a gun manufacturer on at the
An off-the-shelf gun is less likely to fit a lady shooter

moment. Here at Honesberie we have had fo r
of our 20-bores cut down and raised in the
comb so that they are a more appropriate
fit for youngsters. This way, we can give
youngsters or women a gun that’s appropriate
for their build and the shooter has a much more
positive experience.”

Ladykillers
“Virtually every other week a female shooter
comes to us who has just been handed a
12-bore and been told, ‘That’ll do.’ And a 12-bore
that’s not properly mounted, and which is often
being shot with competition cartridges too, is
going to give you a nasty bruised shoulder. We
assess the woman’s height and build and give
her an appropriately fitting gun – just as we would
for a man or a youngster of course. Getting
knocked about by excessive recoil can put
someone off for life and that’s not in anybody’s
interests – theirs or ours.”
As to whether women ‘should’ shoot a 12- or a
20-bore, Nick is pragmatic. “It is very much
dependent on what their aspirations are. If they
want to become a top competitive shot then they
would be at a huge competitive disadvantage to

Nick is a member of the Association of Professional
Shooting Instructors and offers private tuition to individuals
of all levels. Nick has been involved in encouraging many
local schools to start shooting teams. He is also
renowned for setting challenging competition
courses. Nick’s coaching style is
very technical.

shoot with a 20-bore. If that individual has never
touched a gun before or if they are quite petite
then it may be best to start off with a 20-bore and
then progress to a 12-bore if appropriate.
“With ladies and with juniors, an off-the-shelf
gun is less likely to fit than it would your average
man,” explains Nick. “This is because the
cheekbones in youngsters and in ladies are
typically a lot higher, and both are usually slimmer
in the face, making it really important to have the
right height in the comb. A standard Beretta, for
instance, would typically be too flat in the comb
for a lady, so having this readjusted by a gunsmith
is, in my mind, very important. If you were to talk
rough dimensions, a standard Beretta Silver
Pigeon would have a 14¾" length of pull yet,
broadly speaking, 13½ to 14" inches is a better
length for youngsters and ladies, although of
course this is very much dictated by the length of
your arms and neck and how tall you are.
“Barrel length is also really important. Most
schools would suggest 30" barrels for pointability.
However, if you’re quite new to it and gun weight
is a bit of an issue (as it often is for novice lady or
young shooters) then you’d be better off starting
with a 28" and then maybe move on to 30". Only if
you get to a more advanced level would we
suggest 32" barrels; although pointable, they lead
to a much heavier gun.”

Left or right?

PICTURES: DOM HOLTAM

“As crazy as it sounds, diagnosing whether an
individual needs to shoot off the left shoulder
has become a more widely accepted thing
these days. In the past, there was very much an
attitude of just putting up with it and making
adjustments. Today, that’s not the case,
although sadly, in the industry, lefthanded guns are still fairly limited
in supply.
“Often with a group of shooters,
perhaps on a corporate day,
nobody would respond with a
‘yes’ when asked if there were
any left-handers. We would
then go through and eye test
to determine which eye is the
master eye and find people
who have a left master eye but
are right-handed.
A well-fitted gun is important to create a
positive first experience
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“Here at Honesberie we don’t advise people
with conflicting eye dominance to their natural
right- or left-handedness to just shut one eye or
wear a patch. We would rather get them shooting
off the correct shoulder so that they can have
both eyes open. We sometimes find people are
resistant to this, but normally the results then
speak for themselves once they’ve experienced
this approach in action. It’s one thing diagnosing
an eye dominance issue, but getting their head
seated on the gun properly is when the real work
starts. Because it feels so alien, they might not sit
their head in the right place, and if they can’t
correct that position then it doesn’t give you the
right footing from which to prove to them that this
new approach is the right way forward.
“There’s no denying that it can be confusing. If
you’ve always been used to having one eye shut,
when you do have the ability to keep both eyes
open, you are almost in fear of what you are
seeing; you are seeing so much information that
you just look back at the end of the gun, and
when you do that you then miss the target. This is
While many manufacturers offer a left-handed
model, true left-handed guns are rare

a common mistake with people who are trying to
move from using one eye to two – looking at the
end of the gun, rather than beyond it and out to
the target.
“But I’ve got countless case studies where
getting a client of mine to switch shoulders has
worked – even in some cases after 20 years or
more of shooting.
“With all of these issues, the message here is
that, it’s like skiing – you need to have enough
lessons to make you safe and technically correct
with the way you handle the gun, the way you
mount it. That gives you the correct footing from
which to build upon.” ■

Some guns come with two stocks:
one smaller for juniors or ladies,
and one full-sized option

ABOUT THE GROUND

Located on the Warwickshire/Oxfordshire/
Northamptonshire border in 400 acres of
farmland (easily accessible from London
and the North), Honesberie Shooting
School is owned and run by GB and
England representative Nick Hollick and
provides first-class clay and game shooting
instruction. Nick and his team offer a full
programme of shooting tuition as well as
running private parties, corporate events,
stag and hen parties, and charity days. With
80 different clay traps available, Honesberie
Shooting provides a wide variety of
sporting targets suitable for both the clay
and game shooter with a high tower facility
and grouse sequence. Clay traps are set up
to simulate actual game shooting drives.
Honesberie has a relaxed atmosphere,
welcoming the experienced shooters along
with those who are learning from scratch.
The school’s conference room allows
businesses to host team-building days,
with instructors offering bespoke, exciting
shoots. The school has proven itself to be a
perfect venue for charity shoots, offering a
variety of comprehensive packages.
Honesberie also has a wide variety of
opportunities for young shots.

■
■
■
■

www.honesberieshooting.co.uk
Office: 01327 262922 (8.30am – 6pm)
Mobile: 07973 839844 (8.30am – 6pm)
Email: office@honesberieshooting.co.uk

WORTH PERSEVERING…
Both editor Rebecca and editor-in-chief Dom
have experienced these issues first hand. “I
found gun choice pretty limited as a lefthanded shooter,” explains Dom. “And even if
you could get a stock with left-hand cast, the
opener was likely to be the ‘wrong’ way round.
Finally finding a gun that fitted me well and felt
natural made a big and almost immediate
improvement to my shooting.”
Rebecca is over six feet tall so handling a
full-sized 12-bore is not necessarily a problem.
“I’m tall but also quite small in the shoulders,
which means a 12-bore can be quite
uncomfortable to shoot because of the recoil.
I have quite a long neck, too, so often feel that
an off-the-shelf gun forces me into quite an
unnatural shooting position. However, there
does seem to be a shift in the market towards
smaller bores, and increasingly there are more
guns with adjustable stocks allowing you and
your instructor to find a suitable fitting
solution without breaking the bank.”
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WITH RUPERT BUTLER

NOTES FROM
IRELAND

Predator politics

Rupert looks at how pest control has changed since he was a nipper, the impact of urban
sprawl, and why we need to better educate city dwellers on the real chaos caused by corvids

M

any moons ago, far more than I would ever
like to admit, I entered a project into the Irish
Young Scientists Competition. In essence, it
covered the whole subject of nest predation, with
particular reference to members of the crow
(Corvidae) family. Over a series of weeks I placed
a total of 121 artificial nests in all typical locations.
Of these 121 nests, 77 (representing 63.6%) were
predated. Of these 77, 51 were predated by
members of the crow family, primarily hooded
crows and magpies.
Although the project was completed many
years ago, the underlying problems still exist
today. Both magpies and hooded crows (more
commonly referred to as greys here) are a major

problem at both egg and nesting stage. I have
often watched as magpies systematically search
a hedgerow for nests. They are extremely
thorough and unrelenting in their endeavours. We
will never rid ourselves of such tormentors, not
only to game species but to bird populations in
general. All we can do is reduce their numbers to
manageable proportions.
Many years ago when I was but a nipper, we
used to shoot both magpies and greys from a car
window at the crack of dawn, while meandering
down some country lanes – a system that would
be frowned upon nowadays. Sneaking up on nest
sites as the hen bird is sitting was also a common
practice but, due to modern time restraints, it is

no longer practiced to any great degree. I was
also amazed at how quickly the cock bird could
find a new partner, once the hen bird had been
dispatched. Chat up lines must be something
those corvids practise on a regular basis!
Larsen traps are our main means of control
these days, but have to be moved on a regular
basis to be totally effective. A few years ago I
mounted one on a timber frame some five feet off
the ground, with enough room for the birds to
land on the periphery. It worked extremely well,
due mainly to the fact that magpies in particular
are more comfortable at a height. The only
drawback at the time was that it was extremely
cumbersome to move.

Magpies raid nests and steal eggs each
breeding season

PICTURE: MARTIN OSBORNE

‘I have often watched as
magpies systematically
search a hedgerow for
nests. They are extremely
thorough and unrelenting
in their endeavours’
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IRELAND
Timing is key when it comes to roost shooting

Roost shooting at dusk is another favourite
method of ours. It is a time when the normally
beady eyes of these corvids are relaxed to some
extent. Five or more Guns are required on such
occasions to ensure that all possible escape
routes are covered.
Magpies, in particular, tend to sit tight in their
roosts on windy nights. A good lamp coupled with
a reasonably good air rifle can be extremely
productive on such occasions. Even if they do
take flight it is unusual for them to fly more than 50
yards before settling again. In my younger days,
this form of shooting was a firm favourite of mine.
Corvids aside, rising mink and fox populations
are also hampering our endeavours. Before I go
on any further, I’ll have to tell a wee story. While
shooting duck some years ago, a large male mink

broke cover by the water’s edge. Firing as he
disappeared into some rushes, I was slightly
amazed to see one of the dogs returning with him,
moments later. Sean, my shooting companion on
this occasion, decided that he would bring it
home to show his kids. I carried that mink back to
the car, which was quite a few fields away, before
depositing it in the footwell on the passenger’s
side. Jumping into the driver’s seat, I was just
about to get going when Sean asked as to where
I had put the animal. Imagine my horror on
realising that he was no longer in residence.
Needless to say, we both exited the vehicle at a
rate of knots.
As it turned out, the aforementioned mink was
somewhere between stunned and the afterlife, but
had still managed to slide himself under the
passenger seat. With the help of some hazel
sticks we eventually managed to prise him out.
We had a smile or two about it afterwards – rather
nervous ones, I must admit.
Back to our mink and fox issues. By virtue of
their nature, mink are the most secretive of
creatures, and as such are hard to pinpoint. An
abundance of waterways in this wee isle of ours
makes containment difficult. It is up to both
fishing and shooting clubs throughout the land to
control their own patch, thus restricting their
movements. Foxes, on the other hand, are more
visible, especially during bouts of severe weather,
and therefore are more easily controlled.
Shooters tend to prize them as a vermin species
above all others.
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‘Roost shooting at dusk
is another favourite of
ours. It is a time when
the normally beady eyes
of these corvids are
relaxed to some extent’

On the whole it is an ongoing battle to control
the spread of all the above. As with most forms of
shooting these days, restrictions in various guises
are a major stumbling block. Urban sprawl, I feel,
is also a major factor, for it is in many of these
towns and cities that vermin species, in particular
winged ones, are expanding at a rapid rate.
People outside of the shooting fraternity need to
be educated on the damage that these species

cause, not only to gamebirds, but to populations of
birds and mammals as a whole. To address these
issues properly we need more scientific studies at
hand to back up our claims. Then, and only then,
will the general public feel more sympathetic to our
plight. After all, the population of songbirds in your
garden is directly related to the amount of vermin
in your locality. This is the simplest of equations
and should be kept as such. ■
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ONE
FOR THE
POT

A slice of
fried gold
Perk up your pigeon with these easy sweetcorn fritters; serve
them at any time of the day and they’re sure to add a little
sunshine to the plate, writes Laura Paton
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ONE FOR THE POT
have a lot to thank a humble sweetcorn fritter
for. Hard to believe? Well, let me set the scene:
Sydney, 2010 and I’d been living in a hostel for six
months and subsisting on bleached white bread,
plain omelettes and Pure Blonde beer. My taste
buds had fallen into a deep slumber. After seven
months of travelling, food had slipped to the
bottom of my priority list: my bank balance looked
forlorn and no amount of hopeful pavementpounding, CV in hand, was getting me a job.
But back to that fritter. My friend and fellow
backpacker was leaving the city. So we decided
to treat ourselves and mark the occasion with a
meal at Bill’s in Surry Hills. Bill’s, the eponymously
named restaurant owned by chef Bill Granger –
who is all sun-kissed skin and lackadaisical
movements – was light, bright, and filled with
white-washed wooden furniture and food-savvy
Australian suits on their lunch breaks. For us, it felt
like another world.
For one delicious hour we said goodbye to
eating canteen-style, elbow-to-elbow with the
other hostel guests – a mixture of eager and
world-weary travellers in equal measure – with the
huge wall-mounted telly blasting out American
sitcoms that no one found funny (not even the
Americans). Instead, we ate outside, at a table just
for two, blinking as the sun’s rays glinted off the
polished cutlery, with big grins across our faces,
which broadened further when the waiter came to
take our order.
Served with streaky bacon, avocado salsa and
roasted tomatoes, Bill’s fritters – which have
gained quite a reputation since he first added
them to the menu 25 years ago, and were the
subject of an Independent article last year – were
crisp and golden brown on the outside, soft on
the inside, while each kernel retained its ‘pop’. It
was a thing of joy.
Ever since, sweetcorn has reminded me of
sunshine, summer and all it promises. So it’s little
wonder that when the lighter mornings and
evenings kicked in, with some sunny days to boot,
sweetcorn sprang to mind as an accompaniment
to some lovely woodpigeon. Granted, we are a
few months away from the hot nights of the
sweetcorn season, when we can enjoy it on the
cob, butter gliding across the kernels, covering
them in a shimmery gloss. But that’s not to say
that we should eschew this flavoursome
ingredient. Tinned or frozen, it’s just as good. And
in a fritter, you’d never know the difference.
Fritters are really easy to make – even easier
than pancakes – so they’re ideal for when you’re
in a hurry, or need a recipe that the kids can help
with. You can swap the sweetcorn for peas if you
want to – as they also work well with pigeon – or
go half and half. I’ve chosen bitter leaves to
complement the sweet pigeon meat, but if you
don’t like rocket and chicory, then any crunchy
salad leaves will do. You can serve this dish up as
a lunch or a light dinner – or why not swap the
salad for some bacon and a poached egg for a
brunch that’s sure to set you up for the day!

PICTURES: LAURA PATON
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PAN-FRIED PIGEON WITH SWEETCORN
FRITTERS AND A BEETROOT SALAD
Serves 2
Preparation and cooking time: 45 mins
INGREDIENTS
FOR THE PIGEON:
✦ salt and freshly ground pepper
✦ butter
✦ olive oil
✦ 4 x pigeon breasts, skin on
FOR THE SWEETCORN FRITTERS
(MAKES 6 FRITTERS):
✦ 50g self-raising flour
✦ 75ml semi-skimmed milk
✦ 1 egg, separated
✦ ½ red chilli, finely chopped
✦ 1 tbsp flat-leaf parsley, finely chopped
✦ 2 spring onions, finely sliced
✦ 125g sweetcorn, (thawed if using frozen)
✦ sunflower oil for frying
FOR THE SALAD:
✦ a large handful of rocket
✦ ½ head of red chicory, trimmed
✦ 1 cooked beetroot (not in vinegar), chopped
into small chunks
✦ 3 tbsp extra virgin olive oil
✦ 1 tbsp balsamic vinegar
✦ ½ pinch sea salt
✦ ½ pinch freshly ground pepper
TO SERVE:
✦ sour cream
METHOD
1. To make the fritters: sift the flour and a pinch of
salt into a large mixing bowl. Pour the milk into a
jug, add the egg yolk and mix well. Make a well in
the centre of the flour and gradually add the egg

mixture, whisking until smooth after each addition.
Once combined, stir in the chilli, parsley and
spring onions.
2. In a clean, grease-free bowl, whisk the egg
white until it forms soft peaks. Fold into the batter
along with the sweetcorn. Leave to stand for a
few minutes.
3. Heat 1 teaspoon of oil in a frying pan over a
medium heat. Ladle spoonfuls of batter into the
pan. Cook in batches of three. Fry the fritters for
3-4 minutes on each side until golden brown,
then keep warm in a low oven while you cook the
second batch, adding a little more oil to the pan
if needed.
4. Meanwhile, heat some olive oil and a knob of
butter in a heavy-based pan. Season both sides
of the pigeon breasts. Once the pan is hot, add
the pigeon breasts, skin side down. Cook on a
medium to high heat for 2-4 minutes on each side
(depending on the thickness of the breasts).
Remove from the pan and allow to rest for approx.
5 minutes.
5. While the pigeon rests, place the rocket,
chicory and beetroot in a bowl. Whisk together
the olive oil, vinegar, salt and pepper and drizzle
over the salad. Toss lightly.
6. Slice the pigeon breasts and divide between
the two plates. Remove the fritters from the
oven and make a stack of three on each plate.
Serve with the salad and a generous dollop of
sour cream. ■

‘Bill’s fritters were crisp
and golden brown on the
outside, soft on the
inside, while each kernel
retained its ‘pop’. It was
a thing of joy’
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ESCORT AUTO’S ON FINANCE
@ JOHN FORSEY GUNS
ESCORT SEMI-AUTOS

These excellent value semi-autos are ideal for clay pigeon, rough shooting and wildfowling, available in both right and left handed. They are steel shot proofed and are
supplied with 5 extended multi-chokes.
Black Synthetic 3” magnum 24”,26”, 28”, + 30”
Standard Wood 3” magnum 24”,26”, 28”, + 30”
Mossy Oak Camo 3” magnum 24”, 26”, 28”, + 30”
Supreme Deluxe 3” magnum 24”, 26”, 28”, + 30”

RRP

OUR PRICE

£475.00
£499.00
£550.00
£575.00

£355.00
£395.00
£439.00
£449.00

THE FF5 RAPID ‘DC
The most sought after Pigeon ﬂapper in the UK

Made in
the UK
by pigeon
obsessed
mad men

FINANCE: EASY PAYMENT TERMS: Example – Black Synthetic 3” our price
£355.00, simply pay a deposit of £55.00 followed by 12 monthly payments of
only £27.54. The A.P.R is 19.9% and the total interest you pay is £30.54.

SECOND HAND GUNS

3” Black Synthetic right hand 26” m/c
3” Mossy Oak Camo right hand 26” m/c
3” Black Synthetic right hand 28” m/c
31/2” Black right hand 30” m/C
3” Mossy Oak Camo left hand 26” m/c
20 Bore Black right hand 26” m/c

£195.00
£225.00
£295.00
£295.00
£225.00
£295.00

JOHN FORSEY GUNS

FIND US ON FACEBOOK

Integral speed controller and random timer, which allows
the user to set the duration of ﬂap. High torque 400 RPM
motor. Enhanced wing travel, for lifelike action. Built in
tail feather spreader and removable ground spike.

32/34 PARK VIEW ROAD, WELLING, N.W. KENT DA16 1RT
OPEN MON–SAT 9am–5.30pm (CLOSED WED & SUN)

TEL: 0208 304 9922 or 0208 303 5221

www.johnforsey.co.uk
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“If WE, build it, they WILL come”
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News and views from across the River Severn

WITH HELENA VENABLES

SHOOTING
IN WALES

Success through the ages
Whether it’s on the world stage or at grass-roots level, age is no barrier to success in clay
pigeon shooting, as these talented Welsh sportsmen are proving

W

elsh clay pigeon shooter Ben Llewellin has
done the country proud by taking a silver
medal in Skeet at the Shotgun World Cup held in
Nicosia, Cyprus from 17-25 March.
The event was the 21-year-old’s first World
Cup and his first big competition of the 2016
season. So strong was Ben’s shooting that he
scored 120 in the qualifying rounds to reach
the semi-final.
Ben then held his nerve to shoot a perfect
15/15 to reach the gold medal match where he
and Mikola Milchev of Ukraine both shot 14,

which put them into a sudden-death shoot-off
where the first to miss concedes defeat.
Knowing how hard it is to perform well under
pressure, his silver medal placing is a fantastic
result for the Pembrokeshire-based, Zolisponsored shooter. Ben commented: “To
compete at my first World Cup and get straight
into the final was amazing, and then to come
away with the silver medal was incredible,
especially considering the competition I was up
against: two Olympic Champions and three World
Champions. So it was no pushover. I’m now going

PICTURES: HELENA VENABLES

Proving that it’s a sport for all ages, John (L) and
Moe both scooped awards at the prize-giving

Welsh Skeet shooter, Ben Llewellin took
home Silver from this year’s Shotgun World Cup

to concentrate on the rest of the season: hopefully
reselection for the British team, as we have a
British qualifier coming up; to compete at the next
World Cups; and to get out to some Grand Prix
competitions and win a gold medal!”
In many cases, successful clay shooters start
their shooting careers at the grass-roots level and
often by joining a local club. I’ve written before
about Clwb Saethu Clai Tregaron, my local clay
club, which does a fantastic job of encouraging
youngsters to take up and progress in the sport.
Its annual clay club dinner, held recently at Y
Talbot Hotel in Tregaron, really brought home to
me how clay shooting—and indeed any type of
shooting—can give men and women of all ages
such enjoyment. The culmination of the prizegiving part of the evening was evidence of this
when 78-year-old John Davies was crowned
Skeet High Gun for the year 2015, while 10-yearold Moe Willis took Junior Skeet High Gun and
Club Junior High Gun. The notable point is that the
two crack shots are the oldest and youngest
members of the club. Well done to them both.
On the subject of both the young and those of
more advanced years being able to enjoy country
sports, it was good to see Natural Resources
Wales (NRW) promoting fishing – which is
enjoyed by many shooters – on its website as
part of Visit Wales’s designation of 2016 as the
Year of Adventure.
Rob Evans, Freshwater Fisheries Advisor NRW,
commented: “Whether you’re an experienced
angler or a complete novice, Wales has something
to offer everyone who wants to cast a line. Fishing
provides a healthy recreational activity for both
young and old to enjoy, and the variety of physical
activity involved in different types of angling
makes it a sport for everyone. For the experienced
angler there’s always something new to try,
whether it’s one of our breathtaking lakes like Llyn
Tegid in Snowdonia and Llangorse in the Brecon
Beacons, or our wonderful rivers like the Teifi in
West Wales and the Wye in the East. And for
those new to the sport there are hundreds of
community-based angling clubs across Wales
providing good-value angling and plenty of
information online providing help and guidance for
anglers of all abilities.”
Tony Rees, of Angling Cymru, added: “It is
important that anglers purchase a rod licence and
fishing permit as it is this money that will fund
projects for improvement to fishing and fish
stocks. Licence fees also help to fund
introductions for new anglers through qualified
coaches in Wales.” ■
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WITH ADAM SMITH

The fame game
Adam Smith reveals that far more celebrities enjoy their game shooting than you might think,
so wouldn’t it be nice if a few more – or better still, a lot more – had the moral courage to
stand up for their sport?

S

PICTURE: DOM HOLTAM

ir Ian Botham, Marco Pierre White, Eric
Clapton, Sol Campbell, Theo Paphitis, Sir
Jackie Stewart, Edward Stourton, Guy Ritchie,
Vinnie Jones and Gareth Edwards are all famous
names in the public eye, and all enthusiastic
game shots. And while many will already be
known to you as shooters, one or two might come
as a surprise – but nothing like the surprise
you’d get if I were able, without gagging orders
and lawsuits, to trot out the names of all the
other A-list celebs who regularly shoot their
pheasants, partridge and grouse in the UK and
elsewhere at venues entirely in keeping with their
prestigious status.
Actually, if you’re anything like me, you’d be as
much depressed as surprised to find so many
well-known figures ‘on the game’ as you might
say. I’m talking about those stars who are happy
to experience the thrill of driven game shooting
but don’t, or won’t, allow the fact to become
common knowledge, and who are essentially
cowardly. Not least because they must know that
the sport is under pressure, and that their support
would add genuine weight to the cause, but
worse still that they apparently expect all the rest
of us to fight for the sport we love but, despite in

some cases carrying a vast amount more
potential than you or me, they prefer to hide
behind a cloak of secrecy. Quite honestly, that
young man on the cover of the April issue of this
magazine shows far more pride.
By comparison, the attitude of some of these
‘stars’ is plain bloody shameful, and smacks very
much to me of having several large slices of luxury
gateau without any weight gain or associated
guilt – because, in many if not most cases, the
reason behind all the secrecy will be guilt. And
greed, of course.
Not guilt for shooting gamebirds, but guilt for
fear of their peers finding out that they do it, and
worse still, enjoy it. What two-faced heroes.
And not greed for the number of birds they bag
to their own gun on all the grand shoots they
might grace with their presence; the greed is for
desperately hanging onto all the benefits of ‘star
status’ without daring to risk any potential drop in
income due to their ‘antisocial’ and ‘bloodthirsty
toff’s’ hobby.
Some, I’m sure, will simply follow the advice of
their agent or management team who, with eyes
fixed firmly on the finances, recognise the
negative effects of ‘killing things’ and steer their

cosseted money trees away from any risk of
exposure. This, of course, is a significant factor,
especially among the impressionable, star-struck,
and dare I say it, incorrigibly ignorant majority who
live out their lives pressed firmly to the shadows of
the famous.
The overwhelming majority of these fans, on
whom most of our celebs depend, have an
entirely jaundiced, biased and politically correct
view of field sports, fostered initially by their
schooling together with an almost entirely
antagonistic media.
Of course, with the sort of names involved,
there just might be a case to suggest that if
sufficient publicity were given to the way they
choose to relax, public opinion might begin to
swing. And I suppose my whole point is that some
of these people are capable of starting that sort of
swing, if only they could be generous and sporting
enough – in the best sense of the word – to see
things from a different perspective.
Stranger things have certainly happened, as
any glance at military and political alliances over
the past century or so can show, with enemies
now friends and rivals now working in harmony.
But still, with things as they are it is not all that

Game chef and TV personality, Mike Robinson
(centre) supports and promotes the shooting industry
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Countryfile revisited
A month or so back, I had a pop at the BBC’s
flagship ‘country’ programme Countryfile, and a
pop that Rebecca was kind enough to mention in
her editorial since it related to a subsequent item,
a slightly more positive contribution on
gamekeeping. She made the valid comment that
the presentation showed a slight improvement –
although she may not have been aware of the
extent to which the antis later slated the
programme on Facebook with all their usual
balanced, informed and temperate assessments.
My earlier gripe had been on the way in which
pest control had been covered by the programme,
and most especially for the way one of its intrepid
reporters – Tom Heap by name – left viewers in no
doubt where his personal prejudices and
ignorance lay on the subject in general and
shotguns in particular.
Luckily, the programme and the BBC being
what they are, a more recent edition has managed
to top this Oscar-level performance, this time on
the subject of flooding. All flooding, of course, is
the result of climate change – that goes without
saying – but I think I’ve covered that particular can
of worms enough lately, so I will concentrate on
the mechanics.
For the purposes of the programme, Countryfile
went back in time to the Blue Peter studio, and
although loo-roll tubes and sticky back plastic
played little part in the assembly, we were still left
thrilled by the creativity and original thinking
behind the ‘working model’ put together by the
resident experts.
This was a well-conceived and visual
demonstration of how pointless dredging can be
as a means of managing and controlling
floodwaters. Both clever and inventive, the living
proof was recreated using what was essentially a
large tray, full of sand, with a hand-crafted groove
winding across it, representing ‘the river’. So you
put a downhill angle on the tray, pour a jugful of
water along the ‘river’ channel and, would you
believe it, the ‘banks’ cave in and all the water
runs out over the floor. Proof positive that
dredging doesn’t work, costs a massively wasteful
amount of money and causes havoc in the
environment including lengthy mopping-up
operations by trained staff.
And this, mind you, on prime-time TV with an
impressionable audience, happy to believe all the
‘experts’ tell them and some of them no doubt
willing to join the next demo in support of
renewable energy in order to save the planet. ■

‘There might be a case to
suggest that if sufficient
publicity were given to
the way they choose to
relax, public opinion
might begin to swing’

PICTURE: NICK RIDLEY

surprising that a large number of people in the
public eye who enjoy their sport seem so
ashamed of what they do. Pitiful, but, as I said,
not all that surprising.
And so, by a happy comparison, all the more
credit must go to Beefy, Vinnie, Slow Hand, Sir
Jackie, Marco Pierre and all those brave souls
confident enough to stand proud for their sport
and damn the antis. Thank you, one and all.
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Keeping you up to date on the latest goings-on in the North

WITH ROBIN MACDONALD

HIGHLAND
DIARY

Spring is sprung
Robin’s reconnaissance shows signs of an early spring, and the heather burning on the hills
reminds him of his own treacherous heather-burning forays

A

n early spring is on its way. The mountain
hares are changing their white pelage to a
dull greyish brown relatively early this year, for I
pen these jottings before the Ides of March are
out. The oystercatchers are making their way
inland a bit on the newly-sown fields near the sea,
their piping indicating the mating ritual. Long
streaks of thawing snow on Ben Wyvis foretell an
early spring.
Heather burning is clouding the hills with acrid
smoke, thanks to a relative dry period and some
fairly gentle winds to help keep the fires under
control. Nevertheless, fires can quite easily get out
of order with even just a gentle shift of the wind. I
will never forget, many moons ago, when Jim and
I headed out to the moor where some heather

‘We both soon worked up
a gentle sweat and had a
really good fire going,
enough to burn the dry
heather, but not enough
to burn the roots’

needed burning – pretty rank stuff that would
require some careful handling. To keep our spirits
up, I planted a couple of cans of lager where I
thought we might need it most as the day
progressed. After a good recce of the moor we
formulated a plan of action, taking into
consideration the possibility of a change of
direction in the wind.
All went well to start with. We both soon
worked up a gentle sweat and had a really good
fire going, enough to burn the dry heather, but not
enough to burn the roots. Meanwhile, the lager
cans twinkled in the sun. However, the gentle
breeze began to work itself up into quite a strong
one. A vigorous blow soon developed; sweat
poured from our brows as we tried to keep control
of the flames.
Jim and I had started out some 20 yards apart.
I always favour relatively small patches of a burn;
this, I feel, gives control, and when the young
shoots come and the grouse start feeding on
them they have easy reach of shelter in the mature
heather, if predators are about. Nevertheless, the
fire was getting wild, and Jim and I were getting
further apart, and the cans of lager were getting
nearer. Sweat flowed from our reddening brows,
the twinkling cans got nearer and nearer, and
soon I was on them with the fire now really quite
out of control. So was I, I think, for there was no

In the warmer months, the mountain hare’s coat
changes to a greyish brown colour

way I could stop to gather them up. Jim made
some rude gesticulations as I glimpsed through
the smoke.
Eventually the blaze ran its course and
petered out in the burn at the bottom of the hill.
Now, some 40 years on, there is little left of our
inferno for the whole hillside is covered with
maturing pines, and devoid of any game save a
few black grouse.
The grey geese are off on their migration to the
north lands. I will miss their evening chatter as
they fly over our house to their roosting grounds
across the Firth. We have had rather fewer this
year, notwithstanding my spies in the far north
telling me of greater numbers. ■

PICTURES: LAURIE CAMPBELL

With just a small change of wind, fires can get out of
control so they have to be watched closely
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WITH JONNY CROCKETT

FOLLOW JONNY...

A notch above the rest

Facebook:

www.facebook.com/thesurvivalschool

Twitter:

@survivalcourses

PART
TWO

Last month Jonny showed us how to make an arrowhead.
Now you need to make an arrow shaft to attach it to...

I

n the last article we looked at making a simple arrowhead. This time we
need to make an arrow shaft, complete with notches, to fix the head into.
Find a long, straight piece of wood. The straighter the better! (You may
have to straighten it, so it might be handy to have a fire burning in the
background.) It could be hazel, ash or sycamore. This time I’ve chosen
sycamore. It’s a bit heavier and so the flight is more stable.
Scrape all the bark off and trim off any knots or rough patches [pic 1]. You
could even sand it down to make it as true as you can get it. Every flaw you
remove will improve the flight and accuracy.
You need to cut a pair of V-shaped notches opposite each other about two
inches from the end of the arrow shaft [pics 2 and 3]. Do not be tempted to
cut your notches right up at the end of the stick or you’ll have nothing to hold
onto later in the process. Now roll the shaft 90 degrees. About one inch
further down from the end of the shaft (or the length of the stem of your arrow
head), cut another pair of V-shaped notches opposite each other [pic 4]. Hold
the two-inch end of the shaft in your non-cutting hand and, with your knife
hand, put the knife into the first V-shaped cut. Now prize the knife into the cut
and ease the fibres apart until the split works down to the second pair of

V-shaped cuts. If you don’t go deeply enough with
the knife, you may not get enough wood out, but too
deep and you may simply split the stick from end to
end. Carefully does it! Do this for both sides.
Now you can grip the two-inch section in
one hand and gently wiggle it from side
to side [pics 5 and 6]. The two-inch
section should come out leaving
you with a notch cut in the end of
the shaft [pic 7].
The first two notches will
automatically taper towards the
arrowhead when you’ve
inserted it into the shaft [pics 8
and 9]. You may need to tidy up
the cut, but when you lash in the
arrowhead and fix it with resin it’ll
look fantastic. ■

YOU
WILL NEED:
■ 1 x arrow shaft
■ 1 x knife
■ 1 x arrowhead (see
p77 of the May
issue)
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CLASSIC GUNS

WITH DIGGORY HADOKE

Birth of the breech loader

Diggory has
written a number of
books on classic guns.
To find out more, go
to: www.vintageguns.
co.uk/company/
diggory-hadoke

Diggory tells the story of Britain’s reluctant slide from the muzzle-loading era to the breechloading era; the latter of which produced some of his favourite guns
y main area of interest is the centrefire
breech-loading era, from 1861 to 1939. To
me, the period provides what I think are the most
interesting, varied, but still usable guns available.
However, I’m often called upon to explain how the
period began, so I’m inclined to step back a few
years to the birth of the modern breech-loader,
and see what started the ball rolling.
By 1850, muzzle-loading had been the
accepted method of loading sporting guns since
barrels and gunpowder were first combined, in
handheld wildfowling pieces. Some exotic
experiments had been conducted over the years,
but the man of wealth and taste still loaded his
gun from the muzzle, rammed home his wads,
powder and shot, and put his percussion cap on
the nipple, prepared for each shot.
Earlier, the diaries of Col. Peter Hawker provide
us with an amusing and enlightening account of the
forays of a sportsman equipped with the traditional
shooting accoutrements of the early 19th century.
Hawker was born in 1786 and died in 1853. He
began his sporting career with flintlocks, and lived
to see the pin-fire breech-loader introduced to the
London crowds at the Great Exhibition of 1851,
where he also exhibited his wildfowling equipment,
punt guns and some of his
own inventions.
The gentleman sportsman
of the early Victorian period,
represented by Hawker at
the newly built Crystal
Palace, was unknowingly
witnessing the beginning of a
furious period of innovation
in British gunmaking.
The spark that was to set
off this powder keg of
activity was the embodiment
of a continental idea, one
which Hawker had
previously called ‘a horrid
ancient invention, revived by foreign makers, that
is dangerous in the extreme’.
Exhibit 1301 at the Great Exhibition, which took
place in London from 1 March to 15 October
1851, was a breech-loading gun with selfcontained ammunition. The patent was that of
Casimir Lefaucheux, and it attracted the attention
of a London gunmaker, also exhibiting his wares.
Joseph Lang, son-in-law to James Purdey, is
largely credited with taking the ‘French Crutch
Gun’, as it was disparagingly referred to in certain
quarters, and introducing his version of the
Lefaucheux to the British public.
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David Baker and Don Masters suggest the
actual conduit was the gunmaker Edwin Charles
Hodges, who made a copy and sold it to Lang.
Whatever the truth, Lang was quickly advertising
that he had a breech-loader ‘on an entirely new
principle, the simplest and quickest ever offered
to the public’. Lang also claimed his gun

handling and lightweight game gun. The 1850s saw
pin-fire gain in popularity, as new patents vied with
one another to provide the perfect combination of
strength, reliability and speed of loading.
As mechanisms improved, pin-fire cemented its
place in the market. Initially, successful patents
cured the action of weakness, with inert ‘slide and

‘The 1850s saw pin-fire gain in popularity, as new
patents vied with one another to provide the perfect
combination of strength, reliability and speed of loading’
‘combines strength and durability’. Unfortunately,
he was overstating this, as his forward-facing,
single screw-grip, under-lever gun suffered from
the Lefaucheux weakness of the bolt being rather
too close to the hinge, and being prone to shoot
loose quickly. Another commentator, Sir Ralph
Payne-Gallway, called Lang’s gun ‘a crude
fore-runner of the modern breech-loader’.
Examination of these early pin-fires also indicates
that they were built too light and on frames that
were flimsy when compared with later guns, which
generally have stronger bars, deeper fences and
barrels thicker at the
breech end.
Despite its
shortcomings,
Lang’s breechloader represented
a relatively fast
loading, nice

drop’ mechanisms, like Dougall’s and Lancaster’s,
working better than most. Later, loading speed was
improved with the introduction of snap-action guns.
By 1860, pin-fires were safe and dependable.
The problem was the ammunition. Having to deal
with the small protrusions from the side of the
cartridge was not convenient, either for carriage or
loading, and detonation was not yet fail-safe.
Charles Lancaster introduced an alternative to
the British public, around 1856. His ‘slide and drop’
action was excellent and his ammunition, called
‘base fire’, was promising. However, his attempt to
hold a monopoly over manufacture and the
distribution of ammunition contributed to its failure
to catch the wider imagination. The majority of
breech-loaders continued to be made on the
pin-fire system. It would take another Englishman,
bringing another continental patent to these islands,
to create the momentum for a proper pin-fire
replacement. That would not happen until 1861. ■

The first breech-loaders often suffered from the
weakness of the bolt being too close to the hinge
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Alan Jarrett is chairman of the Kent Wildfowling & Conservation
Association and author of several books on wildfowling

WITH ALAN JARRETT

WILDFOWLING

Migration mysteries
Alan’s ponderings on the old mystery of bird migration leads him to straighten out a few
modern misconceptions regarding a certain sort of goose

T

he mysteries of bird migration are better
understood today than ever before. We have
moved on from those mystic days of yore, when
barnacle geese were believed to drop out of sight
into the sea during the summer months!
For all that, there is much to ponder on. Gone
are many of the mysteries, but as the world is in
constant change, the factors that shape bird
migration change too.
Whether people believe some of the more dire
warnings about global warming or not, there can
be little doubt that temperatures and weather
patterns have changed significantly. Here in the
South East, for example, the number of frosts this
winter could have been counted on two hands.
It is well known that, by and large, birds move
as a reaction to stimuli, with the most significant
being weather. As the weather turns colder in the

North, so the birds move south and west to find
warmer climes.
The most noticeable impact of warmer weather
here has been a significant drop-off in the
numbers of migrant birds reaching our shores in
the winter. All duck species have been affected to
some extent, with the end of season WeBS
(Wetland Bird Survey) count in my local estuary
system being 8,000 birds down.
These birds have not disappeared: they are
stacked up on continental Europe, enjoying the
benign weather conditions there. This is
reinforced whenever we get that occasional and
increasingly rare arctic blast, when birds pour into
the eastern parts of the UK, their feeding grounds
on the Continent frozen out.
European white-fronted geese are perhaps the
most striking indicator of that in the southern part

of the country. Numbers in Kent have dropped to
between two and three hundred, while the former
stronghold for this species in the South West fares
little better. This, against a backcloth of over
1,100,000 white-fronted geese in Europe.

‘Wildfowling was a form
of subsistence hunting,
and has evolved to where
we are today while
maintaining so much of
that earlier ethos’

PICTURE: NICK RIDLEY

Wildfowling has no major effect on overall bird numbers
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WILDFOWLING

‘The most noticeable
impact of warmer weather
here has been a significant
drop-off in the numbers of
migrant birds reaching our
shores in the winter’

significantly in Wales – has been declining.
Wildfowlers have responded to that with a
decade-long moratorium on the shooting of this
species, even though the species’ decline is
undoubtedly to be tracked back to what is
happening on its Arctic breeding grounds.
The most recent response of those opposed to
shooting is to seek a statutory ban on shooting;
some might ask what difference it makes if the
Greenland white-front is not being shot anyway?
The answer to that is simple: the antis never stop
there; today it will be the Greenland white-front,
tomorrow the European white-front, and so it
goes on!
Arguably, without huge vigilance on our part,
attention will turn ever more to the SSSIs which
have been designated for their bird assemblages
– bird SSSIs. As bird numbers decrease, due to
such factors as short-stopping, so increases the
danger that wildfowling over those areas will
come under increased scrutiny. It’s food and
drink for those opposed to our sport, even though
we know most of the problems lie well beyond
these shores.
Tradition forms an essential part of wildfowling,
which has always been carried out in a

sustainable way in the UK. In its early days it was
a form of subsistence hunting, and has evolved to
where we are today while maintaining so much of
that earlier ethos.
No doubt there will be some upset by the TV
programme Life Below Zero – available on one of
the many digital channels – which features
families and individuals living in Alaska eking out a
living by harvesting the local wildlife. Recently,
one family fell upon flightless Canada geese
during the moult period on the tundra, and
clubbed and shot 14 birds in order to feed
themselves and start to build up a store for the
coming winter.
That is subsistence hunting in the raw, with a
modest harvest being taken and consumed,
and nothing being wasted. This type of hunting
may seem brutal to the squeamish, but is the
way wild birds have been harvested for thousands
of years.
We wildfowlers harvest birds further down
the flyways. We have no impact on overall
bird numbers, and some of the work we have
done over the years as wildfowlerconservationists has helped to solve a few of
these migration mysteries. ■

Birds move as a reaction to
stimuli, such as a change in weather
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PICTURE: DAVID KJAER

This phenomenon is known as ‘short-stopping’,
and poses no obvious threat to bird numbers
throughout their ‘flyway’. It does, however, give
those opposed to our sport an opportunity to fret
about the number of birds reaching our shores,
and the ever-present danger that, because
numbers may be down, ‘something must be
done!’. That something is, it seems, always
focused on wildfowling, when we can all see that
the problems lie beyond these shores.
Returning to white-fronted geese, it is well
documented that the population of the Greenland
race of white-fronts – wintering in the West, most

01489 797 677
www.thegunshopbotley.com
Email: thegunshop@botleymills.co.uk
facebook.com/thegunshop
Opening Hours:Mon – Friday 9-5pm / Sat 10-5pm ɀ Closed Sunday
Botley Mills, Southampton, Hampshire SO30 2GB

JOHN FORSEY GUNS
Tel: 0208 304 9922 or 0208 303 5221
Retail Price
Beretta Silver Pigeon One 12g, 26” barrels, multi-choke, 3” magnum ............... S/ hand
Beretta Ultralite Gold 28” multi-choke game gun, 6lb 5oz ............................. £2,125.00
Beretta 686 Special 28” barrels, multi-choke. ...................................................... S/ hand
Beretta Silver Pigeon One 30” Game mulit-choke, as new, very clean condition.S/ hand
Wild Fowler Silver Pigeon Steel 3 ½ “ mag, 30” m/c.
“Why ever did they stop making this superb all-round o/u” ..........................S/hand
Silver Pigeon Classic 28” multi-choke. “Really nice wood” ........................... £2,599.00
Beretta Silver Pigeon One Game 28” multi-choke. ......................................... £1,600.00
Beretta Silver Pigeon One Sporting, 30” multi-choke. .................................... £1,700.00
B.Rizzini Round Body 28” barrels, multi-choke, semi pistol grip. Stunning wood..... New
Luigi Franchi Alchione Sporter 12g, 30” barrels. ..................................................... New
Luigi Franchi Alchione Sporter 12g, 28” multi-choke. ............................................. New
Beretta 692 Black 12g 30” Sporter..................................................................... £3,825.00
Beretta 692 Silver Action Sporter 12g, 30” multi-choke. ................................... £3,200.00
New Benelli 828U o/u Silver Action, 28” barrels, multi-choke. ......................... £2,250.00
New Benelli 828U o/u, 26” multi-choke, silver engraved action. ...................... £2,250.00
New Benelli 828U o/u, Black Action, 28” multi-choke. ..................................... £1,995.00
New Benelli 828U o/u, Black Action, 26” multi-choke. ..................................... £1,995.00
All above Benelli 828 o/u’s are in stock. WE HAVE 2 DEMO GUNS FOR YOU TO TRY
Browning 725 Hunter Black/Gold 30” multi-choke game 20bore. ................... £2,499.00
Browning 725 12g Black grade 3 Sporter 30”. .................................................. £2,499.00
Browning 725 Black, grade 3 Sporter, 30” left hand. ......................................... £2,499.00
Browning 725 Silver Action, grade 1, 32” multi-choke. ..................................... £2,499.00
Browning Ultra XS 30” multi-choke, adjustable comb stock. ............................ £2,621.00
Browning Prestige Grade 5 20b, 28” multi-choke. “A super gun”. ....................S/hand
Browning 525 Sporter Game 30” multi-choke. ....................................................S/hand
Miroku MK38 30” multi-choke................................................................................S/hand

www.johnforsey.co.uk

Our Price
£895. 00
£1,865.00
£895.00
£1,095.00
£1,495.00
£2,295.00
£1,380.00
£1,450.00
£2,750.00
£795.00
£795.00
£3,280.00
£2,725.00
£1,995.00
£1,995.00
£1,725.00
£1,725.00
£2,199.00
£2,299.00
£2,299.00
£1,995.00
£2,399.00
£2,495.00
£895.00
£795.00

32/34 PARK VIEW RD,
WELLING, N.W.
KENT DA16 1RT

Retail Price
Shadow Indy 12g, 27½”, choked ½ + 1/4 .
“The condition of this old favourite can only be described as superb”. ........S/hand
Shadow Indy 12g 27½” skeet. “Same condition as above, superb”.................S/hand
Nikko 6000 12g skeet, 27”. “Superb facet cut engraving”. ...............................S/hand
Nikko 5000 skeet 27” in ok condition. .....................................................................S/hand
Fabarm Select 12g 30” + 28” single trigger, fixed choke.......................................S/hand
Parker Hale 12g skeet deluxe.................................................................................S/hand
Silma Sporter 12g 30” multi-choke, model M80........................................................ New
Browning 425 20b, 30” mulit-choke. .....................................................................S/hand
Classic Doubles Italian o/u, black action, 28” multi. .............................................S/hand
Yildiz Sporter 12g 30”. ............................................................................................... New
Laurona Custom Sporter 12g 30” multi-choke......................................................... New
Fabarm Axis Sporter 12g 30”. ...............................................................................S/hand
Fabarm Axis Sporter 12g 28” ................................................................................S/hand
AYA Coral B Game o/u 28” ......................................................................................S/hand
Yildiz 20b 28” multi-choke. ......................................................................................... New
Yildiz 410 Gauge 28” single trigger multi. .................................................................. New
Jenson 20b side lock ejector 30”, with Teague style multi chokes. ................. £4,999.00
Franchi Alchione 20g 30” multi. ................................................................................ New
Beretta Silver Pigeon 20g o/u, 30” multi-choke. ............................................ £1,599.00
Beretta Silver Pigeon 20g o/u 28” multi-choke. ............................................. £1,599.00
Zoli 20g o/u 28” .......................................................................................................S/hand

Our Price
£995.00
£995.00
£895.00
£495.00
£299.00
£495.00
£795.00
£795.00
£495.00
£894.00
£695.00
£895.00
£895.00
£1,195.00
£525.00
£525.00
£1,999.00
£795.00
£1,380.00
£1,380.00
£595.00

ALL ORDERS & QUERIES ASK FOR PHIL, LUKE OR JOHN
OPEN MONDAY TO SATURDAY 9AM - 5.30PM CLOSED WEDNESDAY & SUNDAY
PARKING RIGHT OUTSIDE & NEARBY WE SELL CARTRIDGES AT CHEAP PRICES

johnforseysales@gmail.com
www.sportingshooter.co.uk
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A happy balance
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Gundog products

Howard explains why we can’t just rely
on dummies to teach steadiness – we’ve got to
keep it in mind at home and when other dogs are
around, too

Showcasing some of the latest kit, new
ideas and great-value products for all your
gundog needs

94

The weird and the wonderful

We join Ryan at a retriever Working Test,
where, as usual, he has his eye on the more
unusual breeds
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This month’s entries for our Gundog
Calendar 2017 competition, and details on how
you can enter

Gundog Q&A
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All of your health, behaviour and other
gundog-related questions answered by our
resident team of experts

Vicky takes a look at labour and how to ensure
newborn puppies are growing and developing as
they should be

HOWARD’S TIP
OF THE MONTH:

First aid knowledge
Ensure you have a basic knowledge of gundog
first aid. Know how to restrain and muzzle your
dog in case of an
emergency
situation.
Don’t assume
your pet pooch
will be a willing
patient; if he’s
rightened and in
pain your dog
may just lash out
and try to bite
you or anything
hat’s near him,
ausing serious
njury to you or
nyone that’s
ying to help.
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GUNDOG TRAINING

with Howard Kirby

Howard Kirby runs Lains Shooting School and Mullenscote Gundogs in Hampshire

Get the balance right

Howard Kirby,
Chudleys Brand
Ambassador

Steadiness training isn’t just about dummy exercises – it begins with behaviour in the home
and when you are socialising your puppy, as Howard explains

F

or many gundog owners striking a happy
balance between the dog’s training, working
requirements and family life often leaves them
confused. I firmly believe that with only a few
exceptions the behaviours that we go to great
lengths to instill in our gundogs are the exact
same ones that you would require from any
companion dog. In fact, those in the know
regularly call us asking if we are about to retire any
of our older gundogs as they make perfect
companions. Have a think about it – if you gave a
companion dog owner a dog behaviour wishlist,
they are most likely to want/need the following:
that the dog walks on a loose lead and doesn’t
pull; it comes back when it’s called; it doesn’t
chase livestock; and it’s well socialised with other
dogs. This, by the way, means it minds its own

business and doesn’t charge over to every other
dog or person it sees, and that when it meets
people, dogs, livestock and myriad other things
that it doesn’t leap and jump all over them (yes,
I’m talking to you, spaniel owners – not everyone,
especially not retriever-owning ladies in big hats,
likes being covered in muddy paws every time
they bump into you). In essence what they
actually want is a well-trained gundog.
It’s perfectly possible, with the right balance, to
have a dog that lives indoors, lies next to or on top
of you on the couch while watching Eastenders

(whoops, gave away one of my bad habits there)
and generally interacts with you and yours while
still being able to be trained as a first-class
gundog. “Come on, Kirby, get on with the
steadiness training article. What’s all this
companion dog nonsense about?” I hear you
muttering. A really steady dog – and by that I now
mean one that will stay put and stay quiet with a
freshly-shot bird fluttering 10 feet away from his
nose – will be balanced in most aspects of his life,
including his nature and nurture. So day-to-day
management of your dog will be as important as

‘Target hoops’ give you something to base your training
techniques around

Your puppy needs to be allowed to socialise
with other dogs. Let him mix with others in a
supervised environment – friends and family
with dogs (that you know are safe) or with
young puppies can be a really great way to
do this. Things can go wrong very quickly, so
make sure you know about the temperament
of the other dogs in the social group. The key
word here is ‘supervised’.
As part of basic training teach the puppy to
‘meet and greet’. When you approach other
people with or without dogs your puppy needs
to be on a lead, and you must ensure you
maintain at least five big paces between them
and yourselves. He should be taught to sit
quietly, while focusing on you. The space
between you is essential – without it, the puppy
will get overly excited and pull on the lead.

PICTURES: JILL THOMPSON / HOWARD KIRBY (BOTTOM LEFT)

Important things for you
to get right

CONSULT HOWARD ABOUT GUNDOG TRAINING
TELEPHONE 01264 889467
OR EMAIL howard@lainsshootingschool.co.uk
OR VISIT www.mullenscote.co.uk

the ‘training field’ education that you give him.
Dogs that are kept in kennels are generally easier
to manage than a dog that lives indoors, but if you
organise a system that allows you to properly
supervise all of what Fido gets involved in
on a day-to-day basis, then you are
much more likely to be successful.
TOP TIP
There! Clear as mud? Let’s get
Keep the ‘classroom’
on with the training field stuff.
distraction-free until your puppy is
able to completely focus on you. That
Focus on focus
way, when you gradually introduce
In order that we can move
more and more distractions, he
forward with the steadiness
should be able to ignore
training of your young gundog,
them.
it’s important that you have really
got that focus that I’ve been talking
about over the last couple of articles. In early
training I’d encourage you to ensure that the
‘classroom’ you choose is distraction-free. Slowly
but surely, as the puppy learns to focus on you,
we can increase the levels of distraction. Other
dogs will always be a major source of interest so
it’s important to teach him to ignore them. We
need to devote our training to teaching the puppy
to want to be with you to such an extent that
nothing else matters to him. This is really
straightforward if you have a dog that is very
driven and is intent on getting the dummy. So I
make no apology for continually reminding you to
build the puppy’s drive and focus before trying to
train with other dogs around him. If you don’t get
things right you risk diluting his ability to do this.

Other dogs
A good way to train alongside other dogs is to
attend classes. Providing the class is well run you
can teach the youngster to stay close and
focused on you. Of course, if you have friends and

A good dog will eventually be able to ignore other
dogs and concentrate on the task in hand

‘Puppies and young
dogs can only focus for
short periods of time so
don’t expect them to
‘work’ for the whole hour
of a class’
Whatever the age, type or activity level of your dog, there is a Skinner’s food to suit.
Specifically formulated for working dogs. No artificial additives, flavourings or preservatives.

The Mills, Stradbroke, Eye, Suﬀolk, IP21 5HL ■ Tel: +44 (0)1379 384247 ■ Fax: +44 (0)1379 388143 ■ Email: info@skinnerspetfoods.co.uk ■ www.skinnerspetfoods.co.uk

GUNDOG TRAINING

Things that can go wrong
If every time you meet other dogs you allow
the puppies to charge around and play
together, this will become the norm and will
only serve to teach your puppy that
whenever he sees other dogs he should run
up to meet them.
As harmless as this seems it can build up to
major behavioural issues. You are putting
your puppy in danger; if he runs innocently
up to strange dogs there is a risk of injury to
your puppy. As your puppy matures, he may
become more dominant and actually
become the instigator of aggression.
To avoid this, you will need to keep the
puppy on a lead or long line when in the
company of other dogs, otherwise he will
quickly learn to out-manoeuvre you and dash
off to have fun with the neighbours. If he
keeps doing this it will become habit – it’s
self-rewarding so he will become a problem.
family that can help you then they can work their
pups or dogs around your youngster to achieve
the same result. Puppies and young dogs can
only focus for short periods of time so don’t
expect them to ‘work’ for the whole hour of a
class. Remember, you are trying to teach the
youngster that when he is on his lead, out in
public, training, or at a shoot, he should focus on
you and all the good things that happen around

DOUBLE DVD

COMBO!

you. The first time you go to a class or train
around others expect him to be distracted; work
hard by using your enthusiasm, the dummy, food
and movement – you are trying to motivate the
pup to engage with you. Ensure there is plenty of
space between yourselves and other dogs; the
closer you are to others the more distracted your
puppy will be. You will find that if you go to
regular training sessions with others that the dogs
will simply learn not to expect to be able to
interact with each other and they will learn to
settle and concentrate on you.

The bigger picture
If you are training a puppy for the first time it’s
likely that they will become so absorbed in what
you are doing that you will lose your spatial
awareness. If you watch people that are
champions in what they do – be it industry, sport,
or dog training – they are always aware of the
bigger picture. This skill comes with experience.
Initially you will need every ounce of
concentration to ensure that you are moving the
dog, your face, hands, kit and those
uncontrollable two left feet, in the right direction.
Don’t worry, this is normal (although if you are in a
Mullenscote class and you are still learning the
difference between left and right after six weeks,
you will be punished by being forced to make
cakes for the entire group the following week!). To
overcome this, practise regularly with and without
your dog. Do walk-through techniques without the
puppy, and plan ahead by rehearsing your
technique – it will help.

Buy both the Mullenscote dog training DVDs –
Establishing the Basics and
Get On – for the special
combo price of
£18 + £2 P&P
Buy them on
the website:
www.mullenscote.co.uk
or telephone:
01264 889467

Once you feel comfortable with technique,
practise looking up, watching where you are
going, and being aware of what the world around
you is doing. In classes ensure you keep half an
eye on what other handlers are doing so that you
avoid getting too close as this will serve to distract
other handlers and their pups. This is just the
beginning; once you get into the shooting field this
‘peripheral awareness’ is something that
contributes to the difference between ‘those that
have to make cake and those that eat it!’ (For
the record, hats off to all of the wonderful people
in the world that choose to make cake… you
are geniuses).
Using ‘target hoops’ in class can be incredibly
helpful; it locates the handler and gives you
something to aim for and base your techniques
and movement around. Successful dog training
requires that the handler be consistent and
accurate in their leadership and instruction;
attention to fine detail will pay dividends.
Next month we’ll continue to explore the
wonderful world of gundog training. In the
meantime, make sure you keep studying, practise
perfectly and learn the difference between right
and left. Have fun! ■

PICTURE: HOWARD KIRBY

Group socialisation should be calm and under control
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CHICHESTER
ARMOURY
www.chiarm.co.uk

Tel: 01243 774687

43 WEST STREET CHICHESTER SUSSEX PO19 1RP

NEW 12 GAUGE OVER & UNDER SHOTGUNS
Benelli
Beretta
Beretta
Beretta
Beretta
Beretta
Beretta
Beretta
Beretta
Beretta
Beretta
Beretta
Bettinsoli
Browning
Browning
Browning
Browning
Browning
Browning
Browning
Browning
Browning
Browning
Browning
Browning
Browning
Browning
Miroku
Miroku
Winchester
Winchester
Winchester

828U
686 E Evo
686 Silver Pigeon 1
686 Silver Pigeon 1
686 Silver Pigeon 1LH
690 1 Sport Black
690 III Sport
690 III Field
692 Sporting
692 Sporting
692 Sporting Black
Silver Pigeon Deluxe
Xtrail Woodland Camo
B525 Game One LH
B525 Game One
B525 Hunter
B525 Sporter One
B525 Sporter One
B525 Sporter One
B725 Black Edition
B725 Hunter LH
B725 Sporter
B725 Sporter
Cynergy
Cynergy Composite
Heritage II
Ultra XS Ti Prestige
MK 38 Grade 1
MK 60 Grade 5 (Pair)
Select Sport Signature
Select Light
Select Light Gold

28"
30"
28"
30"
30"
30"
30"
30"
30"
32"
30"
30"
30"
30"
28"
28"
28"
30"
32"
30"
28"
30"
32"
28"
30"
30"
30"
32"
30"
30"
28"
28"

USED 12 GAUGE OVER & UNDER
£1,995
£1,760
£1,380
£1,450
£1,450
£1,995
£2,315
£2,135
£2,725
£2,725
£3,280
£1,695
£775
£1,295
£1,295
£1,195
£1,295
£1,295
£1,295
£2,295
£1,925
£1,889
£1,695
£1,595
£1,999
£4,495
£2,890
£1,445
£5,490
£1,395
£1,145
£1,295

We are Main Dealers for
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Baikal
Baikal
Beretta
Beretta
Beretta
Beretta
Beretta
Beretta
Beretta
Beretta
Bettinsoli
Blaser
Browning
Browning
Browning
Browning
Browning
Browning
Browning
Browning
Browning
Browning
Fabarm
Gamba
Miroku
Miroku
Miroku
Valmet
Winchester
Winchester

610
611
682 Gold E
682 Sporter
686 E Evo LH
687 EELL
DT10
DT11 Sporting
SV10l Pro Sport
Ultralight LH
Mk 3 LH
F3
B725 Sporter
B25 B2
B25 B2G
B525 Hunter
B525 Hunter Light
B525 Hunter Light Elite
B525 Sporter
B525 Sporting
Ultra XS
Ultra XS Ti Prestige
Gamma
Gold
MK 60 Grade 5
MK 60 Grade 5
MK 70 Grade 1
Skeet
101 XTR Supergrade
6000

27.5"
28.5"
30"
28"
32"
30"
32"
32"
30"
28"
30"
32"
30"
30"
27.5"
26"
28"
28"
28"
30"
30"
30"
29"
28"
30"
30"
28"
26"
27"
28"

PART EXCHANGE WELCOME

and

£125
£165
£1,495
£995
£1,595
£3,495
£3,295
£4,350
£1,395
£1,495
£595
£2,395
£1,395
£1,895
£1,995
£945
£1,095
£1,695
£1,095
£1,095
£1,795
£2,295
£295
£595
£2,295
£2,495
£945
£295
£695
£795

GUNDOG PRODUCTS
Flying rabbits!

Starter training pack

New and exclusive to Sporting Saint are these
rabbit launcher dummies. Designed to fit all
launchers and remote-control launchers, there are
two models available: the Rabbit Orbe and the
Rabbit Rocket.
Both dummies can be used to help accustom
the dog to picking up fur. They will fly along the
ground or through the air very well and also float,
so are ideal for water-training scenarios in the
summer. The cured rabbit skin has been sewn
onto the canvas, making it very secure and,
should you wish, scent can be applied. The Orbe,
as its name suggests, is oval in shape, while the
Rocket is based on the size and shape of the
canvas dummy launcher.
If you’re planning any trials or tests on the
rabbits this summer, these would be an ideal
addition to your training bag.
RRP: Orbe £18.47; Rocket £19.49
www.sportingsaint.co.uk

New from the Working Dog Company is this
fantastic Dog Training Starter pack for all gundog
owners and trainers, with everything you need
to ensure you are prepared for the start of the
next season.
The pack includes Working Dog Company
du
C

Natural Rope Slip Lead, and a Large Brown Troop
Training Bag!
Ideal if you’re just starting out; if you need to
top up your existing kit; or to give as a gift.
Price: £79 (that’s a saving of over 15%!)
www.workingdogcompany.co.uk

RABBIT ORBE

Our very own Crufts winner .

RABBIT ROCKET

Each year Sporting Shooter vet
Vicky Payne hands out a special
award on behalf of the magazine.
This year, the winner of the
Sporting Shooter Trophy for
Best English Springer Spaniel
Bitch was Miss E Heslop’s
nine-year-old, Canouan Out Of
The Blue At Bonisla.
Vicky said: “She was in great
muscular condition and well put
together, but where she pipped
her rivals was with her lovely
movement. Congratulations to all
the winners, and to everyone who
brought their dogs for me to meet.
“I had an amazing time at
Crufts, with good entries in all the
Working Gundog Bitch classes. It
was a privilege to judge so many
nice dogs, and the decisions on
who to place were not easy.”

NEWS
FLASH

www.sportingshooter.co.uk
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GUNDOG FOCUS

with Ryan Kay

Rooting for the underdogs

Ryan Kay is a
keen trialler and trainer
with a passion for working
HPRs and spaniels. He beats and
picks up on various moors in
North Yorkshire and enjoys
rough shooting with
his dogs.

Ryan Kay attends a local Working Test and discovers that, even when it comes to retrievers,
he still favours the quirky ones

I

’ve said it before, Working Tests certainly have
their place in the gundog world, and although
many see them as a stepping stone to achieving
success in Field Trials, many others see them as
an end goal, and an achievement high enough in
their own right. And why not?! Although a canvas
dummy may not be as exciting as a bird falling
from the sky, it must surely be a testament to all
those handlers who manage to maintain a dog’s
drive and enthusiasm, whether it be a spaniel or
HPR hunting earnestly on gamey ground and then
switching back onto canvas for the retrieves, or a
retriever sticking to the task at hand while on a
lengthy blind.
Last year I reported on Spaniel and HPR
Working Tests, but this spring I was drawn to a
relatively local Retriever Test in search of viewing
some satisfying gundog work ‘retriever-style’, and
in particular to see some golden retrievers ply
their trade. You see, for some strange reason, I’m
always drawn to the more quirky breeds in a
particular gundog sub-group. Yes, I appreciate all

gundogs for the task they’ve been bred for, and
without a doubt Labradors have proven
themselves the most consistently effective and
the most straightforward to train for their required
discipline. But I find that there’s something slightly
more gratifying in achieving success with a less
popular or alternative breed. I suppose it depends
on your priorities; say your goal is to achieve Field
Trial Champion status with your retriever, a
well-bred Labrador will undoubtedly give you a
greater chance of getting there.
I often have customers who enquire about an
individual breed’s suitability as a peg dog. “I want
a cocker trained for the peg!” comes the
statement. “Well,” I explain, “that’s doable, but
you’re generally going against the grain. Why not
get a Lab instead?” “But everyone has a Lab,”
comes the reply! As I said earlier, wanting
something a little different, I can relate to, but
there’s a good reason ‘everyone has a Lab’;
they’re proven time again for the job in hand. Their
sheer popularity suggests that they’re the top
Golden retrievers are scarcely seen
in the shooting field nowadays

choice for more than one good reason – for life at
the peg or picking-up!
I’m not sure how I’ve managed to avoid owning
a Lab or any other retriever breed all these years,
but I have. Labradors were in fact my first
encounter with the gundog world, when, as a
young lad back in the early 80s, my father would
hand me one of his Labs to work in the beating
line on a local commercial shoot. Maybe because
I grew up with Labs at the forefront, I later veered
toward the slightly less popular and perhaps more
challenging gundog breeds.
Since those early Lab encounters, I’ve helped
train many retriever varieties, but managed to
resist acquiring one for myself. But it’s coming, I
can feel it… Like an itch that needs a scratch, it’ll
have to happen at some point. Perhaps this
Working Test could show me a little of what I’ve
been missing...
The Yorkshire Golden Retriever Club holds
several Working Tests over the spring, and this
one, held at Ainderby near Thirsk, took place on
the Saturday of the Easter weekend – which is
perhaps why it was a little quieter entries-wise
than previous years. Nevertheless, Field Trial
Secretary and Chief Steward, Martin Greenwood
had received enough entries for a decent turnout
for both Novice and Open classes. The available
area was a little restrictive for the test elements
but judges Annette Clarke, Dave Sidwell and
Yvonne Storr had still managed to set up some
testing scenarios. I arrived soon after the Novice
Test had got under way, and meandered in next
to Annette who was judging the blind: a 40-yard
retrieve through a narrow strip of woodland. The
dummy area was clearly marked for the handler,
with a white plastic barrel hung up on a branch,
directly above where the dummy lay on an open
patch of bare ground. Annette, a well-known,
experienced trialler and trainer, brought a calming
influence to the handlers, encouraging them to
take their time when lining the dog up. Some

PICTURES: RYAN KAY

‘Maybe because I grew up
with Labs at the forefront,
I later veered towards the
slightly less popular and
perhaps more challenging
gundog breeds’
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Training talk and updates from the gundog world

An experienced
trainer and trialler herself,
judge Annette Clarke advised
the handlers not to rush when
lining up their dogs. Here, she
shows a competitor the mark
for the blind at the Novice.
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GUNDOG FOCUS
didn’t though, and this cost them points, as the
dogs were up against it from the start. However,
plenty did do well, and picked the dummy with no
fuss, returning with speed and gusto.
I was interested to see Annette’s element for
the Open class, as beforehand I had been
fortunate enough to venture round with the judges
for the set-up, and all of them seemed confident
that a real ‘Open’ dog would find this particular
test no problem at all!
While handler and dog were stood way out in a
stubble field, a marked retrieve (about 120 yards
away) was thrown along a hedge side – but this
was only to be collected after a blind (about a 100
yards away) was picked from a ditch, which was
through a thin scrub and tree-lined area, off at a
45-degree angle to the marked dummy. The
windy conditions added to the difficulty. It was
predominantly a back wind, and meant that even
when they were the correct wind side of the
dummy in the ditch, some struggled to locate it
first time – the scent apparently just trickling out of
the trench, then being met by gusts which kept it
close to the floor. Several failed altogether on this
test, but one dog in particular really impressed
me. Russell Hodgen’s black Labrador bitch
Roselea Zara received a little applause from the
gallery as it completed both retrieves without any
fuss – a real pleasure to watch. Others also did
well but, understandably, a little more handling
was required.
There was a run-off to determine third place,
between Victoria Stanley’s black Lab dog
Minstead Maigret and the aforementioned
Roselea Zara. They still needed splitting after
one retrieve, requiring another to eventually
separate them.
And so it was Victoria Stanley who prevailed
overall with Patanavac Brough – producing the
most consistent performance throughout the four
tests. Second was Mark Demaine with Leacaz
Ricky of Caytonfell. After the run-off, third place
eventually went to Victoria, with Russell Hodgen’s
bitch picking up a COM.
A shame to see no goldies or flat-coats in the
awards for the Open, but Caroline Hewson’s
flat-coat did pick up a COM in the Novice class.
So, overall, it did make it very much a Labrador
affair once again. That said, I’ll still be drawn
towards the ‘underdog breeds’ for when that itch
needs scratching! I know, I know… I can hear
some of the Lab folk groaning… ■

Lee Hartis and his dog, Troddenmills Beck and Call of
Leacaz, with a perfect delivery in the Open

NOVICE RESULTS
First place went to Liverycroft Frisco
Tornado – Margaret Piece, and second was
Kelmagra Brooke – Mark Demaine. No third
was awarded. COMs to Independence Lady
Willow – Mr B Chester; Venus in Transit
Over Casblaidd – Caroline Hewson; and
Royal Rouge – Mrs Catherine Kitching.
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The flat-coated retriever is
generally more lively than the Labrador

THE VERY BEST FOR
FOX SHOOTING &
HUNTING GEAR
SPECIALISING IN CUSTOM TIKKA PARTS

BLASER BOLT KNOB

MINI COLIBRI TC AL50T
REMOTE CONTROL FOX
CALLER AL50T

BEAUTIFUL BRITISH
DOG BEDS
Stylish, Practical and Built to Last
www.berkeleydogbeds.co.uk | Tel. 01264 861143

TIKKA T AFTERMARKET
T GG R GU RD
COLOR BLACK

01633 877358
07977 431442
www.mmsporting.co.uk
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In association with

GUNDOG CALENDAR COMPETITION

Canines on camera

BY SHOOTERS, FOR SHOOTERS

Here are this month’s entries...

W

e have teamed up with Chudleys to
bring you the Sporting Shooter
Readers’ Gundog Calendar 2017 – a
gundog photography competition to find
the best snaps, taken by our readers, for
a special 2017 calendar.
Each month we will select the best
gundog photos sent in by you, and print
them here. The 12 best photos will be
selected by our panel of judges to appear
in print in the 2017 calendar, which will be
sent out with the January edition of

TARA JUMPING BRUSHWOOD,
BY TOM ROBERTSON

Sporting Shooter magazine.
So, if you have a photo you are
particularly proud of, then send it our way.
Remember to include your name and a
short caption, and we’ll do the rest!
There isn’t a limit to how many
photographs, or how many times, you
can enter, but photos must be a minimum
file size of 1MB and you must not be a
professional photographer.
So what are you waiting for? Get
snapping! See form for full entry details.

Photos
must be a
minimum file size
of 1MB in jpg or
tif format.

WARNING! LOW-FLYING LABRADOR!
BY SAMUEL COBB
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* Calendar artwork is for representational purposes only

CHUDLEYS
NUTRITIONAL
HELPLINE
Contact us: Monday-Friday
between 8.30am and 5pm on
0845 345 2627 or visit
www.chudleys.com

MILLIE ON KEEPERS’ DAY,
BY ANDY MCBEY

TIP OF THE MONTH #5
CHOOSE CLASSIC FOR LOWER WORKLOADS
Specifically formulated for dogs with lower
workloads, Chudleys Classic contains an
assortment of beneficial ingredients to
provide less active working dogs with a
healthy, nutritious diet.
Made with sound levels of fat, Chudleys
Classic contains a source of slow-releasing
energy to enhance stamina, so working dogs
remain active throughout the day. Designed
with high-quality protein, muscle mass is
supported for improved performance while
aiding recovery.
Taurine and carnitine allow fat content to be
utilised, increasing stamina, as well as providing
working dogs with a healthy heart. Chudleys
Classic also contains mannan oligosaccharides

to support intestinal health
while strengthening the
immune system.
The nutrient package in
Chudleys Classic is ideally
suited to lower levels of
work with reduced protein
and fat content, whereas
feeds such as Chudleys
Working Crunch are
designed with higher levels f
protein and fat, to suit demanding workloads.
As well as containing an abundance of
beneficial nutrients, Chudleys Classic is a
delicious and completely flavoursome recipe
which appeals to even the fussiest working dog.

How to enter

Photos can be sent in by post, email, via the Sporting Shooter
Facebook page or via Twitter. See details below.

Calendar Competition
Name:
Address:
Tel:
Email:
Photo caption:
Please note, photos will need to be of a suitable quality in order to be
chosen for the calendar – at least 1MB in jpg or tif format.
Competition is not open to professional photographers.
Archant Ltd, Sporting Shooter, and carefully selected companies would like to keep you up to
date with any special offers or new products or services that might be of interest. Please tick
if you DO NOT wish to be contacted in this way by email , by text , by phone , by post 

YOU CAN ALSO SEND PHOTOS TO:
Email: calendar@sportingshooter.co.uk
Post: Calendar Competition, Sporting Shooter, Evolution House,
2-6 Easthampstead Road, Wokingham, Berks, RG40 2EG
RULES: Closing date is 30 September 2016. Normal Sporting Shooter rules apply. For full terms and
conditions, send an sae marked t&c to the postal address above. Archant Ltd, publisher of Sporting
Shooter, would like to keep you up to date with any special offers or new products or services which
might be of interest. We occasionally pass your details on to carefully selected companies who wish
to contact you with information about their products/services. When entering by email please state
clearly if you DO NOT wish to be contacted in this way by email, SMS, post or phone.

www.sportingshooter.co.uk
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GUNDOG EXPERTS

GOT A GUNDOG

The place for all your health, behaviour, diet, breeding and training queries

O

SEN QUES ONS TO Ask he E
t
Sporting Shooter, Evolution House, 2 6
Easthampstead Road, Wokingham,
Berkshire, RG40 2EG OR EMAIL news@
sportingshooter.co.uk

QUESTION OF THE MONTH

WIN! Chudleys dog food

Send us your gundog problems and the best one will win a £50
Chudleys dog food voucher. Chudleys makes a wide range of
complete working food for dogs. Simply post or email your question to
the address above. For more information, go to www.chudleys.com

The right reward

Q

In your training articles you use food a lot.
Most of the gundog friends that I talk to
say that food is a waste of time; it will
mess my dog up; and that my dog should learn
to respect me and do things because I tell him
to. There is a lot of different advice and I don’t
really know what to do. This is my first gundog
and I want to make sure that everything is done
properly. Can you help to clear up my confusion?

This reward could be affection from you, a
retrieve, hunting or food. You will need to
employ a few or all of these motivational
rewards to get the best from your dog – the
choice is yours.
In short, if you use
in association
food in your training
then this should
with
enhance what you
do, and not mess
your dog up!

Don’t eat that!

Fence fears

I have a four-month-old Labrador
who has got a nasty habit of eating
droppings from other animals, and if
she gets a chance she will even eat her own
faeces. Could there be something lacking in
her diet? And what is the best way of
stopping her doing this? She also seems to
love eating worms, particularly dried-up
ones; is this normal puppy behaviour?

My 10-month-old
lurcher ran into an
electric fence while
chasing a rabbit; now she
won’t chase any more. What
can I do about it?

Q
A

VICKY PAYNE replies: Eating poop is
normal for dogs! It is likely that during
their domestication dogs would have
lived mainly off human waste food, and
human waste. Faeces have some
nutritional value, and bitches must also be
happy to clean up after their pups. Most
puppies eat faeces, and most grow out of
it, but you can help teach your puppy that it
isn’t acceptable behaviour. If you are
feeding a good-quality, balanced diet, and
your puppy is growing well, there is no
reason to assume she is lacking anything.
Her own faeces are the easiest to deal
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Q

with: simply take her out to toilet on a lead,
and after she goes, lead her away from the
pile, praise and even offer a food treat, then
clear up the poop. Other droppings can be
harder to avoid, but again, she should be
on the lead at this stage, so if she looks at
some droppings use the lead and a food
treat to lead her away from the pile, saying,
“Leave that.” Give lots of verbal praise and
a treat when she looks at you. Try to
choose dropping-free areas for early
training to reduce the distraction. If she
eats worms, slugs, and snails I would
strongly recommend asking your vet about
a preventative treatment for lungworm.

A

JACKIE DRAKEFORD
replies: Take the ‘chase’
out of rabbit catching for
a while by taking her ferreting,
using purse nets and letting
her hold the rabbits in the
nets. Also, let her seek rabbits
in cover, so that she gets a
chance to peg some before
they bolt. Do not egg her on to chase free bolters just yet – she
needs to choose when she is ready to risk chasing again.
Sometimes letting them see another dog chasing will start them
off again, but be careful the other dog does not bully her, or you
will just reinforce the idea that chasing rabbits is scary. You will
need to be very patient as some take longer than others to get
over their fear, and it’s something you can’t hurry. But it will
come in time.

PICTURES: NICK RIDLEY / REBECCA GREEN (TOP/CENTRE)

A

HOWARD KIRBY replies: Great question,
and it’s important that you understand that
there are a variety of different training
styles available to you, all of which will work to a
greater or lesser degree. I’m afraid that I would
disagree completely with those that tell you that
using food rewards to train a dog will, in their
words, ‘mess up the dog’. Our Mullenscote
Working for a Living training plan, encourages
owners of both working and companion dogs to
use the puppy’s daily food allowance to teach
many of the basic behaviours: come, sit, focus,
stay, heel, directional commands and as many
other behaviours as your imagination and skill

will allow. Using food as a reward has been
employed by dog trainers since mankind’s first
interaction with wild dogs. They probably rewarded
dogs that were brave enough to approach their
campfires by throwing food scraps to ‘reward’
them. This encouraged those dogs to repeat the
behaviour and so began the relationship.
However, my current school of thought is that
we will also need to employ some training that
will teach the dog that we do not approve of that
behaviour. By teaching the dog that there is no
reward for certain behaviours and reward for
others, we can focus his mind on things that we
want him to do. Reward-only based training can
be really tricky where the behaviour your dog is
offering is what we call ‘self-rewarding’. For
example, chasing rabbits around the local
woods – this offers your dog massive rewards;
quite simply, chasing rabbits will give much
higher rewards than a piece of dry kibble to an
overfull dog.
I suggest that you get someone to help you to
develop a training plan that teaches the dog to
offer behaviours in order to receive a reward.

NOW AVAILABLE
As special order supper extended
Chokes with a 50mm
extension enquiries:
info@shotgunschokes.co.uk

MANDEL & USWORTH
CLAY PIGEON

SHOOTING GROUND
HEUGH HILL WASHINGTON
TYNE & WEAR NE9 7NG

Tel/Fax: (0191) 423 3151
Mob: 07828 163 897
Email: sales@shotgunchokes.co.uk
www.sportingshooter.co.uk
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GUNDOG VET

Vicky is a keen shooter and qualified vet

with Vicky Payne

Vicky runs first
aid courses for groups.
Email vicky@
holisticvetsussex.co.uk
for further details.

G

m?

g
g
Shooter, Evolution House, 2-6 Easthampstead
Road, Wokingham, Berkshire, RG40 2EG
email news@sportingshooter.co.uk or submit
questions on our website:
www.sportingshooter.co.uk/ask-the-experts

LIFELONG HEALTH: The patter of tiny paws
Vicky continues the series by looking at the labour stage and the puppies’ crucial first few
weeks in the world

T

he first stage of labour can last from hours to a
day and involves restlessness, digging,
nesting, panting and abdominal discomfort.
Proper labour starts when the bitch lies down and
has active contractions. Once these start, you
should expect a puppy within 20-30 minutes; any
longer and you should seek veterinary advice. It
can be normal for bitches to have a break of a few
minutes to a couple of hours between puppies,
but if she seems distressed or you are concerned
the break has gone on too long, consult your vet.
It is useful to find out in advance what your vet’s
opening hours and out of hours arrangements are,
in case of emergency. Usually a visit to the clinic
will be recommended, so imaging and surgical
facilities are available if needed. If part of the litter

PICTURES: VICKY PAYNE

‘In a normal whelping,
the bitch will remove the
membranes from each
pup and lick it clean,
before the pup heads for
the teats’
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has been born, take them
Exercise on grass will encourage strong
to the vets too, keeping
bones and joints
them in a box with a hot
water bottle for warmth.
In a normal whelping,
the bitch will remove the
membranes from each
pup and lick it clean,
before the pup heads for
the teats. The bitch will
also break the umbilical
cord in most cases. Avoid
cutting or tying the cord; it
will shrivel up and drop off
in a few days. You may
wish to photograph or
mark pups for
pups for any major congenital defects, such as
identification, and weigh them, but let them suckle
cleft palate. If you require tail docking, contact
as soon as possible.
your docking vet as soon as the puppies are born.
Newborn pups must be kept warm as they
Tail docking must be performed on pups no older
can’t regulate their own body temperature. Pups
than five days; dew claws can legally be removed
should be twitching and moving more or less all
up until the eyes open (but most people won’t do
the time. It is not unusual for pups to lose a little
this after the five-day mark either).
weight in the first 24 hours, but they should then
In the first two weeks your bitch will stimulate
gain weight steadily, and double their weight in
the puppies to urinate and defecate by licking
the first week. Early handling for weighing helps
them. After this, they start to be stimulated by
the neural development of puppies, as well as
feeling their feet on different surfaces, but will also
helping you to identify any pups that are
soil the whelping areas meaning more frequent
struggling. In the first few days, also check the
cleaning is required.
Solid foods can be introduced from three to
four weeks. I have had great success with minced
chicken or lightly soaked biscuits, which the pup
can learn to mouth rather than suck, but some
breeders prefer to introduce a runny ‘porridge’
made from puppy kibble and milk replacer.
Introduce your puppies to lots of sights and
sounds early on; don’t protect them from the radio
or Hoover! Their visual development can be
helped by toys in bright primary colours, and
hanging toys encourage curiosity. As the pups
grow, using feeding toys or scattering food in dry
grass will help develop their noses for hunting.
Strong bones and joints should be encouraged
from an early age by avoiding slippery surfaces,
but encouraging exercise on grass or non-slip
flooring. Climbing over, crawling under, and
negotiating obstacles will also develop strong
joints and good balance. Introduce your pups to
lots of different people and, if possible, other
animals. I recommend getting a CD of sound
effects and introducing gunshot, fireworks, traffic
noises, etc. at this early stage when the puppies
Puppies should steadily gain weight in the first week
can associate them with fun and play. ■
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ryan.coupland@archant.co.uk

TO ADVERTISE ON THESE PAGES CONTACT: Ryan 0118 974 2525

EQUIPMENT

ACCESSORIES

PAWS FOR THOUGHT
A Family Run Business Supplying
Quality Gundog Training Equipment

SOLE UK DISTRIBUTOR OF
PRODUCTS

Telephone: 01323 506121

www.dogtrainingsupplies.co.uk
DOG TRAINING

Sole UK Distributors of
Mystique Products
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• BLANKS
• BOOKS
• DVDS
• DUMMIES

• LAUNCHERS
• LANYARDS
• LEADS
• WHISTLES

Dummy vests

Whistle & Lanyard
Game bags

www.questgundogs.co.uk

www.muntjactrading.com

Tel: 01257 425222 Email: info@questgundogs.co.uk

Email: sales@muntjactrading.co.uk Tel: 01527 870 906
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KENNELS AND RUNS

WWW.TIMBERBUILDDOGKENNELS.CO.UK
CONTACT US FOR MORE INFORMATION

VISIT OUR INDOOR
& OUTDOOR
SHOWROOMS:
Unit C2 Bronte House
Redgate Road
Ashton in Makerfield
WIGAN, WN4 8DT
We accept all major
credit cards and debit
cards

01942 718483 | timberbuild@btconnect.com

If you are looking for a high-quality kennel at an affordable price,
then choose Ultradogkennels. Contact us for more information.

www.ultradogkennels.co.uk | 01782 566 671
TRANSPORT
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FIND SHOOTING

Use this page to find agents offering sport around the UK and overseas

G

S

Wildfowling clubs
across the country
offer day permits to
BASC members.
For a copy of the
latest BASC
Members’
Wildfowling Permit
Scheme Booklet, send an SAE to
Wildfowling Management, BASC,
Marford Mill, Rossett, Wrexham,
LL12 0HL or email your name and
address to wildfowling@basc.org.uk
YORKSHIRE & N.E.
CARTER’S COUNTRYWEAR
North Yorkshire
Tel: 01439 770688 www.carterscountrywear.co.uk Pheasant
and grouse shooting

NORTH WEST
SOUTH SOLWAY
WILDFOWLERS
www.solwaywildfowlers.co.uk
MC Slater, Lancs.
Tel: 07779 934563 Pinkfoot
geese, pigeons, driven duck &
evening duck flights
TUFTON ARMS HOTEL
Appleby-in Westmorland, Cumbria. Tel: 01768 351593
www.fishing-shooting.co.uk

MIDLANDS
THE BARTON ON HUMBER
Gundog Club Tel: 01724
734700 www.bohgc.co.uk
stephanie@bohgc.co.uk
ROBERT GIBSON-BEVAN
Lincs Tel: 01673 858387
KEADBY WILDFOWLING &
CONSERVATION SOCIETY
www.kwacs.org.uk
LEICESTER WILDFOWLERS
Contact: www.leicswa.org
feedback@leicswa.org
PESTWISE
Contact Richard Tel: 01664
850287 or 07764 485726
www.pestwise.co.uk
DELTA DEER SERVICES
Tel: 01536 761978
or 07850 380923 www.
deltadeerservices.co.uk
WEST RIDING
WILDFOWLERS
Contact Graham Teale,
Tel: 07711 555295 wildfowlers@gmail.com

EAST
ALDE & ORE WILDFOWLERS
www.aldeandorewildfowlers.com
ALKBOROUGH WILDFOWLERS
www.alkboroughwildfowlers.co.uk
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ANGLIA SPORTING
Guided pigeon shooting, deer
stalking; rough and driven
shooting; wild duck flights.
Tel: 01728 605892 www.
angliasporting.co.uk
BASC NORFOLK
Andrea Green, 01244 573047,
andrea.green@basc.org.uk
BLACKWATER
WILDFOWLERS
Essex. 01245 283210 www.
blackwaterwildfowlers.org.uk
FENLAND WILDFOWLERS
www.fenlandwa.org.uk
GEDNEY DROVE END
Wildfowlers Cambridgeshire.
Tel: 01945 420359
NBC BIRD AND PEST
Tel: 0800 169 9646 www.
nbcbirdandpest.co.uk
KING’S LYNN & WEST
NORFOLK WILDFOWLERS
www.klwa.co.uk
LEIGH-ON-SEA
WILDFOWLERS
www.loswa.co.uk
NORTH SUFFOLK
W’FOWLING CLUB
Tel: 07810 122404 www.
northsuffolkwildfowlers.co.uk
NORWICH & DISTRICT
WILDFOWLERS
www.norwich-wildfowlers.
co.uk
PETE’S AIRGUN FARM
nr Chelmsford, Essex. Contact:
Peter Mallett, Tel: 07973
509198 www.airgunfarm.co.uk
RIFLECRAFT LIMITED
Tel: 01379 853745
www.riflecraft.co.uk
SPALDING WILDFOWLERS
www.spaldingwildfowlers.co.uk

LONDON & S.E.
WILLIAM & PHILIP
BEASLEY
Tel: 01869 277534 for Philip,
Tel: 07831 572247 for William,
Tel: 07831 195736. Pigeon
shooting, also deer stalking.

www.sportingshooter.co.uk

Lyalvale Express Masters competition
to make its debut
Cartridge manufacturer Lyalvale Express has
teamed up with Atkin Grant & Lang Shooting
Ground to create a brand-new clay shooting
competition; The Lyalvale Express Masters makes
its debut on 29 and 30 April 2016.
The competition is shot out of 125 targets. This
is split between a 100-bird English Sporting set
over 12 stands, and a 25-bird Sporting trap. The
latter must be shot with Lyalvale Express
cartridges, which will be supplied free of
charge on the day.
Prizes will be awarded from High
Gun down to third place in CPSA
classes AAA, AA, A, B, C, Ladies
and Juniors. The High Gun will
win 500 cartridges and £100
cash, with second place
taking 250 cartridges and £50
cash, and third place claiming
150 cartridges.
Lyalvale’s Marcus Iddon
commented: “We are delighted
to have developed this
challenging and fun competition
with the team at Atkin Grant & Lang.
They have invested heavily in the
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• Debbie Drayton, Lincs • David S Rogalski,
Caithness • Christopher Drury, Lincs • P A Green,
Heref • Richard Goodacre, Lincs • Raymond
Murray, Dumfries • I Henton, Lincs • James
Henton, Lincs • Graham Guy, Shrops • Peter Hall,
Yorks • Brian Hughes, Northants • Ian Glen, Perth
• John Hart, Lincs • Phil Jones, Liverpool •
Norman Marshall, Telford • C T Diver, Cambs •
Mike Slocombe, Lincs • A M Fawcett, Northants •
Brian Mathews, NI • Roger Reed, Gwent •
Christine Short, Gwent • Finley Lewis, Glos • Trev
Daykin, Notts • Steve Allen, Notts • David Baker,
Ellon • Alan Goodwin, Suff • Stephen Restall, Suff
• Ali Thorn, Powys • Chris Prics, Rugby • Mike
Jolly, Aberdeen • Liz Harper, Norwich • Alfie
Maidment, Sussex • Terry Clark, Essex • Kevin
Sampson, Essex • James Crosby, Cambs • Ken
Monks, Ches • Derek Laidlaw, Oldham • Kriss

shooting ground which, in our view, is now one of
the best in the UK. I look forward to shooting the
course myself!”
To enter, call 01582 849 382. Entry costs £45.
Both plastic and fibre wad cartridges allowed.

PICTURE: DON BRUNT

O

TO CLAIM A BADGE, SEND AN ADDRESSED ENVELOPE
WITH 58P OF STAMPS WHEN YOU ENTER THIS
MONTH’S COMPETITION. SEE PAGE 11 FOR DETAILS.
Reed, Norf • Charles O’ Connor, ROI • Graham
Lane, Lincs • Brian Harper, Norwich • Lesley &
Ian Taylor, Leeds • Gary Aitchison, Yorks • Albert
Saunders, Wilts • Malcolm Goodman, Oxon •
Brian Harper • Kenneth Toal, Armagh • Anthony
Spencer, Fareham • Barry Robertson, Shrops •
Greger Jackson, Cleveland • Colin Ashley, Staffs
• Paul Hirst, Yorks • Phil Hunnisett, Wilts •
Grenville Evans, Powys • Jim Morgan, Caithness
• Michael Strachan, Herts • Craig Drinkwater,
Warks • Mike Lloyd, Hengoed • Philip Allerston,
Yorks • Philip Burdett, Norf • Frank Holman, Suff
• Pete Barrie, Kent • Adam Hanby, Norf • Robert
Lyon, Angus • Nadine Weeks, Norwich • Mr &
Mrs Brown, Norf • Martin Smith, Somers • Neil
Donkin, Yorks • John Welstead, IOW • Anthony
Straw, Ches • George Gosling, Devon • Richard
Barroll, Blaenavon • Richard Stockwell, Kent •
Allen Chesterton, Heref • Kevin Monckton,
Hants • Peter Dorman, Wigan • Mary & Stuart
Huggard, Staffs •

AGENTS: Send any updates to Find Shooting, Sporting Shooter,
Evolution House, 2-6 Easthampstead Road, Wokingham, Berks RG40 2EG

MARK BOULTON
HORNDEAN
Deer stalking in south;
Boar shooting in Europe
and Sussex. Tel: 02392
595925/07854 985006 markthedeerstalker@hotmail.co.uk
STALKING & PHEASANT
CANVEY WILDFOWLING
& CA
Tel: Mr Webster on
01268 752665
CHICHESTER HARBOUR WA
www.chwa.org.uk
GEORGE DIGWEED
SPORTING AGENCY
www.georgedigweed .com
Duck & pheasants.
EMSWORTH & DISTRICT
WILDFOWLERS
www.wildfowling.com
FROBURY FARM SPORTING
CLUB
nr Newbury, Berks.
Contact Paul Oldring,
Tel: 01635 297122
www.frobury.co.uk
HOLBOROUGH SHOOT
SOUTH (KENT)
Driven pheasant shoot.
01622 891940, 07774 839319,
07876 542579
info@holboroughestate.co.uk
KENT DEER SERVICES
Contact Andrew
Tel: 07754 272214
or 01892 680327
www.kentdeerservices.co.uk
KENT WILDFOWLING & CA
Tel: 07836 771715
www.kentwildfowlers.co.uk
LANGSTONE & DISTRICT
WWCA
Langstone Harbour, SE Hants.
www.ladwaca.com
SHAVESGREEN SHOOTING
07706 395979.
www.shavesgreen.com
info@shavesgreen.com
DRIVEN & WALKED-UP
DAYS
Trevor Robinson
Tel: 01273 600683 or
077499 35864 Pigeon.
WEST SUSSEX SPORTING
Tel: 01293 851808.
www.westsussexgunco.com
Pheasant & partridge.

SOUTH WEST
ARUNDELL ARMS DEVON
Tel: 01566 784666 www.
arundellarms.com
CORNWALL WILDFOWLERS
ASSOC.
Tel: 01872 864021. Mike
Holmes. Weekly shoots
COTSWOLD SHOOTING
COMPANY
Tel: 01285 657527
www.go-country.co.uk
DEVONPORT GUN CLUB
Rough shooting in Devon and
Cornwall Tel: 01752 787824
devonportgunclub@ gmail.com

DEVON WILDFOWLING & CA
Tel: 01395 268837 devonwildfowlers@yahoo.co.uk
DORSET WILDFOWLERS
www.dorsetwildfowlers.org.uk
Gloucestershire
GLOUCESTERSHIRE
WILDFOWLERS
www.gloucestershire
wildfowlers.co.uk
IAN COLEY SPORTING
Tel: 01242 870391
www.iancoley.co.uk
MELCOMBE PARTNERS
Chris Kirby Tel: (01643)
831439
SPORTING AGENT
Tel: 07724 689295
www.sportingagent.com
PRESCOTT SHOOTING
SCHOOL
Tel: 01242 673542 www.
prescottshooting.com
dan@prescottshooting.com
TAW & TORRIDGE
WILDFOWLING CLUB
Barnstaple
www.ttwc.org.uk
THE WARRENER
Box 36, Tavistock, Devon.
Tel: 01822 832990
EDWARD WATSON
SHOOTING SERVICES
Tel: 01884 254056 or 07767
338801
www.shootingservices.co.uk
WESTWARD SPORTING
GUN CLUB
Devon. Contact: Don Williams
Tel: 01752 564478 Rough,
game, etc.
TAMAR VALLEY ASS.
for Shooting & Conservation
Devon & Cornwall, Rough &
Wildfowling Tel: 01752 703676
cyril.davys1@hotmail.co.uk

WALES
ANGLESEY SHOOTING
& Fishing
Tel: 01407 740652
www.presaddfed.co.uk rosemary@presaddfed.co.uk
CASTELL GORFOD SYNDICATE
M4 Carmarthen
Contact Richard Llewelyn
Tel: 01437 891433
DRIVEN HIGH BIRD DAYS
Dyfi & District WA
www.dyfiwildfowlers.org.uk
NANNAU SELECT SPORT
N Wales. Contact Andrew,
Tel: 01341 423427 or
Jenny, Tel: 01341 423708
Driven let days, high bird shoot

SCOTLAND
ALLADALE ESTATES
Andy Harding Tel: 01863
755338 www.alladale.com
AVOCHIE ESTATE HUNTLY
Aberdeenshire. Tel: 01466 711282
www.avochie-fishings.com
AVON & AIRLIE SPORTING
PADDY

Fetherston-Godley
Tel: 01575 560292 www.
avonandairliesporting.com
BASC Isle of Arran
Contact Andrea Green
Tel: 01244 573047 andrea.
green@basc.org.uk
CAPREOLUS GAME
Scottish Borders Tel: 01864
502317 or 07725 943190
www.capreolus.net
CASE SPORT
Driven Pheasant and Partridge
Shooting Contact: Andrew
Case Dumfries & Galloway
www.casesport.com
Tel: (01644) 430469 or 07747
691447
BORDER FIELDSPORTS
For quality estate stalking,
high pheasants and walked
up days. Contact Steve Nuttall
on 07860461017 or visit www.
borderfieldsports.co.uk
BROWWELL SPORTING
Steven Burton 01387 870351
www.browwellsporting.co.uk
Duck, goose, pheasant,
partridge nr Solway Firth
WINSTON CHURCHILL
STALKING
Tel: 01369 705319 www.
winstonchurchillvenison.com
CKD GALBRAITH
Tel: 01738 451600 www.
sportinglets.co.uk
DALNAGLAR CASTLE ESTATE
Perthshire Tel: 01250 882232
www.dalnaglar-castle.co.uk
DES COCHRANE
Fife and Perthshire BASC
registered goose guide
www.GoShootingUk.com
Tel: 07725054046
COUNTRYSPORTS
STALKING
Contact Michael Roberts,
Tel 01786 447400 www.
countrysports.co.uk
COWANS LAW
Ayrshire Contact Jay Steel,
Tel: 01560 700666
www.cowanslaw.com
COWANS SPORTING
Dumfries & Galloway
Contact Craig Denman,
Tel: 07775 760651
or 01387 760284
www.cowanssporting.co.uk
DUNMHOR SPORTING
Highlands. Contact Graham,
Tel: 07778 874026
or 01540 661809
DV SPORTING
Scottish Borders. 07866
901019 www.dvsporting.co.uk
ESTATE MANAGEMENT
Tayside, Contact John Tytler
Thomson, Tel: 01356 625436
www.sporting-scotland.co.uk
FPD SAVILLS
Contact: Roddy Willis,
Tel: 01356 628600
rwillis@fpdsavills.co.uk
THE GEARACH ISLE OF ISLAY

Contact Mark Piper,
Tel: 01496 850120 or 07786
906472 www.thegearach.co.uk
GREYLAG COUNTRY SPORTS
Aberdeenshire. Contact John
Lewis, Tel: 01799 476421 or
07793 025859 BASC regd
goose/woodcock guide
HERON FIELDSPORTS
Contact Colin Chisholm,
Tel: 01369 705888 or 07836
511792 Woodland stalking.
MAL KEMPSON
WILDFOWLING
Fife & Tayside Tel: 01592
721140 www.wildfowling.co.uk
LOCHNELL ROUGH
SHOOTING
Argyllshire Tel: 01631 720413
www.lochnell.co.uk
LAGGAN ESTATE
Islay. Tel: 01496 810235
www.lagganestate.com
EILEAN IARMAIN ESTATE
Isle of Skye. Contact Michael
Mackenzie, Tel: 01471 833266
www.eilean-iarmain.co.uk
MORTLACH SPORTING
Aberdeenshire
Tel: 01466 720225
www.mortlachsporting.co.uk
MORMONDBRAE SPORTING
Aberdeenshire
Tel: 07917 854368
donaldsherwood53@gmail.com
Walked up, driven shooting and
duck flights
NORTH UIST ESTATE
Tel: 01876 500329
Geese, stags & snipe
PIGEONALLDAYLONG
Contact Geoff Robson,
Tel: 01592 621539 or
07747 050302
www.pigeonalldaylong.co.uk
RJH SPORTS
Isle of Lewis
Contact Russell Hird, Tel:
01851 820610 or 07751
839579 www.rjhsports.co.uk
GEOFF ROBSON
Fife/Tayside wildfowling guide.
Tel: 01592 621539
SAFARI IN SCOTLAND
Contact Andrew Richardson
Tel: 07866 395975 www.
safariinscotland.com hunterswind@btinternet.com
SCOTSPORT
Tel: 01339 889290
www.scotsportuk.com
SHOOTFISHINSCOTLAND
Contact Paul, Tel: 07974 240738
www.shootfishinscotland.com
SOLWAY SPORTING
BREAKS
Tel: 01461 700333 www.
solwaysportingbreaks.co.uk
SPORTING ADVENTURES
IN THE HIGHLANDS
Tel: 07843 493230
www.sportingadventures.co.uk
STRAHANNA STALKING
Dumfries & Galloway
Tel: 01644 460660

DAVID VIRTUE
Berwickshire.
Tel: 01578 740672 or 07866
901019 www.dvsporting.co.uk

UK driven birds, driven wild
boar in Europe & African big
game.

WILDFOWLING IN
ABERDEENSHIRE
Contact Sandy Strachan,
Tel: 01779 838427
Registered goose guide. www.
ansersportingservices.co.uk

GI COUNTRY SPORTS UK
Tel: 01507 327522 or 07980
071192 pigeonwilson @
btinternet.com Dove & geese
in Argentina. Driven wild boar
& pheasant in CZ.

NORTHERN IRELAND

GREAT NORTH COMPANY
Contact Mike Rainback,
Tel: 01305 853737
www.greatnorthsafaris.
com Impala, warthog, blue
wildebeest + more

LOUGH FOYLE WA
www.wildfowlers.com
STRANGFORD LOUGH
Wildfowling Club day permits
to BASC members. Contact
BASC HQ, Tel: 01244 573000

UK & WORLDWIDE
A1 DECOY
Driven Wild Boar in Serbia,
Bulgaria, Croatia. Monteria
boar/deer and Nambian
safaris Contact Mark Curtis
Tel: 07860657990
www.a1decoy.co.uk

HAWKEYE SPORTING
AGENCY
Mike Manley, Tel: 01962
733378 www.hawkeye-sporting.
co.uk UK & worldwide game,
wildfowling, rough & vermin
HIGHMOOR
Contact Simon Dickens,
Tel: (+46) 707792744
Walked-up grouse in Sweden &
moose hunting

AFRICAN SKY HUNTERS
Contact A Williams, Tel: 01443
206333 Falconry safaris in
Zimbabwe. Also big game
hunts & bird shooting.

LASAROTTA
Tel: 01782 954710 or 07832
100524 www.lasarotta.co.uk
Driven wild boar in Serbia and
Croatia. Mouflon and chamois.

ARGENTINA WINGS
www.argentinawings.com Dove
& duck shooting in Argentina

NATIONAL PIGEON & PEST
CONTROL
Contact John Shooter,
Tel: 08707 572246 or 07702
012700 Pigeon shooting,
rooks, crows, rabbits.

ARTEMIS HUNTING
Contact Tomo Svetic,
Tel: 07795 084055 www.
artemis-hunting.com Driven
boar, bear, mouflon, deer &
bird shooting in Croatia.
BEAR CREEK SHOOTING
PRESERVE
Contact Lord Roy Thornton
www.bearcreekhunts.com
lordroy @aol.com Georgia,
USA. Deer, hog, quail, vermin.
CHASSE DE LA BANCALIE
Contact: Jean-Luc, Tel: +33
563 55 65 00 or Gary 07860
904211 Driven wild boar in
S France.
CHASSE DE LA LOIRE
Massif du Graffard
France. Contact Michelle
Hackworthy, Tel: 0033 2 41 82
32 45 www.chasseloire.com
Wild boar in Loire Valley
DELTA HUNTING
Contact: Miola Giacomo,
Tel: 0040 212 424372, Mob:
07979 360619, giacomo_miola@hotmail.com stalking,
boar, pigeons in Romania.
DOMAIN DE LA VALLEE DE
L’ORTOLO
Tel: 0033 495 7169 24. Open
country boar battue in Corsica
DV SPORTING
www.dvsporting.co.uk
Driven wild boar in Poland.
African game shooting.
GBW SAFARIS
Contact Tony Williams
Tel: 01483 205090 or 07900
670660 www.gbwsafaris.net

ROXTONS
Pheasant & partridge shooting
in the UK. Spanish partridge
shooting. Dove shooting in
Argentina & bird shooting in
Africa Tel: 01488 683222
www.roxtons.com
RIGBY SAFARIS LONDON
Tel: 020 7622 1131 Wild boar/
big game worldwide
SERIOUS SHOOTING LTD
Contact: Robert Cuthbert,
Tel: 01747 851128
www.seriousshooting.co.uk
Shooting at some of Britain’s
top sporting estates.
SLAV SPORTING
Contact Edward Donald,
Tel: 01628 851292
www.slavsporting.com
Driven boar in Cz, chamois
stalking in Slovenia.
SPORTING UK
Tel: 01536 202779
www.sportinguk.co.uk
Sport in the UK & overseas
UK CUSTOM SHOP LTD
Contact Andrew Banner,
Tel: 01527 832549 or 07885
944469 www. wildcatrifles.
co.uk for deer stalking England
& Scotland
NDUNA HUNTING SAFARIS
Contact David Tel: +44
(0)7866-571180 info@
kingstonedeer. com, www.
kingstonedeer.com Plains
game hunting in South Africa

www.sportingshooter.co.uk
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CLAY GROUNDS
Find your local ground for practice, competition or instruction

BEDFORDSHIRE
SPORTING TARGETS
nr Riseley. 10 shooting ranges,
three high towers, tuition, gun
shop. Tel: (01234) 708893 www.
sportingtargets.co.uk
BERKSHIRE
FOUR COUNTIES CTC
nr Newbury. Sporting, DTL, Fitasc,
tuition. Tel: (01635) 201657 www.
fourcountiesctc.co.uk
ROYAL BERKSHIRE
SHOOTING SCHOOL
Pangbourne Tel: (07000) 410410
www.rbss.co.uk
BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
EJ CHURCHILL SHOOTING GRND
(West Wycombe SS), High Wycombe.
Sporting, high tower, Skeet, DTL, tuition, gunshop. (01494) 883227 www.
ejchurchill.com www.wwsg.org.uk
HORNET SHOOTING GROUND
nr Long Crendon. Sporting, Fitasc.
Tel: (01494) 883715 www.adventure001.com/hornet
OXFORD GUN CO GUN CLUB
nr Oakley. Sporting, Skeet, have-ago days, tuition, corporate. (01844)
238308
VALLEY VIEW INTERNATIONAL
Shooting Ground nr Amersham.
Sporting, Skeet, tuition, corporate.
Tel: 07860 575055
HAMPSHIRE
CAVENDISH SPORTING
nr Bentley Tuition. Tel: (01420)
588275 Durley Hall Farm Clay Shoot
Fareham. (01489) 860292.
FAREHAM CLAY TARGET CLUB
Skeet, Sporting, ABT, tuition. (01329)
315185 www.farehamctc.org.uk
FROBURY FARM SPORTING CLUB
nr Newbury. Sporting, Skeet, tuition,
gun shop. (01635) 297122 www.
frobury.co.uk
LAINS SHOOTING SCHOOL
nr Andover. Skeet, practice, tuition.
Tel: (01246) 889467 or 07768 632567
www.lainsshooting school.co.uk
ROMSEY CLAY PIGEON CLUB
Sporting. Tel: (023) 80694623
Spitfire Shoot Stockbridge. Open
for practice Mon-Sat. One-to-one
tuition, groups, corporate, stag/hen
parties, in-field game instruction
Tel: 01264 810312 Email: info@
spitfireshoot.co.uk www.spitfireshoot.co.uk
TEST VALLEY CLAY PIGEON CLUB
Cocksford Firs, Popham, Hants
Sporting and Skeet. Every other
Sunday. £35 a year membership.
Tel: 01256 771055
THREE COUNTIES NR HOOK.
Sporting. Tuition. Contact Paul
Beecher on 07739 556790; www.
beechershooting.co.uk
WALLERS ASH GUN CLUB
Alresford Drove, WinchesterTel: 07710872875
email:travellingclays@btinternet.
com Practice, tuition, sporting,
all abilities catered for www.
wallersash.co.uk
HERTFORDSHIRE
BROOMHILLS SHOOTING GROUND
Markyate. Tuition, gunshop. Tel:
(01582) 842280 www.broomhills.co.uk
CODICOTE BOTTOM CLAY
TARGET CLUB
Codicote Bottom Farm, Kimpton
road, Codicote, Herts SG4 8SR.
Sporting, DTL. Alternate Sundays
10-1. Tel: 07768 714774 or 01438
814749 www.codicote-bottom.org
CUPID GREEN SKEET & ABT CLUB
Hemel Hempstead, Skeet & ABT
Every Weds & 1st & 3rd Sat of
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month. Felt/fibre wads only Tel:
01582 849382
LEA VALLEY SHOOTING ASSN
nr Hertford. Tuition, practice, have
a go days. Tel: 08707 605057. www.
lvsa.org.uk
NUTHAMPSTEAD SG
Sporting DTL, OTr, tuition, shop. Tel:
(01763) 848172 www.nuthampsteadshootingground.co.uk
PARK STREET & DISTRICT GC
Tel: (01923) 677 294
ISLE OF WIGHT
ISLE OF WIGHT GUN CLUB
near Godshill. Sporting, Skeet, DTL,
ABT. Tel: (01983) 567330
KENT
ABBEY SHOOTING DETLING SG
Skeet, Sporting. Tel: 01580 860783
/ 07710 463896
GREENFIELDS SHOOTING GROUND
nr Canterbury. Practice, tuition,
have-a-go days. Tel: (01227)
713222 www.greenfields shooting.
co.uk
DARTFORD CLAY SHOOTING CLUB
Sporting, Skeet, OTr, Compact. Tel:
(01322) 311001 www.dartfordcsc.
co.uk
HIGH BROOMS GUN CLUB
Meet fortnightly. Sunday morning
60-bird shoot. Pembury and Lamberhurst grounds. Visitors welcome
at cost of £12. Tel: 01892 539103;
email: malbow@fsmail.net
INVICTA ZZ
Off A21 btwn Tonbridge/ Tunbridge
Wells. Helice (ZZ) only. Full Eng
breakfast until cook goes to shoot.
Reg shoots only. Tel: (01580)
892542
KENT GUN CLUB
near Dartford. Trap, DTL, ADT,
ZZ. Free tuition to beginners. Tel:
(01883) 340248
KINGSFERRY GUN CLUB
Kingsferry Bridge. Skeet, Sportrap.
Non-lead shot only. Tel: (01795)
877037
MARTIN GORSE WOOD CPC
nr Dover in Kent Tel: 01233 713341
web: www.martingorse.co.uk
WEST KENT SHOOTING SCHOOL
Paddock Wood. Sporting, Skeet and
100ft tower Tel: (01892) 834306
www.wkss.demon.co.uk
LONDON
A1 SHOOTING GROUND
near Rowley Green. OTr, DTL, Sporting, tuition. (020) 8441 9986 www.
a1sg.freeserve.co.uk
WEST LONDON SHOOTING SCHOOL
Northolt. 100 traps, 8 towers,
tuition, restaurant, corporate. Tel:
(020) 8845 1377 www.shootingschool.co.uk
OXFORDSHIRE
GREENFIELD ENTERTAINMENT
Islip, nr Oxford. 50 Sporting,
tuition. Tel: (01869) 325218 www.
greenfieldentertainment.co.uk
SURREY
BISLEY GUN CLUB
Near Brookwood.DTL. CPSA competitions held 1st & 3rd Saturday of
month. Tel: (01737) 242332 www.
bisleygunclub.org.uk
BISLEY SHOOTING GROUND
nr Brookwood, Woking. Sporting
(inc towers) tuition & practice.
Open 7 days. Booking essential. Tel:
(01483) 797017 www.bisleyshooting.co.uk
CATERHAM CLAYS
off Caterham bypass. Sporting. Tel:
(01883) 622656
GATWICK CLAY SHOOTING
SCHOOL
Skeet, SKD, DTL, Sporting Tel:

www.sportingshooter.co.uk

Midlands Grand Prix at Red Hall a success
T

he Easter bank holiday weekend saw Paul
Wilkinson come out on top at the Midlands
Grand Prix; the first major event to be run by
Mickley Hall Shooting School with sponsorship
from Promatic LTD, Eley Hawk Cartridges and
Edgar Brothers.
Held at Red Hall Farm in Staffordshire, by
permission of Mick and Mandy Berrisford, the
event saw 450 competitors turn up to shoot in
the changeable British weather.
Friday, blessed by warm sunny weather, saw
James Attwood, Cheryl Hall, K Bridges and
John Lee competing for the top spots; on
scores of 140, 136, 141 and 142 respectively, it

07769 701842. www.gatwickclayshootingschool.org.uk
HORNE CLAY PIGEON CLUB
Sporting shoots, tuition, corporate
at Gatton Bottom, Markedge Lane,
nr Reigate and Court Farm, Chaldon, nr Caterham on the Hill. Tel:
(01342) 842986 or 07711 332097
www.clayandcountry.f2s.com
NATIONAL CLAY SHOOTING CNTR
Bisley. Four OTr layouts, Skeet, OS,
ABT, Double Trap. T: 01483 797666
www.nsc-clays.co.uk
THE STAR GUN CLUB
CHESSINGTON
Sporting. Tel: (020) 8898 3129
SUSSEX
BLACKDOWN SHOOT
Midhurst: 50 Sporting 4th Sunday
of month. Fibre wads only. Also at
School House Farm, Northchapel: 50
Sporting every 2nd and 5th Sunday.
Tel: (01428) 707584 Mob: 07770
777679.
NORTHALL CLAY PIGEON CLUB
Sporting, Compact, ABT, D/T, Skeet,
tuition, corporate. Tel: (01825)
791783
OAKESFIELD SPORTING GUN CLUB
Compak, Sporting, tuition and corporate Rudgwick, West Sussex Tel:
01306 740537/ 01737 222998
SOUTHDOWN SPORTING GUN CLUB
nr Worthing. Sporting, Skeet,
Fitasc, Sportrap, DTL, ABT,
tuition. Tel: (01903) 877555
www.southdownsgc.co.uk

EAST
CAMBRIDGESHIRE
COUNTRY PURSUITS
Chittering/Stretham. Sporting,
Sportrap. Tel: (01353) 669300
FENLAND GC
Washbrooke Farm, Benwick Road,
Doddington. Tel: 01354 655583
GRANSDEN AIRFIELD SG
Tel: (01767) 627663 www.
gransdenshootingground.co.uk
HADDON LODGE SHOOTING
Ground nr Peterborough. Sporting
incl tower, tuition.Tel: (01733)
240119 www.haddon-lodge.co.uk
HIGH HARTHAY SG
Tel: 07956 293390, www.hhsg.co.uk
MOVING TARGETS
Gt Eversden 50 ESP practice 2nd
& 4th Sundays. Contact: Tel.
07811815499 or www.mobileclayshooting.co.uk
ESSEX
BUSH HILL CLAY CLUB

nr Billericay. Sporting. Tel. (01277)
220974
CLACTON GUN CLUB
Little Clacton. Esp, Skeet, DTL. Tel:
(01255) 673146
COLCHESTER GARRISON
Clay Pigeon Club Sporting. Tel:
01206 576 756 (Chairman), 01206
392 357 (Secretary)
ESSEX SHOOTING GROUND
nr Harlow. Tel: 01245 283534, www.
essexshooting ground.com
FENNES SHOOTING SCHOOL
Braintree CM7 5PL Tel: 01376
324599 www.fennesclays.co.uk
FOWES CLAY CLUB
Belchamp Otten. 01787 312930
www.fowesclayclub.org.uk
MAYLAND & DISTRICT GUN CLUB
ESK, DTL, compact. (01268) 470 323
ORION GUN CLUB
nr Brentwood Sporting, Skeet, DTL.
07000 486258 www.gunclub.co.uk
PARKFORD SHOOTING CENTRE
Skeet, Sporting, DTL. Tel: (01255)
820230
SOUTHEND GUN CLUB
nr Rochford Tel: (01702) 219395
THREE ACRES SPORTING CLAYS
Leaden Roding. Sporting, pool. Tel:
07768 742117
WALTHAM ABBEY SHOOTING GRND
Sporting, tuition. Tel: 07768 742117
www.claypigeonshoot.co.uk
SPELLBROOK CSC SPORTING
Tuition. Tel: (01279) 419427 www.
spellbrookclays.co.uk
NORFOLK
MID NORFOLK SHOOTING SCHOOL
Taverham, nr Norwich. Tuition,
corporate. (01603) 860436 www.
midnorfolkshootingschool.com
SUFFOLK
BADWELL ASH GC
nr Bury St Edmunds. Sporting,
Skeet, DTL, ABT. Tel: 01359 259547
BARROW HEATH GUN CLUB
nr New- market. Sporting. Tel:
(01322) 405226
HIGH LODGE SHOOTING SCHOOL
nr Saxmundham. Skeet, SkD, DTL,
Sporting. Tel: (01986) 784347 www.
highlodge.co.uk
LAKENHEATH CLAY TARGET CLUB
Between Mildenhall and Brandon.
Skeet, DTL, Sportrap, gun room,
tuition. Food. Tel: (01638) 533353
www.lctc.co.uk

NORTH WEST
CHESHIRE
SOUTH CHESHIRE CLAY CLUB

was a close call until Paul Wilkinson blasted
through a score of 146, which proved
unbeatable and earned him the champion spot.
Cheryl Hall finished top of Ladies, and K
Bridges’ 141 was plenty good enough to
secure AA class.
PICTURE: HANNAH LYCETT-WILLIAMS

LONDON & S.E.

Alasger Nr Crewe, 1/2 mile from
junction 16 M6, Cheshire, North West
ENGLISH SPORTING SHOOT
tuition, refreshments, Tel:
07768570132 Catton Hall Shooting
Ground nr Frodsham. Practice, tuition, corporate. (01928) 788295
CLOUDSIDE SHOOTING GROUND
nr Congleton. Skeet, DTL, Compak,
Sportrap, ABT, OT. Tel: 01260
226392. www.cloudside.co.uk
MIDDLE FARM CLAY SHOOT
Bredbury. Tel: 0161 4302492 North
Wales Shooting School nr Chester.
Sporting, Skeet, OS, Fitasc, tuition,
practice. Tel: (01244) 812219 www.
shootingschool.net
CUMBRIA
PENRITH & DISTRICT GUN CLUB
DTL, Sporting, ABT. 01697 342062
KENDAL & DISTRICT TARGET CLUB
Kendal, Cumbria. DTL esc b trap Tel
Colin Phillips 01539 560298
ISLE OF MAN
AYRE CLAY PIGEON CLUB
Skeet, DTL, ABT, Double-Trap, UT,
OT and Sporting. Tel: 01624 880744
www.bluepointshooting.co.uk
LANCASHIRE
A6 CLAY TARGET CENTRE
Westhoughton, nr Bolton. ABT, DTL,
Skeet, Sportrap, tuition, restaurant.
Tel: 01942 843578 www.a6ctc.co.uk
BLACKPOOL GUN CLUB
nr Kirkham Preston. Sporting. Tel:
07730 409415
KELBROOK SHOOTING SCHOOL
nr Foulridge. (01282) 861632
RUNNING HILL CLAY PIGEON CLUB
Sporting clays, Saddleworth www.
running-hill-cpc.co.uk
WITHETS SHOOTING GROUND
Nr. Carnforth Lancashire M6 J35
Sporting; ABT; DTL; Skeet; Practice;
Tuition by appointment Tel 07967
194120 www.withetsclayshoot.co.uk
MANCHESTER CLAY SHOOTING CLUB
Sporting, Skeet, tuition, club
house. Tel: 0161 653 4438 www.
manchesterclayshooting.com

SOUTH WEST
CORNWALL
CART RIDGE SHOOTING CLUB
1⁄2m east of A38 btwn Landrake
& Tideford. Sporting, tuition. Tel:
01752 851262
COUNTY GUN CLUB
Tel: 01579 363301Imerys Gun Club
01726 823895
NORTH CORNWALL GUN CLUB
nr North Petherwin. DTL, tuition. Tel:

(01566) 785550
TRAX AND TRAILS ACTIVITY CNTR
Tamar Valley. Tuition. Tel: (01579)
384714 www.traxandtrails.co.uk
Devon
ASHCOMBE SHOOTING GROUND
nr Dawlish. Sporting, Skeet, DTL, high
tower, tuition. Tel: (01626) 866766
www.ashcombeadventure.co.uk
AXMINSTER GUN CLUB DTL
tuition. Tel: (01404) 881588
Bradford Shooting Ground, Skeet,
Sporting, DTL, ABT. Tel: (01409)
281341
CULM VALE GUN CLUB
nr Cullompton. Sporting. Tel:
(01460) 234245
CWA SHOOTING GROUND
Winnards Perch, Wadebridge,
Cornwall. Skeet and Sporting clays,
contact Mike Holmes 01872 864021
FOUR SEASONS GUN CLUB
East Hill Strips, nr Ottery St Mary.
Skeet, Sporting, Compact. Tel:
(01395) 278862
NEWNHAM PARK SG
nr Plymouth. Sporting, Skeet, ABT,
DTL, Sportrap, tuition. Tel: (01752)
343456 www.newnham.co.uk
NORTH DEVON SG
nr Ilfracombe. Sporting, practice &
tuition. Tel: 01271 863959 or 01271
850393 ndsg@hotmail.co.uk
SHALDEN SHOOTING SCHOOL
nr Shillingford. Sporting. Tel:
(01398) 331021 www.shaldenshootingschool.co.uk
SOUTH WEST SHOOTING SCHOOL
Lynton Cross. Sporting, Compact.
Tel: 01271 862545
TAMAR SHOOTING GROUND
Bradworthy. Tel (01409) 241839
www.waterland-days.co.uk
DEVON
NORTH DEVON FIELD SPORTS
Southdown Adventure Centre Nr
Barnstaple. DTL, Sporting, Sports
Trap, Practice and tuition Tel:
01271 858791 www.devonfieldsports.co.uk
DORSET
PURBECK SHOOTING SCHOOL
nr Poole. Sporting, Skeet, OS, Fitasc,
Sportrap. Tel: (01929) 405101 www.
shooting.uk.com
SOUTHERN COUNTIES
SHOOTING GROUND
Sporting, Skeet, OS, Fitasc,
Sportrap, DTL, ABT, tower. Tel:
(01935) 83625
GLOUCESTERSHIRE
CHATCOMBE ESTATE S SCHOOL

GROUND OWNERS: Send any updates to Clay Ground Guide, Sporting Shooter,
Evolution House, 2-6 Easthampstead Road, Wokingham, Berks RG40 2EG

nr Cheltenham. Sporting, Fitasc, OT,
gunshop. Tel: (01242) 870391
COTSWOLD CLAY PIGEON CLUB
Fosse Way, nr Stow. Sporting, pool.
Tel: (01451) 821431
GLOUCESTER CLAY SHOOTING
CLUB
on the A38 between Tewkesbury &
Gloucester. Skeet, OS. Tel: (01452)
739472 or 07785 508238.
IAN COLEY SHOOTING SCHOOL
Nr. Cheltenham ESP & DTL Practice
– Pay & Play. Tuition by Appt. Tel:
01242 870391 www.iancoley.co.uk
LONGRIDGE SHOOTING GROUND
Bromsberrow Heath, Ledbury Tel:
(07971) 447138
MORK CLAY CLUB
nr St Briavels. Sporting. Tel:
(01594) 530102
PRESCOTT SHOOTING SCHOOL
nr Cheltenham, Practice, Tuition,
Corporate Simulated game days.
High Tower, ESP Sportrap. Tel:
(01242) 673542 or 07921 951477
www.prescottshooting.com
STROUD & DISTRICT CLAY
SHOOTING CLUB
nr Bisley. Skeet, OS, DTL. Tel:
(01453) 764443
WESTFIELD SHOOTING GROUND
Sporting, tuition, groups, corporate
& simulated game. Tel: 0870
6091751 www.the clayshootingcompany.com
SOMERSET
BROOK BANK SHOOTING GROUND
nr Cheddar. Sporting, Skeet, UT,
DTL, ABT, tutition & corporate. Tel:
01749 871055. www.brookbankshooting.co.uk
IVYTHORN SPORTING
nr Street. Compact Sporting under
cover. Tuition & corporate. Tel:
(01458) 447120 or 07970 151321
www.ivythornsporting.co.uk
MENDIP SHOOTING GROUND
nr Wells. Sporting, Skeet, DTL, ABT,
clubhouse, gunshop. Tel: (01749)
673471
PODIMORE SHOOTING GROUND
Ilchester. Sporting, Fitasc,
Sportrap. Tel: (01935) 862510 www.
podimore-shooting.co.uk
SHIPHAM SPORTING CLAYS
nr Clevedon. Sporting, tuition,
practice. Tel: (01275) 877851
VALLEY SHOOTING GROUND
info@valleycalyshoot.co.uk
WOODSPRING CLAY SHOOT
Wick St Lawrence, nr Weston super
Mare. Sporting/ 50-bird practice/
private parties. Tel: 07503 766373
WILTSHIRE
BARBURY SHOOTING SCHOOL
nr Swindon. Tuition, corporate,
Sporting, FITASC, Compact,
Skeet. Tel: 07872 666154 www.
barburyshoot.com
BASSETT BREAKERS GUN CLUB
Flaxlands Shooting Ground, nr
Swindon. Sporting. Tel: (01793)
750801
CADLEY CLAY SHOOTING GROUND
nr Marlborough. Sporting, practice,
tutition, corporate.Tel: (01672)
512052 www.cadleyclays.co.uk
URCHFONT CLAY PIGEON CLUB
nr Devizes. DTL, Sporting. Tel:
(01380) 721218
WOOD FARM CLAY SHOOTING CLUB
nr Warminster. Skeet, DTL, Sporting.
Tel: (01747)860471

MIDLANDS
DERBYSHIRE
BAKEWELL & WIRKSWORTH CPC
nr Brassington. Sporting. Tel:
(01629) 814395

DARLEY DALE CPSC
nr Brassington. Sporting. Tel:
(01629) 733161
DOVERIDGE CLAY SHOOTING CLUB
nr Doveridge. Skeet, DTL, Sporting.
Tel:(01889)565986
LOWES LANE SHOOTING GROUND
nr Swadlincote. Sporting, Skeet,
DTL, high tower, flush, tuition. Tel:
(01332) 866800
OCKBROOK SPORTING CLAYS
nr Derby. Tel: (01773) 714731
YEAVELEY ESTATE
nr Ashbourne. Sporting, Tuition. Tel:
(01335) 330247
HEREFORD & WORCESTER
LONGRIDGE SHOOTING GROUND
M50 (Jn 2) Tel: 07971 447138
SOUTH WORCESTER SG
nr Upton-upon-Severn. DTL, Sporting, Practice, tuition. Tel: (01684)
310605 www.swsg.co.uk
WORCESTERSHIRE GUN CLUB
IIIey, W Midlands. ABT, Sporting. Tel:
07836 225580 www.w-g-c.co.uk
WYRE FOREST GUNS
nr Button Oak. Sporting. Tel:
(01299) 403730
LEICESTERSHIRE
BAGWORTH MINERS CPC
nr Coalville. DTL, Sporting, ABT.
(01530) 260816
GRANGE FARM SC
nr Desford. Sporting, Skeet, OS, DTL,
ABT. Tel: (01455) 822208
HOTON CLAY CLUB
Sporting. Tel: 0116 230 2311 www.
hoton-clay-club.co.uk
KEGWORTH SHOOTING GROUND
(YS) Sporting Tel: 07973 111 650
Long Lane, 1 1/2 miles due north
of Kegworth Village, at its junction
with Ratcliffe lane. Nearest Sat
nav: one mile south of the ground
DE74 2GA.
KIBWORTH SHOOTING GROUND
Off A6 Kibworth-Market Harborough
Rd. Sporting Skeet, DTL, Tower,
Fitasc, Sportrap, flush. Tuition. Tel:
01162 796001 rose@kibworthshootingground.co.uk
MARKET HARBOROUGH &
DISTRICT SC
Sporting, Skeet, OS, DTL. Tel:
(01858) 463698
NORMANTON SHOOTING GROUND
nr Thurlaston. Sporting, ABT, DT Tel:
(01455) 888210
SPA VALE SHOOTING GROUND
nr Lutterworth. Tel: 0116 247 8917
www.spa-vale.co.uk
LINCOLNSHIRE
ANCHOLME VALLEY CLAY
TARGET CLUB
Kirton Lindsey Airfield. ESK, SKD,
DTL, ABT, Sporting. Tel: (01777)
818362 ancholme-valley-ctc.org.uk
GRIMSTHORPE ESTATE SG
nr Eden-ham. Sporting. Tel: (01778)
591128
HAVEN CLAY SHOOTING CLUB
Haven Bank, New York, LN4 4XR.
Enquiries to Graham Fordham
07854227175. 30-bird Sporting, DTL,
family days, friendly club. Visit havencpc.webs.com for shooting dates.
LINCS CLAY CLUB
Church Lane, South Clifton, Nr
Lincoln, Lincolnshire NG23 7AW,
www.lincsclayclub.co.uk
LINCOLNSHIRE SHOOTING GROUND
Sutton Bridge. Sporting, Skeet, ABT,
Sportrap, tower, tuition, restaurant,
corporate.Tel: (01406) 359300/ (01945)
700622 www.shooting4you.co.uk
PINEWOOD SHOOTING GROUND
nr Gainsborough. Sporting, Skeet,
DTL, OT, D/T, Compact. Tel: (01427)
628900. www. pinewood-sg.fsnet.co.uk

SINCLAIRS SHOOTING GROUND
Whaplode Drove, nr Holbeach. Skeet,
Sporting, Compact, ABT & DTL. Open
Weds-Sun, all year. Tel: (01406) 540362.
SPA VALE SHOOTING GROUND
Coventry Road (Near to Magna Park)
Lutterworth, Tel No. 0116 2478917
www.spa-vale.co.uk

RUGBY & DISTRICT TRAP CLUB
ABT. Tel: (01788) 573257
WEDGNOCK SHOOTING GROUND
Sporting, Skeet, DTL, Sportrap.
Tel: 01926 491948 www.adventuresport.
co.uk

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE
A614 SHOOTING GROUND
Near Nottingham, tuition. Tel:
(0115) 9656144
COCKETT FARM SHOOTING GRND
nr Mansfield. Sporting, Skeet, STr,
White Gold, tuition. Tel: (01623)
882244 www.cockettfarm.com
NOTTINGHAM & DISTRICT GC
DTL, Skeet, OS. Tel: (0115) 9273492
ORSTON SHOOTING GROUND
Sporting, Skeet, Sportrap, DTL, ABT,
D/Rise, Trench, practice, tuition,
corporate and shop. Tel: (01949)
851181 or 07831 221110 www.
orston.com
OXTON SHOOTING SCHOOL
Sporting, Skeet, Compact, Sportrap,
ABT, DTL, Fitasc, tuition, shop. Tel:
(01623) 882523
STILEHOLLOW SHOOTING SCHOOL
nr Mansfield. Sporting, Skeet, DTL,
ABT, tower, tuition. (01623) 823930
www.stilehollow.com

CO DURHAM
SPENNYMOOR & DISTRICT
Clay Pigeon Club Sporting, Skeet,
ABT, DTL. Tel: (0191) 3772412
www.keithbutterwick.com/
spennymoor

NORTHAMPTON
NORTHAMPTON SHOOTING GRND
Skeet, DTL, ABT, tuition. (01604)
642252 northamptonshootingground.co.uk
SHROPSHIRE
BRIDGNORTH & DISTRICT GUN CLUB
nr Wolverhampton. DTL. Tel:
(01562) 883092
WEST MIDLANDS SG
Sporting,Skeet, ABT, Compact,
Fitasc, ABT, gun room. Tel: (01939)
200644 www.wmsg.co.uk
STAFFORDSHIRE
CROSS GUN CLUB
nr Kinver. Sporting year-round, ABT
in summer. Tel: (01384) 873017 or
07973 875449
GARLANDS SHOOTING GROUND
Tamworth. Sporting, OT, DTL, Skeet.
Tel: (01827) 383300
KINGSLEY MOOR SG
nr Alton Towers. Sporting. Tel:
(01782) 550371
LEEK & DGC
Sporting. Tel: (01538) 386127
QUARNFORD SHOOTING GROUND
nr Leek. Sporting. Tel: (01298) 22204
RANTON CLAY TARGET CLUB
DTL, ABT, Sporting. (01782) 611775.
RODBASTON GUN CLUB
Sporting & tuition, Weds eves. www.
shotgun.me.uk
MILLRIDE COUNTRY SPORTS
Sporting, Skeet. Off junction 1 of
the M54. WV11 2AZ. 01902 725 165
www.millride-country-sports.co.uk
OAKEDGE SHOOTING GROUND
Sporting, Fitasc Sporting, High
Skeet, DTL. (01889) 881391
WERGS GUN CLUB
nr Essington. Sporting, Skeet.
(01922) 476508
WARWICKSHIRE
BARBY SPORTING CLUB
nr Rugby. Sporting, Skeet, DTL,
Compact. Tel: (01788) 891873
www.barbysporting.com
EDGEHILL SHOOTING GROUND
nr Banbury. Sporting, Skeet, OS,
DTL, ABT, Compact. Tuition &
corporate. (01295) 670100
HONESBERIE SHOOTING GROUND
Sporting, tuition, corporate.Tel:
(01327) 260302 www.honesberieshooting.co.uk

YORKSHIRE & N.E.

EAST YORKSHIRE
EAST YORKSHIRE GUN CLUB
nr Beverley. Skeet, OS, SKd, DTL, ABT,
UTR, Sporting. Tel: (01964) 551134
HUMBERSIDE SHOOTING GROUND
nr Beverley. Skeet, DTL, ABT,
Compact, White Gold. Tel: (01964)
544357. www.pthorn.co.uk/
shootingground
MONCKTON SG
N. Newbald, Tel: 01430 827229.
www. moncktonshoot.co.uk
NORTH WOLDS GUN CLUB
Sporting, DTL, tuition. Tel: (01759)
368314
PARK LODGE SHOOTING SCHOOL
East Yorkshire DTL, ESK, ESP, ADT.
Practice and lessons available. Tel:
07919 694587
NORTH YORKSHIRE
CONISTON SHOOTING GROUND
nr Skipton. Tel: 07831 399860
KNARESBOROUGH & DISTRICT GC
Sporting, Skeet, DTL, ABT. Tel:
(01423) 561174.
NORTH OF ENGLAND CTC
nr Rufforth. Sporting, Skeet, OS,
DTL, ABT. Tel: (01904) 738120.
NORTH YORKSHIRE SHOOTING
School nr Thirsk. 07966 387273
northyorkshireshootingschool.com
THIMBLEBY SHOOTING GROUND
nr Osmotherley. Sporting, Sportrap,
tuition, corporate. Tel: (01642)
351725 Mob: 07776 223609
WARREN GILL SHOOTING GROUND
nr Ripon Tel: (01765) 689232 www.
warrengill.co.uk
NORTHUMBERLAND
BYWELL SHOOTING GROUND
nr Felton. Skeet, DTL, ABT, tower,
shop. Tel: (01670) 787827 www.
bywellshootingground.com
STEVE SMITH SG
nr Dinnington. Sporting, DTL, Skeet,
ABT. Tel: (01661) 822444. www.
stevesmiths.co.uk
SOUTH YORKSHIRE
FOX HOUSE CLAY SPORTS
Sporting, tuition, corporate. Tel:
(0114) 2663822 or 07976 5211369
SYCAMORE SHOOTING GROUNDS
Sporting, DTL, D/R, tuition, corporate. Tel:(0114) 272 4602
WEST YORKSHIRE
BATLEY & DISTRICT GUN CLUB
nr Morley. Sporting Tel: (01484)711874
EMLEY CLAYSHOOT
Sporting every 2nd Sunday. Tuition
available. Mob: 07814 538927
GREYSTONE WOOD SHOOTING GRND
nr Otley. Sporting. Mob: 07960
352123
HOLMFIRTH SHOOTING SCHOOL
nr Huddersfield. Skeet, DTL, ABT,
Tel: (01484) 685464

N. IRELAND
FOYMORE LODGE
off the A4 in Co Armagh (signed
from Portadown & M1 j12). Sporting, instruction, club house. www.
foymorelodge.com

WALES
CRYNANT SHOOTING GROUND
Port Talbot, South Wales. Sporting,
Skeet, OS, DTL, ABT, tuition,
corporate. Tel: (01639) 881185
eurotrap.co.uk
DOVEY VALLEY SHOOTING GRND
Llanwrin, Machynlleth, Powys.
Sporting, Skeet, DTL, sim game,
practice, tuition, corporate. (01650)
511252. www.doveyvalley.co.uk
GRIFFIN-LLOYD SHOOTING GRND
Mid-Wales, Welsh Marches.
Sporting, ABT, OT, tuition. Tel:
(01547) 550634 Nwww.griffinlloyd.
co.uk
FAUXDEGLA SHOOTING GROUND
North Wales. DTL, ABT, Skeet. Tel:
01978 790198
MID WALES SC
nr Llanidloes. DTL, ABT.
Tel: (01686) 430654
NORTH WALES SS SEALAND
nr Chester. DTL, OT. Tel: (01244)
812219
SOUTH WALES 2000
nr Newbridge. Sporting, Skeet, OT,
ABT, DTL, tuition, clubhouse.
Tel: (01495) 201182 southwales2000.
com
TREETOPS SG
nr Newport, 5 min from M4 j28.
Sporting, tuition. (01633) 681197
WOODLAND PARK SHOOTING
GRND
Brecon. Sporting, tuition, corporate. Tel:
078111 89413 www.wpshoot.co.uk

SCOTLAND
AUCHTERHOUSE COUNTRY SPORTS
nr Dundee. Sporting, Fitasc, Skeet,
DTL. Tel: (01382) 320476 www.
treemac.co.uk
ARRAN GUN CLUB ISLE OF
ARRAN
nr Altnaharra. Tel:(01549) 411245
BRAIDWOOD SG
nr Selkirk. Tel: (01835) 870280
www.braidwoodsc.co.uk
BURNTKETTLE SG AULDGARTH
nr Dumfries. DTL, Skeet, Sporting.
Tel: 01848 331131.
BUTE CLAY TARGET CLUB
Kingarth. Tel: (01700) 500274
Cairndow Clay Target Club Argyll.
DTL. Tel:(01499) 600201
CARLISLE & DISTRICT GUN CLUB
nr Wigton. Tel: (01697) 331452
CENTRAL SCOTLAND
SHOOTING SCHOOL
nr Falkirk. OSK, DTL, ABT. Tel:
(01324) 851672
CLAY TARGET SHOOTING
SCHOOL
Houston, Renfrewshire. Sporting.
Tel: (01505) 873547 www.claytargetshootingschool.co.uk
CLUNY CLAYS
Fife. Sporting, Skeet, DTL, Compact,
flush, tuition, restaurant.
Tel:(01592) 720374
www.clunyclays.com
COWANS LAW MOSCOW
Ayrshire. Sporting, DTL. Tel: (01560)
700666 cowanslaw.com
CORTACHY GUN CLUB
nr Egnomoss. DTL, practice. Tel:
(01307) 860239
DALVENNAN COUNTRY SPORTS
nr Kirkmichael. DTL, ABT, Sporting,
Skeet, gun shop, tuition. (01292)
531134
DRUMMOND SHOOTING GROUND
at Drummond Castle Estate. Tel:
(01764) 681262
DUNOON & DISTRICT GUN CLUB
Tel: (01369) 704362
DUNS & DISTRICT GUN CLUB
nr Cockburnspath, off the A1. Sport-

ing usually last Sunday of month.
Tel: (01361) 883500
FALKIRK & DISTRICT SPORTING CC
Tel: (01236) 726159
FORREST ESTATE SHOOTING GRND
St John’s Town of Dalry, Dumfries
and Galloway. Sporting / Sportrap /
Practice / Tuition / Corporate
Tel: (01644) 430469 or 07747 691447
www.forrestestateexperiences.com
GARNOCK VALLEY SPORTING GC
Shoots every Sunday, mainly
sporting birds to simulate game.
Based Ayrshire.Tel: John Noble,
01560 482162 garnockvalleygunclub.webs.com
GLENDARUEL GUN CLUB
Tel: (01369) 820217
HARRIS GUN CLUB
nr Urgha. Tel: 07919037588
HIGHLAND DEEPHAVEN CPC
nr Evanton. Tel: (01349) 864315
Isle of Jura nr Craighouse. Tel:
(01496) 820396
KINGSCLIFF SHOOTING LODGE
Aberdeenshire. Sporting, Skeet, DTL,
ABT, Fitasc. Tel: (01651) 806375
KIPPEN GUN CLUB
nr Stirling. Tel: (01786) 465125
KIRKCUBRIGHT GUN CLUB
nr Gibbhill. Tel: (01557) 330447
KNAPDALE GUN CLUB
Achnamara. Tel: (01546) 606989
LINDERTIS WOODS SG
3 miles west of Kirriemuir on
A926. Sporting, Fitasc, tuition. Tel:
(01575) 572501
LOCH NESS GUN CLUB
DTL, Skeet. Tel: (01320) 351295
Lorn Gun Club Tel:(01631) 564431
Millport Clay Pigeon Association.
Tel: (01475) 530367
MONKLANDS & DISTRICT GC
nr Carmichael. Tel: (01555) 840562
MORTON CLAY TARGETS
Midcalder, nr Edinburgh. Tel: 01506
884500 www.mortonclaytargets.co.uk
NORTH AYRSHIRE SHOOTING
GRND
nr Dalry. Sporting, DTL, Skeet,
tuition. Tel: (01294) 833297
ORKNEY CLAY PIGEON CLUB
St Ola. Tel: (01856) 874853
PITGRUDY SHOOTING GROUND
Sutherland. Compact, sporting,
skeet Tel: (01862) 810291
ROTHIEMURCHUS SG
apx 3 miles East of Aviemore. Sporting, DTL, tuition. Tel: (01479) 811272
SCOTTISH CLAY SHOOTING
CNTR
nr Leuchars, Fife. Tel: (01592) 742835
SEALS COVE SHOOTING GROUND
Earnsheugh Bay, Findon, Aberdeen.
(01224) 781742. Shop: 01224 580179.
SHANDON COUNTRY PURSUITS LTD
nr Helensburgh. Sporting, tuition.
Tel: (01436) 820838
SHETLAND CLAY PIGEON CLUB
nr Lerwick. ABT, DTL, Skeet. Tel:
(01950) 477381 Shootfish@
Bogbain Farm nr Inverness - 3
miles south on A9. Sporting. Tel:
(01463) 772800
STRATHYRE GUN CLUB
nr Comrie. DTL, tuition. Tel:(01764)
670013
SUNART & MOIDART CTC
nr Salen. Tel: (01967) 431602
TARBERT GUN CLUB
DTL, Dtl, Sporting, tuition. Tel:
01880) 820482
THORNHILL GUN CLUB
Dumfriesshire. Sporting, DTL. Tel:
(01556) 504124
WEST OF EDINBURGH SHOOTING CLUB
Tel: 07749 503934 www.wesc.
agurney.com
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ACCESSORIES

LOOKING FOR A CUSTOM GUN?
LOOKING FOR THE BEST?
Log on to

JOHNJEFFRIES-CUSTOMGUNS.COM
OR CALL 07711 456524

Julian Coupland
HIGHLAND CRAFTSMAN
Bespoke Gunstock Customisation

Tel: 01349863737 | Email: enquiries@highlandcraftsman.co.uk

www.highlandcraftsman.co.uk
SHOOTING ARTWORK

On View at:

Sally Mitchell’s Gallery
1 Market Place
Tuxford, Newark, Notts
NG22 0LA
Open Mon - Friday
8.30 am to 5.30 pm
Open Saturday
8.30am - 3pm

70 Original paintings
and rare Limited
edition prints by Mick
Cawston to be sold by
auction.
View Lots and bid at:
the‐saleroom.com
Further details and a
free catalogue available
sallymitchell.com
01777 838 234
info@sallymitchell.com
110 www.sportingshooter.co.uk

Mick Cawston Sale

On‐Line Auction of the work of Mick Cawston.
Live from 29th April ‐ 8th May 2016

ryan.coupland@archant.co.uk
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CARTRIDGES

DEALERS

Shotguns, Riﬂes, Air Riﬂes – Bought & Sold
www.swillingtonshootingsupplies.co.uk

GUN
& TACKLE SHOP
PROBABLY ONE OF THE BEST SELECTION OF
CARTRIDGES IN SOUTH LINCOLNSHIRE.

SHOTGUNS

RIFLES

BLASER
BERETTA
BROWNING
MIROKU
BENELLI
HATSAN
BETTINSOLI
STOEGER
FRANCHI etc

BLASER
HAENEL
BROWNING
SAKO/TIKKA
SAUER
KIMBER
MAUSER
MANNLICHER
CZ etc

SWAZI
SITKA
LAKSEN
DIOTTO
BOOTS
HARKILA
BARBOUR
RIVERS WEST
DEERHUNTER
DUBARRY
MUSTO
ROVINCE

AIR RIFLES

OPTICS

AIR ARMS
DAYSTATE
BSA
WEIHRAUCH
STEYR/DIANA
GAMO
ASG
WALTHER
WEBLEY etc

SWAROVSKI
ZEISS/LEICA
SCHMIDT
BUSHNELL
MEOPTA
BURRIS/MTC
VORTEX
NIGHTFORCE
HAWKE etc

Home Farm, Wakeﬁeld Road, Swillington, Leeds LS26 8UA
T: 0113 2864 097 E: info@swillingtonshootingsupplies.co.uk
CLOSED WEDNESDAYS

MISCELLANEOUS

A LARGE SELECTION OF CARTRIDGES IN STOCK
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ELEY FIRST SELECT 28G P.W......................................£150 PER 1000
ELEY FIRST SELECT 28G F.W ......................................£156 PER 1000
ELEY PIGEON SELECT 30G P.W ..................................£168 PER 1000
ELEY PIGEON SELECT 30G F.W ..................................£174 PER 1000
GAMEBORE BLACK GOLD 32G P.W ............................£303 PER 1000
GAMEBORE DARK STORM 32G F.W ............................£315 PER 1000
CLEVER SUPERTARGET 28G P.W ...............................£152 PER 1000
LYALVALE EXPRESS ENGLISH SPORTER 28G P.W .... £140 PER 1000
LYALVALE EXPRESS PIGEON POWER 29G P.W .........£170 PER 1000
FIOCCHI PIGEON 32G P.W ...........................................£195 PER 1000

FULL RANGE OF FIOCCHI CARTRIDGES INCLUDING THE NEW F3

CLOSED ON TUESDAY | TEL: 01406 370682 / 07790 891090
KIRKGATE, WHAPLODE, SPALDING, LINCS, PE12 6TE
EMAIL: topshotcartridge@gmail.com

CLAY TRAPS
UNICEF and The World Health
Organisation studies show alarming
mineral deﬁciency in modern food and soil
which is detrimental to health and beauty.
Nutritionists, health
consultants, beauty experts
and sports trainers around the
world have been searching
for decades for the answer
to optimum health and
performance...now they’ve
found it. These experts are
now witnessing the amazing
beneﬁts after recommending
‘Sizzling Minerals’ to their clients. Plant Derived
Minerals are essential for maximum performance
and also to assist the aversion of diseases such
as arthritis, asthma, diabetes, skin problems,
osteoporosis, high blood pressure, alzheimer’s
and strokes to name a few...

“I’ve seen miraculous results in my clients”

TO ADVERTISE ON THESE
PAGES CONTACT

Ryan
0118 974 2525
www.sportingshooter.co.uk
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CLASSIFIED

TO ADVERTISE ON THESE PAGES CONTACT: Ryan 0118 974 2525

ryan.coupland@archant.co.uk

CLOTHING

CHESHIRE GAME SUPPLIES
Selling a large range of country clothing & footwear including SEELAND,
HOGGS OF FIFE, MUCKMASTER AND MORE.
Ready for the Spring & Summer months we have the latest JACK MURPHY
range at GREAT PRICES.

Get 15% OFF Jack Murphy clothing with discount code 67DBLHB
WWW.CHESHIREGAMESUPPLIES.CO.UK | ENQUIRIES@CHESHIREGAMESUPPLIES.CO.UK
SHOOTING BREAKS

Luckyard Farm
300 acres to shoot over. Vermin and rough
shooting is available all year round.

LUCKYARD FARM

4 People Weekend Stay At Our Cottage Just £185. Weeks from £250.
LUCKYARD FARM, WHEDDON CROSS, EXMOOR, SOMERSET TA24 7HF

Tel: 07969 171415 enquiries@luckyardfarm.co.uk www.luckyardfarm.co.uk
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GUN DEALERS

Gun Dealer?

Contact Ryan on Tel: 01189 742525
Email: ryan.coupland@archant.co.uk

LONDON/SOUTH EAST

Scotland
Northern
Ireland

North

EAST

Central
East

Wales

South West

London
& South
East

Isle of Wight

WALES

SOUTH WEST

For a great selection of shotguns, rifles,
airguns, ammunition, accessories and
country clothing visit Eastern Sporting
01245 477600 gunroom@easternsporting.com

www.easternsporting.com

Eastern Sporting Limited, Unit 3 The Bringey,
Church Street, Great Baddow, Chelmsford, Essex CM2 7JW

NORTH

CENTRAL

www.shootersworld-uk.com

WWW.SPORTINGSHOOTER.CO.UK
www.sportingshooter.co.uk
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NEXT MONTH:
GUNDOG
SPECIAL!
INCLUDING:
■ Gundog training advice from

our experts
■ A look at gundog behaviour
■ Bumper selection of gundog

products

FOXING, PIGEONS,
SHOOTING TECHNIQUE,
KEEPERING AND MORE
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5 ISSUES

FOR £5

DON’T MISS OUT – SUBSCRIBE TODAY
www.subscriptionsave.co.uk/SPSNEXT
0844 848 8052 quoting CSSNEXT6

Direct Debit is a UK-only offer. Details of Direct Debit Guarantee are available on request.
Savings are based on the cover price of £3.75 per issue. After your first 5 issues, print subscriptions continue at £14.60 (saving 35%) by 6 monthly
DD. Digital subscriptions continue at £17.99 on an annual basis. Sporting Shooter is published 12 times a year. Offer ends 31/06/2016
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SHOOTING
IN FOCUS
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FROM EYE DOMINANCE TO
GAME SHOOTING ABILITY:
OUR EXPERTS HAVE
IT COVERED

PAGES OF
GUNDOG
ACTION!

PLUS

+
PIGEON

Keepering:
How to get more
from your cover crops

S:

Top tips for decoying
on winter rape

CONSERVATION:

Why keepers are a
curlew’s best friend

GUN TEST:
Beretta’s compact
clay crusher

Wildfowling:

Why less is more
when it comes to decoys

Cooking:
Too many birds? Tim
Maddams has the cure
MARCH 2016

GUNDOGS:

£3.75

Flushed with success?
Hunting know-how

PICTURE: NICK RIDLEY

with Lez Graham

